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The objective of this research is to model an induction motor drive and to investigate a 
vector control strategy for the induction motor. 
The induction motor control techniques are reviewed and vector control of the induction 
motor is introduced. Subsequently, the induction motor is briefly described and the 
different electrical equivalent circuits models used for analysis are presented. 
The DQ-axis theory is established as the most appropriate for modelling the transient 
response of induction motor drives. Therefore this theory is adopted and a model for the 
induction motor is achieved using the Simulink toolbox within MATLAB software. This 
model is general, however the results presented are for a specific inverter/induction motor 
drive system. Speed and torque responses of the motor to various input conditions, like 
step or different level inertia loads are presented. A combined model of the induction 
motor and the inverter is derived in order to simulate the behaviour of the system. 
The induction motor model is extended to cater for general periodic input excitations and 
the PWM inverter model is combined with the induction motor model to simulate the drive 
system. This is realised by decomposing the PWM output into harmonics and combining 
together a number of harmonic fed motors. 
It is shown that vector control technique using spatial frames produces expressions for the 
electromagnetic torque similar to those of a d.c. machine. This implies that induction 
motor control can be realised by the decoupled control of the flux-producing component 
and torqul'-producing component of the stator cUlTent, similar to controlling the field and 
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Abstract 
armature currents in a d.c. machine. The space phasor theory is presented and the principle 
of vector control, oriented with the rotor-flux vector, is explained. 
Parameter estimation procedures, simulated using Pascal language, have been developed 
and values are estimated using voltage and current pulses applied to the motor. Employing 
an already assembled test rig, at the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of 
L 'Aquila, Italy, practical tests were carried out and procedures were implemented for a 
control scheme based on SAB 80C166 microcontroller. 
Further work reported includes the realisation of a test rig based on an induction motor of 
1.5 kW. This was carried out at the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 
De Montfort University. Finally the vector control scheme was implemented for the 
TMS320C240 Evaluation Module and test results obtained which are presented and 
critically commented upon. 
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1. 1 Introduction - Market Information 
E lectric motor technology is more than 100 years old, however some technologies developed in the late 1800s are still used today in various configurations. Despite 
being very mature, a brilliant future is predicted for the motor industry thanks to advances 
in intelligent motor control. MIT (Motion Tech Trends) estimate the value of all motors 
manufactured in 1996 is of US$ 47.5 billion worldwide and by the year 2001 motor 
production is expected to reach US$ 66 billion. Production of three-phase induction motor 
represents 20.4% of the total market while brushed d.c., universal, brushless and stepper 
motors represent more than 50% [ 1 ]. 
Nowadays the electric motor is becoming a link between digital intelligence and the 
physical execution of the required work, consequently it is finding ever more use in all 
aspects of modern life. Automation of complex activities is now feasible due to the 
possibility of employing sophisticated sensors, intelligent software and microprocessors in 
conjunction with electric motors in industrial, commercial and consumer equipment [ I ]. 
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The range and typical application areas for the most common type of electric drive, the 
induction motor, are briefly reviewed. 
1.2 Induction Motor Control - General Review 
D ·C motors have been extensively used in variable speed applications mainly because they are easy to control. Control can be effected by both varying the armature 
voltage or by controlling field current. There are certain disadvantages associated with 
using d.c. motors, the main being the need for periodic maintenance due to the existence of 
the commutator and brushes. In addition, due to the likelihood of sparking at the rotating 
contacts they cannot be used in corrosive or explosive environments. 
Induction motors are used instead of d.c. machines wherever possible because they are, in 
general smaller for the same rating, are robust and less expensive. However the control of 
a.c. motors is more complex than that for d.c. motors. The basic methods for controlling 
induction motors may be summarised as: resistance control, slip-energy recovery scheme, 
both applicable to wound-rotor machines, pole-changing, pole-amplitude modulation, 
supply-voltage variation and variable frequency-variable voltage [ 2 ]. 
The simplest type of speed control for wound-rotor induction motors may be realised using 
external resistances in series with the rotor circuit. For a required value of speed, the 
corresponding slip can be evaluated and consequently the necessary external resistance 
calculated. If a wide range of speed is required then a variable resistor of 0 to 100 times 
the rotor resistance may be necessary. However this method has the disadvantages 
associated with heat dissipation and energy loss. As a consequence of these drawbacks, 
slip-energy recovery schemes were developed. In these schemes the energy normally 
dissipated in the external resistance is fed back into the 3-phase supply of the machine. 
For applications where dual-speeds are required, pole-changing and PAM techniques are 
available. Using this approach requires the induction machine to have either two separate 
three-phase stator windings with different numbers of pole-pairs or in the PAM technique. 
developed by G.H. Rawcliffe [ 3 ], a way to achieve multiple sets of poles in a single stator 
winding. In PAM the resulting number of poles can be in ratios other than 2: 1 and the 
2 
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method achieves a cost reduction when compared with the method of using two separate 
windings. 
Speed control can also be realised by supply voltage variation. To obtain a variable 
voltage, a switched a.c. supply using inverse-parallel thyristors can be used. The main 
disadvantage is the creation of harmonic voltages and currents which increase losses and 
produce harmonic torques. The control method is restricted to speed variation of about 0.2 
p.u. and machines rated up to several kilowatts. 
A refined control method is obtained by using a variable-voltage variable-frequency 
supply. Maintaining a constant ratio of V produces near constant flux conditions within 
f 
the motor except at very low speeds. Implementation of this method is realised by 
employing an inverter drive or a cycloconverter. The cycloconverter transforms a three-
phase supply at power frequency to one at lower frequency by the appropriate switching 
and natural commutation of the control devices. The several disadvantages associated with 
this approach include: complicated control circuitry, harmonic generation and high cost. 
However, improved switching strategies is making the use of cycloconverters more 
practical. Currently it is mostly used for large drives of 1 MW and upwards. 
Inverter drives can be categorised into current source inverters and voltage source 
inverters. The current source inverter drive is robust since the control strategy inherently 
limits overload currents and therefore offers short-circuit protection. By reducing the 
inverter frequency, the speed is bigger than synchronous speed and slip is negative. The 
machine then operates like a generator and deceleration is achieved by regenerative 
braking. However the main disadvantage is that torque pulsations are induced at low 
frequencies causing speed ripple and voltage surges are impressed on the machine winding 
which may stress the insulation. 
Invariably, in the case of a voltage source inverter drive a PWM technique is used to 
generate the voltage output. Recent developments in the area of microprocessors have 
enabled digital implementation of PWM schemes to be realised. Two basic schemes are 
used to operate the inverter-motor assembly: open-loop and closed-loop control schemes. 
Open-loop control is the simplest form of control which essentially supplies the voltage 
and frequency expected to produce the correct speed and torque. A simple open-loop 
3 
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inverter drive offers an important benefit. During start-up, the unit will typically supply 
only a low voltage and, thus, will avoid saturating the motor. It, therefore, produces more 
torque for a given current than a conventional direct-on-line starter. The perfonnance of 
open-loop systems is, however, limited at low speeds. Torque falls when the supply 
frequency is below 2 Hz, and stability often becomes a problem [ 4 ]. 
Closed-loop control is a more sophisticated control strategy providing a range of 
characteristics typically accurate speed control and controlled slip for reduced energy 
consumption at low torque values. 
A modem technique which belongs to the closed-loop control schemes is vector control. 
The term 'vector control' is derived from the fact that in an a.c. machine both the phase 
angle and the modulus of the current can be controlled. Vector control is a technique 
which promises high performance a.c. drives with control characteristics equal to those of 
the best d.c. drives. To effect satisfactory systems it is obviously necessary to control both 
the flux-producing and torque-producing components of current. In a d.c. motor this is 
possible because the field and armature currents are distinct and therefore can be 
individually controlled. Howeverin the induction motor since both components of current 
are supplied through the three phase stator, these cannot be easily identified and controlled. 
Vector control was first developed by F. Blaschke in 1972 [ 5 ]. In the mathematical model 
derived, equations describing the flux and torque components of the current were 
presented. The basis of the model is to express the voltages and currents with reference to 
one of three special rotating reference frames. These reference frames form the basis of all 
vector control schemes and consequently there are three ways of achieving vector control. 
The frame can be fixed either to the rotor flux phasor, stator flux phasor or the 
magnetising flux space phasor. 
Vector control is an attractive proposition from both the technical and cost point of view, 
the latter due to the increasing complexity per unit cost of microelectronics. The following 
Section 1.3 reviews the various aspect of vector control implementation. 
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1.3 Literature Review - Vector Control 
The control of induction machines is fraught with complexities and technological challenge. Simple controllers exhibit non-linear characteristics and in general , '- " 
operate satisfactory only over a limited speed range. Variable frequency control involves 
the use of an inverter connected to the machine and until recently the design of the inverter 
and machine system were separate activities. However, recently the trend has been towards 
the integration of the design process thereby facilitating the study of the effects of the 
inverter output waveform on the dynamic load and vice versa. To do this effectively 
appropriate models of both systems are a pre-requisite. Dynamical systems require to be 
studied on a transient basis and consequently modelling of the induction machine using 
generalised machine theory is employed. 
Advanced techniques, incorporating vector control have been implemented in induction 
machine drive systems. The objective is to develop fast acting controllers which react to 
load disturbances and input reference variations as fast as d.c. machine systems. 
There are two ways of achieving induction machine vector control: one is direct vector 
control, which implies that the rotor flux vector is directly sensed by Hall probes or 
calculated from the stator currents and voltages. This approach is attractive in theory, yet 
when practically applied it attracts high cost plus possible estimation errors at low speeds. 
Alternatively an indirect method can be utilised. In this method, the rotor flux vector is 
estimated from stator currents and the rotor speed. The major deficiency of this approach 
is the sensitivity to motor parameter variation caused by magnetic saturation and 
temperature changes. 
Different approaches involving the direct method are reported in literature, for example by 
Kreindler, Moreira, Testa and Lipo [ 6 ]. They showed that the direct field orientation is 
more advantageous than the indirect type of control as it overcomes the contn lllrr 
sensitivity to motor parameter valiations. However as direct field control requires the use 
of sensors, it is regal"ded as more difficult to apply in practice. Their work suggests the use 
of the third hal"monic voltage component of the stator voltages to estimate the air-gap nux 
linkage. For a wye connection of the stator windings, the sum of the three phase voltages 
-~------ ---_._--------------------
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is a signal dominated by the third harmonic and a high frequency component due to the 
rotor slot ripple and it is shown that the third harmonic can be used to estimate amplitude 
and position of the air-gap flux. 
Generalised control schemes are proposed by several researchers. Ogasawara, Akagi and ~ abae 
[ 7 ] propose a flux-forward control scheme that can operate for an induction machine as well 
as for a synchronous machine. De Doncker and Novotny [ 8 ] offer a scheme which allows a 
flexible change of the flux reference frame. Their conclusion is that in direct field Olientation, 
decoupling should be done in the reference frame in which the flux is sensed, for example the 
reference frame fixed to the stator flux is to be used when stator flux is sensed by flux coils. 
The authors offer six different field orientation schemes embedded in one piece of 
hardware/software. Similar to the work presented in [8], where different reference frames are 
used and compared, Ojo, Vipin and Bhat [ 9] compare the steady-state pelfOlmance of the 
induction motor drive controlled in three ways: stator field, air-gap field and rotor field 
oriented. They include magnetising flux saturation and conductor temperature change which 
influences the rotor resistance in their model. 
Natural Field Orientation is analysed in [ 10] by Zdenkovic, Kuljic and Pasalic. Their 
method suggests holding the rotor flux vector modulus constant and considering the total 
leakage factor to be equal to zero. While the use of a speed sensor is excluded, CUlTent 
measurements are required. The simplicity of the control scheme allows the use of a low 
cost microcontroller. Ignoring the traditional ways of choosing the reference frame, 
Coussens, Van den Bossche and Melkebeek [ 11 ] chose to utilise a reference frame fixed 
to the rotor. They estimate the rotor flux using a non-linear approximation and transform 
the space vectors by 2 hardware vector rotation blocks from Analog Devices, AD2S 100. 
Jansen and Lorenz [ 12 ] report on two schemes for achieving rotor flux Oliented controL 
one is direct, that is the rotor flux and angle are directly measured and an indirect method 
utilising the inherent slip relationship. 
In direct systems the tachogenerators or digital encoders lower the system reliability and 
for some applications the mounting of these sensors may be difficult due to their sizc. :\s 
the advantage of sensorless control is evident, considerable attention has bccn given to thc ..... 
design of inexpensivc estimators and therefore several tacholess \'cctor control schemcs ..... 
have bCl'Il studied. Peng and Fukao [ 13 ] havc published work on speed scnsorless contm) 
-------_.- ---- ----------
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in which the speed estimation is gained by observing the instantaneous reactive power of 
the rotor flux. The scheme does not require knowledge of the stator resistance or the use of 
an integrator as other previous MRAS schemes. Nonaka and Neba [ 14] measured values 
of motor voltages and currents in a current source inverter system, from \vhich they 
derived their speed estimation. Supporters of sensorless control include Chana- and Yeh 
b 
[ 15 ]. They report good results employing a voltage predictor and a partial state torque 
current estimator, claiming that their method reduces hardware component and overall 
product cost. 
Kim, SuI and Park [ 16] use an extended Kalman filter to estimate the speed. The filter is 
employed to identify the speed and the rotor flux based on measured quantities of stator 
currents and d.c. link voltage. The proposed extended Kalman filter is implemented using 
a 32-bit floating point DSP, TMS320C30. 
In sensorless systems the magnitude and position of the rotor flux have to be known in 
order to decouple the flux and torque producing components of the stator current . To 
effect this, state observers have been used to obtain flux estimation. For example, Dalla 
Mora, Mares and Parasiliti [17] modified an open-loop observer into a non-linear 
observer which allows the non-linear dynamics of the induction motor to be accounted for. 
The saturation effects are taken into account by using a variable magnetising inductance 
within the model, the value of which is dependent upon machine supply and operating 
conditions. 
Profumo, Griva, Pastorelli, Moreira and De Doncker [ 18] continued the work of De 
Doncker [ 8 ] and Moreira [ 6 ] and developed an air-gap flux detector based on sensing 
the third harmonic of voltage. It is applicable to a standard induction motor and allows the 
flux calculator to be simple and independent of the machine parameters. Due to the 
robustness of the third harmonic sensing method and to the structure of the Universal Field 
Oriented (UFO) Controller, proposed in [18], the resulting drive is not affected by 
detuning errors in steady state operation. 
In [ 19 ] Manes, Parasiliti and Tursini described the implementation of a field-oriented 
control algorithm and a non-linear observer using a system based on a TMS320C40. 
Comparison with results given by a conventional flux estimator show excellent low 
sensitivity to rotor resistance variation. 
7 
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Further work [ 20] by Manes, Parasiliti and Tursini compared results given by the non-
linear observer and an extended Kalman fIlter. It was found that the non-linear observer 
exhibits the lowest numerical complexity, thus imposing less restraints when choosing the 
motor control hardware. Their results prove that the non-linear observer is a good solution 
for field-oriented induction motor control. 
Wade, Dunnigan and Williams [ 21 ] presented new methods using an extended Kalman 
filter and Luenberger observer. As shown in previous work [ 22] the incorporation of a 
resistance representing the core losses in the machine improves the accuracy of the rotor 
resistance estimate. For the case of low developed torque, when difficulties in estimating 
the rotor resistance are encountered, they proposed the superposition of a high frequency 
flux controlling current on the flux current reference. 
Nowadays the complexity of the fIeld orientation method can be overcome by the use of 
digital control. Heinemann and Leonhard [ 23 ] use a signal processor TMS320C25 and a 
floating point coprocessor to perform all the calculations in field co-ordinates . They 
propose [ 23 ] the identification of parameters at standstill by a self-tuning algorithm. This 
involves an adaptive non-linear flux model which accounts for changes in temperature and 
iron saturation. The model tracks the saturation changes using a stored non-linear 
magnetising curve while the rotor resistance variation is identified by a close-loop 
observer. 
Field-orientation systems require an accurate knowledge of the motor parameters, and of 
these, the most important is the rotor time constant. Wang, Novotny and Lipo [ 24 ] have 
proposed the use of the motor drive inverter to carry out diagnostic tests before starting the 
drive. They also propose to check the linear input-output torque relationship in order to 
verify the rotor time constant. Holtz and Thimm [25] tackled the complex problem of 
identifying the machine parameters by evaluating the stator current trajectory. Their 
technique produces good results even when operating at zero frequency or zero speed. In 
fact the comparison of the stator current trajectory given by an analytical machine model 
and the real trajectory serves as an indicator of the parameter identifIcation scheme 
accuracy. 
The Kalman filter is extensively used for parameter identification, for example by 
Atkinson, Acarnley and Finch [26 ]. Results for estimation of fotUf current and rotof 
8 
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resistance are presented. The least squares method is used by Filho, Lima and Jacobina 
[ 27 ] to determine the parameters of the induction machine. The identification algorithm 
is based on the steady state phase current versus slip and input power versus slip 
characteristics. The parameters are obtained as the solution of minimising the least square 
cost function of the difference between calculated and experimental steady state 
characteristics. Tungpimolrut , Peng and Fukao [ 28 ] tackle the performance degradation 
due to parameter variation by regulating the energy stored in the magnetising inductance. 
This energy can be calculated from terminal voltages and currents. 
A different approach is adopted by Ganji and Lataire [ 29] who propose two rotor time 
constant tracking algorithms. The misalignment of the rotor flux vector is treated as an 
error function caused by having an incorrect rotor time constant. As parameter estimation 
is crucial to design high performance induction motor drives in [ 30 ] the authors, Ribeiro, 
Jacobina and Lima, use a dynamic model to determine the electrical parameters and the 
speed. Their model is formulated using the 0 - operator. Rotor time constant estimation is 
also the concern of Shieh, Shyu and Liu [ 31 ] , their controller design being based on a 
novel dynamic estimation model of the induction motor. 
Tzou, Yeh and Wu [ 32] deal with the rotor time constant identification and fine auto-
tuning. The proposed rotor time constant identification scheme consists of two steps: 
firstly, for a coarse measurement of the rotor time constant, a start-up measuring process 
with testing phase current command at fixed slip is employed. Secondly, a fine tuning 
procedure is carried out under closed-loop on-line torque control. Experimental results 
show that the proposed algorithm can be fully automated and effectively tunes the rotor 
time constant to its correct value. The method implementation makes use of the calculation 
power of DSPs: TMS320C14 and TMS320C50. On line adaptation of the rotor time 
constant is also proposed in [33] (Rowan, Kerkman and Leggate). Model Reference 
Adaptive Control (MRAC) is implied by creating an error signal between a motor reference 
and an estimated quantity based on the motor outputs. Several reference models are 
proposed, for example, the torque reference model, power reference model, d and q-axis 
voltage reference model. Depending on the application, any of the proposed schemes may 
be the most suitable. On the other hand, none of them will provide a total solution to the 
detuning problem. 
9 
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Holiday, Green, Williams [ 34] have developed an on-line algorithm based on introducing 
a low magnitude, high frequency, balanced voltage set into the motor supply. By 
measuring the resulting current, the combined stator and rotor resistance and inductance 
can be calculated. Kubota and Matsuse [35] tackle the problem of rotor resistance 
variation when the speed of an a.c. drive is estimated. The resulting error is eliminated by 
the method of simultaneously estimating the motor speed and the rotor resistance of an 
induction motor. Khenfer, Rezzoug, Gudefin, Meibody-Tabar [36] present a scheme 
which requires the motor to be driven at synchronous speed and various measurements to 
be taken. These are used to estimate the motor parameters before commissioning the drive. 
To determine the rotor and stator resistance and the rotor time constant, Schierling [ 37 ] 
used different values of d.c. current applied to the motor. However, as in the work of 
Wang, Novotny and Lipo [ 24] , the commissioning is realised before the actual start of 
the drive. Off-line identification of motor parameters is also proposed by Ruff and 
Grotstollen in their work [ 38 ] in which saturation effects are considered. 
Saturation in the machine obviously affects the inductive parameter values. Consequently 
accurate controllers require some method whereby account can be taken of these changes. 
Many researchers have considered this problem, for example Oh, Cho and Y oun [39] 
propose a flux and speed controller with rotor resistance and slip frequency estimation 
algorithm considering the saturation effects. Herbert, Curley and Perryman [ 40] include 
both skin effects and magnetic saturation in their model. The paper describes a computer 
simulation of an a.c. vector controlled drive in which a finite element model of the stator 
and rotor assembly is used from which the motor parameters are subsequently determined. 
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is used by Lemaire-Semail, Bouillault and Razek in 
their work [ 41 ]. They investigated magnetic saturation and introduce a dynamic mutual 
inductance to take into account magnetic state variations. After calculating the parameters 
and their variation employing FEM , they use them in a field-oriented control where the 
dynamic performance heavily depends on the electrical model accuracy. Ghosh and 
Bhadra [ 42 ] give special attention to analysis of saturation effects. They established that 
the performance of a current regulated field-oriented induction motor. drive degrades at 
high load torque if saturation is neglected. This shows that correct choice of flux level and 
excitation current is a vital key to designing a vector controller. 
--------- --~-
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Wade, Dunnigan and Williams [ 22 ] deal with two important aspects of vector controlled 
induction motor drives. One is the estimation of the rotor time constant by an impron~d 
extended Kalman filter which takes into consideration the core losses. The other aspect 
dealt with is improving the inverter performance to extend the machine operation before 
the field weakening and cutting down the switching losses. They use as hardware to 
support their improvements implementation a DSP: Motorola 96002 , a floating point 
processor with a 40 MHz clock speed. 
An alternative approach aimed at improving the overall performances of the system is to 
create efficient power sources. The output waveform of a PWM inverter can be improved 
by using a high ratio between the carrier frequency and the output fundamental frequency. 
Therefore the switching losses are increased at least in the auxiliary snubber circuit. 
Another aspect is regarding the ratio of fundamental voltage in the PWM output waveform 
to the direct supply voltage. This ratio is desired to be higher. In the conventional 
technique of PWM generation where a triangular carrier wave is employed, the ratio (of 
the fundamental to d.c. voltage) is 0.87 indicating a poor utilisation of the d.c supply. 
Various work tackling inverter and PWM technique improvements has been calTied out. 
Taniguchi, Ogino and Irie [ 43 ] deal with a new PWM inverter for MOSFETs with a high 
canier to fundamental frequency ratio and less heating by stopping the functioning of the 
inverter during one third of its period. 
The current source inverters are widely used to drive an a.c. motor. In [44], Kubota, 
Matsue and Ree analysed a new CUlTent source GTO thyristor with an improved energy 
rebound scheme. Kerkman and Rowan present in [45] a voltage-controlled inverter 
equipped with CUlTent overload protection which provides simple start-up and operation 
with minimum of user interaction. It has proved to have advantages over the standard 
voltage inverter under overload conditions. 
Pedersen and Th<t>gersen [ 46 ] realised a fully-digital controlled PWM inverter having the 
modulation achieved via software. The modulation strategy is based on voltage vectors. 
Haras and Roye [47 ] developed a vector PWM modulator to cover the full range or 
inverter output voltage with minimal pulsewidth control. Though no special hardwarc is 
required for the modulator to work, gcncral performance is limited by the microcontroller 
used. In the case prcsl'nted the modulation frequcncy cannot be highcr than .+ kHz. Two 
PWM tcchniques ,u'C introduced by Agelidis and Goh [48 1· Thc inycrtcr consiocrl'o 
11 
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generates a 5-levelline-to-line waveform across the load. The proposed strategy results in 
a high performance converter with minimised filter requirements since the amplitude of all 
harmonics is reduced. Horstmann and Stanke [ 49 ] use a PWM modulator to calculate the 
switching instants. (The output voltage is regulated by a PWM technique of the constant 
d.c link voltage). This is suitable for application to high power drives. The controller is 
realised with a 16-bit microcomputer from the Intel 8086-family. 
Many inverter drives are fed from a d.c.link through an input LC filter. The work reported 
by Walczyna, Hasse and Czarnecki [ 50] focus on instabilities that might occur in low 
pass input filters when the control is done by direct torque and flux methods. The drive is 
controlled by a method introduced by Takahashi ( Takahashi [51 ] and [52] ). This 
approach uses hysteresis flux controllers and a look-up table to keep the stator flux 
between two defined boundaries. 
Effective vector controllers depend upon good current control. Current regulation is the 
subject of work by Lee, SuI and Park [ 53 ]. Current control implies two aspects: firstly, 
current error compensation which determines the required stator voltage and secondly, the 
voltage modulation which establishes the switching strategy for the invelter. The controller 
proposed is designed by pole placement technique utilising multivariable system regulation 
theory. 
Many methods for current control have been reported for example: a hysteresis regulator is 
reported by Brod and Novotny [54], a stationary and synchronous frame propOltional 
integral regulator by Rowan and Kerkman in [ 55 ] and Lorenz and Lawson in [ 56 ]. Ben-
Brahim and Kawamura [ 57 ] propose a predictive, deadbeat regulator and Choi, Kim and 
SuI [58] a minimum time regulator. Chung and SuI [59] consider the current 
measurement error as being offset elTor and scaling error. Torque ripples introduced by 
these errors are discussed. They demonstrate that the offset error causes the torque to 
oscillate at the stator electrical frequency and the scaling error causes an oscillation at 
twice the stator frequency. Further a compensation method , which enables the speed 
ripple to be reduced by 66 %, is proposed. Seibel, Rowan and Kerkman [ 60 ] de\"l~loped a 
controller for rotor-flux-oriented control to maintain current regulation and field 
orientation when subject to d.c. link and load disturbances while operating in thl' fil'ld-
weakening region. ..... '--
------------ -------------- ----
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Umanand and Bhat [61] approached the design of digital-current controllers in full 
recognition that the vector-controlled induction motor drive is a multi-input multi-output 
system (MIMO). To design a good controller, that is to determine optimal controller gains. 
a linear combination of the quadratics of the states and the inputs needs to be minimised. 
This approach is called the linear quadratic (LQ). Attaianese, Damiano, Marongiu and 
Perfetto [62] present a prototype digital controller based on TMS320C30 DSP 
programmed in C language. The control algorithm is based upon the Model Reference 
Adaptive Control Scheme (MRAS) technique [ 63 ]. 
Particular attention to the performances at low speeds is paid by Sng, Liew [ 64 ]. They 
describe a MRAS used for tuning the rotor time constant or the motor speed. The 
parameters in the stator based equations are independently and continuously tuned using 
high frequency signals. The stator frame of reference is employed. 
Other aspects of induction motor drive implementations are reported in literature, for 
example, Al-Tayie and Acarnley [65] tackle the thermal behaviour using an EKF 
(Extended Kalman Filter) algorithm utilising the calculation power of a DSP: 
TMS320C30. They are able to estimate the speed, and stator and rotor temperatures, using 
a simple lumped-parameter thermal model. The estimates are 'bulk' quantities, therefore 
this technique cannot compete with direct temperature measurement from temperature 
sensors. Sepe and Lang [ 66 ] discuss effects of interface components such as antialising 
filters. They emphasise the impOltance of these interfaces between the control algorithm 
and the drive system. Finally Chern, Liu, Jong and Yan [ 67 ] have developed a discrete-
time integral variable structure model, the so-called DIVSMFC. This has proved to be 
fairly robust to plant parameter variation and external disturbances. 
In light of the extensive activity in control applied to electrical machines good drive 
systems have been devised. However there is room for further improvement. The ultimate 
aim of the profect is to develop an inexpensive and robust control drive. 
To achieve this objective, a model for the induction motor was developed. This model was 
realised using DQ-axis voltage equations for the induction motor and these equations \\erc 
implemented using the Simulink toolbox within MATLAB. The transformation to DQ-axis 
for sinusoidal input conditions is described in Chapter 2. 
--
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In Chapter 3 the induction motor model is explained and tested. The model is also 
extended to cater for general periodic input excitation waveforms. Subsequently a model 
for the inverter which feeds the motor is achieved. By coupling these two models together 
the complete drive system can be modelled and this is shown in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 
reviews the vector control theory. 
Chapter 6 deals with motor parameter identification through simulation and practical tests. 
It follows the implementation of rotor-flux oriented control by means of a Texas 
Instruments Digital Motor Control (DMC) board (Chapter 7). Finally the testing of the 
vector control scheme is described and the conclusions from the work canied out and 
suggestions for developments are made. 
14 
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Theoretical approaches to induction 
motor modelling 
2. 1 Induction motor basics - Steinmetz Model 
Since its discovery the induction motor has been the most widely used a.c. motor both domestically and industrially. The stator has a three-phase winding and the rotor is 
either wound or of the squirrel-cage type. Both types of rotor windings are short circuited 
during the normal operation of the machine. The machine is assumed to have an uniform 
air-gap and in analysis the stator and rotor slotting is neglected. The squirrel-cage rotor 
winding is constructed of copper or aluminium bars which are embedded in the rotor slots. 
These bars are short circuited by end rings. 
Excitation is normally supplied to the stator windings which in the case of a balanced 
three-phase machine are displaced from each other by 2rr/3 electrical radians. The three-
phase stator windings produce a rotating magnetic field in the air-gap and this field 
induces voltages and hence currents in the rotor bars. 
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Machine torque is produced by the interaction between the rotor currents and the air-gap 
field. The air-gap field rotates at a synchronous speed ns. while the rotor. which relies 
upon induction effects to produce phase voltage and thereby phase currents. rotates at a 
steady state speed n<ns. 
Induction motors may be represented by electric circuit models for analysis and design 
synthesis purposes. For example the induction motor can be modelled by the equi\'alent 




Figure 2.1.1 - Induction motor circuit 
The stator and rotor may be represented as the plimary and secondary windings 
respectively of a transformer system. In addition, because the system is balanced, a single 
phase may be used to represent the machine conditions. 
In the circuit of Figure 2.1.1, V is the supply voltage,! is the supply frequency, Rs is the 
resistance of stator winding per phase and RR is the rotor winding resistance per phase. 
The stator and rotor leakage inductances represent the flux which does not link with both 
windings and can be written as: Ls=L11-LO where Ls is the stator leakage inductance per 
phase, L11 is the stator winding inductance (self inductance plus mutual inductance) and La 
is the magnetising inductance. Similarly LR , the rotor leakage inductance per phase is 
derived from LR=L22-Lo, where L22 is the rotor winding inductance (self inductance plus 
mutual inductance). 
To represent the core losses, due to eddy currents and hysteresis in the induction machine 
Ro and ROR are used. Ro is the resistance which represents the stator core loss and 
correspondingly. ROR represents the rotor core loss. Usually ROR is negligible because of 
the low rotor induction frequency dUling the normal operation of the machine. This 
allows ROR to be omitted. Moreon~r refening the rotor quantities to the stator circuit enable 
the stator and rotor circuits to be directly coupled. The resultant equi \'alent circui t. often 
known as the Stl'inmetz equivalent circuit. is shown in Figure :'.1.2: 
16 
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V,! 
Figure 2.1.2 - Induction motor equivalent circuit 
The referred rotor current 1'2 can be expressed as: 
(2.1.1) 
The notations are: 
mJ is the number of phases of stator winding, 
m2 is the number of phases of rotor winding, 
kWJ is the winding factor of the stator winding, 
kW2 is the winding factor of the rotor winding, 
NJ is the number of turns in stator winding and 
N2 is the number of turns in rotor winding. 
The referred rotor current 1'2 represents a current flowing in NJ turns, having mJ phases 
and producing the same m.m.f. as the original h. When coupling the stator and rotor 
circuits the rotor losses fR must be invariant. This results in the relationship for R' R , the 
referred rotor resistance, given in formula ( 2.1.2). 
( 2.1.2) 
Similarly, X'R the rotor reactance referred to the stator is : 
( 2.1.3) 
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The input power of the circuit is noted with Pi and the power crossing the gap with P g • 
~ = ~ - ]~ Rs - ~ore(stator) ( 2.1.';) 
where: ]1 is the stator current. All the power quantities are per phase. Pg is the power 
crossing the air-gap to the rotor and is represented by the power in the rotor circuit, that is: 
( 2.1.5) 
The developed mechanical power is the air-gap power minus the power loss in the rotor 
circuit and is therefore given by ( 2.1.6): 
P = P _ ]'2 R' = (1- )P = 1- s R' ]'2 
d g 2 r S g r2 
S 
( 2.1.6) 
The rotor resistance R~ is often rearranged into two resistances: 
S 
R~ = R' 1- S R' Th 
R+ R· e 
S S 
l-s 
quantity --R~ is called the dynamic resistance and models the developed power. The 
S 
rotor circuit power loss is modelled by R~ .To further simplify the circuit, the stator core 
losses may be neglected i.e. Ro is left out. The circuit is then as in Figure 2.1.3. 
V,! 
Figure 2.1.3 - Induction motor equivalent circuit 
Assuming the voltage drop across Rs+jXs to be negligible by transferring the magnetising 
branch to the input, another equivalent circuit, usually known as the approximate 





Figure 2.1.--1 - Equivalent circuit 
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The lumped parameter circuit models developed are suitable for determining the steady-
state operation of the motor under balanced conditions. However this representation does 
not allow transient behaviour to be modelled, therefore an alternative approach based on 
DQ-axis is adopted. The following section introduces the DQ-axis· theory which will be 
then used in developing a MATLAB DQ-axis induction motor model. 
2.2 The Three-Phase Model - Introductory Elements to DQ-axis 
Model 
A symmetrical three-phase smooth air-gap machine with sinusoidal distributed windings is considered and the machine schematic is shown in Figure 2.2.1: 
Figure 2.2. 1 - Three-phase machine 
All phase-quantities are expressed in their natural reference frame. Firstly, the stator 
variables in the stationary reference frame fixed to the stator are described. 
(2.2.1) 
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The currents and voltages in this stationary reference frame are defined as functions of 
time and the instantaneous values denoted by VA (t), VB(t), ve(t) and iA (t), iB(t), ie(t) are 
related by (2.2.1) where Rs is the phase resistance of the stator windings, 
'VA (t), 'VB (t), 'Ve (t) are the instantaneous values of the stator flux linkages. 
Similar equations can be written for the rotor and these are expressed with respect to the 
rotating reference frame fixed to the rotor. The rotor equations are: 
(2.2.2) 
where va(t), Vb (t), Ve (t) and ia(t), ib (t), ie (t) are the instantaneous values of the rotor voltages 
and currents respectively, RR is the rotor winding resistance and 'Va(t), 'lIb(t), 'Ve(t) are 
the instantaneous values of the rotor flux linkages. 
The general expression for the flux linkage of a coil is: 
n 
'V 1 = ~il + "'LMij 
j=l 
where: L.. is the self inductance of coil 1 , 
i
1 
is the current flowing in coil 1 , 
M. is the mutual inductance between coil 1 and coil j , 
J 
i. is the current which flows in coil j. 
J 
(2.2.3) 
Using this expression the flux linkage of stator coil A can be written in the expanded form: 
where: M is the mutual inductance between the A and B stator windings, AB 
(2.2.4) 
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MAC is the mutual inductance between the A and C stator windings 
,-' 
MAa is the mutual inductance between the A stator and a rotor windings 
'- , 
MAb is the mutual inductance between the A stator and b rotor windings, 
MAc is the mutual inductance between theA stator and c rotor windings. 
'-
Because of the cylindrical air-gap MAB = MAC = Ms ' where Ms denotes the mutual 
inductance between two stator windings. Also MAa = MAb = MAc = MsR ' where MSR is the 
mutual inductance between the stator and rotor windings. The rotor angle is denoted by 
21t e R' The angle between A and b phases is e L' defined by e L = e R + - and the angle 
3 
between A and c phases is e 2 defined by e 2 = e R + 41t LA is the stator winding self 
3 
inductance. 
In equation (2.2.1) the flux linkage may be replaced by the form shown in (2.2.4). Linear 
magnetic conditions are considered therefore, the inductances are taken as invaliant 
quantities. 
The VA voltage equation in its expanded form is shown in (2.2.5). 
. di A di B di C di di b di 
vA = RSIA +LA -+Ms-+Ms-+Msr eos8r~+Msr eos81-+Msr eos8 2 c dt dt dt dt dt dt 
(2.2.5) 
Similal' equations can be written for the other stator and rotor voltages to give a 6x6 non-
lineal' matrix equation. Even when all machine parameters are considered constant, the 
voltage equations still contain variable coefficients. Additionally, the rotor angle may be 
considered to Val'y in time [ 68 ]. 
Significant simplification in the voltage equation system can be made by using the two-
phase equivalent quantities in the same natural reference frames. Further reduction of the 
system elements is achieved by expressing the rotor voltages and currents in the stationary 
frame fixed to the stator. This introduces the DQ-axis theory presented in the following 
sections. 
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Some simplifying assumptions are made: there is no magnetic saturation, air-gap magneto-
motor-forces and fluxes are represented by the fundamental components, slotting effects 
are ignored and eddy current and hysteresis losses are not considered. 
Two mathematical stages are necessary to transform the voltage equations to the primitive 
DQ equations. These are shown schematically in Figure 2.2.2 - Figure 2.2.4. 
Figure 2.2.2 Three-phase Figure 2.2.3 Three to two phase 
transformation 
q-axis 
Figure 2.2.4 Commutator 
transformation 
Initially, the 3-to-2 phase transformation, which reduces the three-phase rotor and stator 
quantities to two-phase values is applied, followed by the commutator transformation 
which transforms the rotor quantities from a two-axis rotating space-frame to a two-axis 
fixed space-frame. The effect of applying the second transformation is to replace the 
rotating winding m.m.f distribution with a stationary winding m.m.f distribution. The 
transformation results in rotor currents being transformed from slip to supply frequency. 
The mathematical basis of these transformations are described in the next sections. The 3-
to-2 phase transformation and the commutator transformation are described in Section 2.3 
and Section 2.4 respectively. In Section 2.5 these transformations are applied to the 
induction motor to obtain a DQ model. 
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2.3 The 3-phase (abc) to 2-phase (aPr) winding transformation 
A 2-pole, balanced, symmetrical three-phase winding can be represented by three concentrated coils of NJ turns each and displaced 1200 as shown in Figure 2.3.1. The 
two-axis (aP) are fixed in an arbitrary position and for ease of algebraic manipulations the 
phase a axis is assumed to be coincident with a -axis. 
~-axis 
a-axis~ 
Figure 2.3.1- (a~'Y) axes 
Resolving the m.m.f.s. along the (aP) axes gives: 
1 
[~:]= 1 A 
o 2 
(2.3.1) 
Equation (2.3.1) cannot be used directly to derive the inverse relationship, because the 
transformation matrix is not square but a 2x3 matrix. A further equation must therefore be 
included to emulate the 3rd-sequence component. The resultant matrix is given by: 
1 1 11 1 1 l (2.3.2) 1 --
2 - 2 I ~ 2 2 ~ .J3 .J3 .J3 
where I 0 _F3 1 =[A] ~ - 0 -- ~ - 2 2 I 2 2 I 
~ m m m F; lm m m J 
---~--~-~-----------
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1 
By arbitrary choosing m = ..fi the inversion of the matrix is a simple process of 
transposition. The matrix [B] is introduced by equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.4). 
I 1 1 1 l 
I 2 - 2 I J3 
[A] = j[H' 0 - J3 1 =j[[B] 









[A~'l=~~ 1 J3 1 =~[B,l 2 2 J2 3 3 
1 J3 1 -- --
2 2 .J2 
and therefore [B-1] = [B,] . 
The transformation between the (abc) three-phase windings to (a~) two-phase equivalent 
windings is shown in (2.3.5). The corresponding inverse relationship is given by (2.3.6). 
[Fafly 1 = j[[B][F'bc] 
[ F.bc 1 = ~ [ B, l[ F.~y 1 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
If the a~ and abc coils are assumed to have N2 and N1 turns respectively, then the 
m.m.f.s. can be written as: 
[Fally ] = N 2 [ially ] 
[ Fabc ] = N 1 [i abe] 
(2.3.7) 
Fm1her, the transformation between the two frames for currents is worked out as heing: 
[i ] = N1 [i ] [r:xlly ] = N1 [i b ] [3 [B]. whereby choosing N[ = f2 the relation can he ally N abc [F] N a c ~"2 '- N V 3 
2 abc 2 2 
further simplified. In (2.3.8) current transformation relationships are presented. 
--------------------_ .. _--_._--- -- .- -_.- - .. ~-
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[i~y ]= [B Iiabe ] 
[iabe ] = [ Bf Iia~y ] 
(2.3.8) 
The primitive machine has to be power invariant with respect to the original machine. The 
power relationships yield the corresponding transformation for voltage in (2.3.9). 
[Va~y]= [BIvabe ] 
[ Vabe ] = [ Bf I V a~y ] 
The voltage/current relationship for both coil systems can be written as: 
where [ZabJ is the impedance matrix and is given by: 
Ra 0 0 La Mab Mac 
[ZabcJ = 0 Rb 0 + Mab 4 Mbe P = [ Rabe ] + [ Labe ]p 
0 0 Re Mac Mbe Le 
Ra 0 0 La Mab Mac 
where [RabcJ = 0 Rb 0 and [Labe] = Mab Lb Mbe 
0 0 Re Mac Mbe Le 
In the previous equations the notations are: 
Ra, Rb and Re are per phase (abc) winding resistances, 
L L and L are per phase (abc) winding self inductances, 






M = M M = Mb Mb = M b are the mutual inductance between ae ea ' ab a ' e e 
stator phases. 
In (2.3.10) [iabc] is replaced by its expression of (2.3.8) and [VabcJ with (2.3.9) and then both 
sides are multiplied by [B]. By compruing the result with (2.3.11 J. the impedance matlix 
[ Z 1 is found to he: a~y 
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( 2.3.1,,/) 
The equations are valid also for unsymmetrical windings. In case of a symmetrical three-
phase winding in an uniform air-gap machine, per phase quantities and mutual coefficients 
are equal for all three phases as shown in (2.3.15). 
R =Rb=R =R a c L =Lb=L =L a c Mb=Mb =M =M a c ac (2.3.15) 
Applying (2.3.15), the resistance and inductance transformations are given by (2.3.16). 
R 0 0 (L-M) 0 0 (2.3.16) 
[ RCl~ 1 = [ RabcJ = 0 R 0 and [LCl~ 1 = 0 (L-M) 0 
0 0 R 0 0 (L+2M) 
From the general flux linkage relationship ['V ] = [L ][iJ and using (2.3.8) and (2.3.1,,/), the 
following flux transformations are worked out: 
[ 'V Cl~ 1 = [ BJ['V abe] 
['V abe] = [ Bt 1 'V Cl~y 1 
(2.3.17) 
2.4 The rotating 3-phase (abc) to stationary 2-phase (dq) windings 
transformation 
Whilst only the 3-to-2 phase winding transformation is required for stator parameters, as described in Section 2.3, rotor quantities need a further 
transformation to fix the rotating windings to a stationary frame. As with the stator 
parameters, the 3-to-2 phase transformation is carried out but in the case of the rotor the 
equivalent (a~) axes rotate at an angular speed COr . If the angular displacement between 
the two sets of axes, shown in Figure 2.4.1, is given by an angle er , Fa and F~ can be 
resolved along the stationary (dq) axes and are given by: 
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12.-1.1) 
With the condition of zero contribution to the space resultant of ~ and ~ ,Fy is included 
in (2.4.1) to give a 3x3 matrix. This will facilitate combination with equation (2.3.5) thus 
yielding a relationship between (abc) and (dq'Y) . 
~ ~ 





Figure 2.4.1 - the orthogonal dq-axes 
cose r 
where [S] = - sin e r 
o 
sine r 0 
cose r 0 
o 1 
(2.4.2) 
The inverse of [S] is actually its transpose i.e., [S-L] = [St]' thus allowing (2.4.3) to be 
written in a condensed form as: 
[ Fdqy ] = [S][ F a~y ] 
[ F a~ ] = [St ][ Fdqy ] 
(2.4.3) 
Using (2.3.5), [F"~y ]= H[BIFabcJ the transformation from (abc) to (dq) IS given by 
(2.4.4). 
(2.-1.4) 
where: [C] = [S][ B] 
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Fin all y, it is possible to transform direct! y from (abc) to (dq) frame using the [C] matrix. 




[C]=~ -Si~ 8, 
.J2 
cos( 8r -120) 
-sine 8r -120) 
1 
.J2 
cos( 8r + 120) 
-sine 8r + 120) 
1 
.J2 
(2 . ./..5) 
Transformation relationships between the (abc) axes and the (dq) axes are summarised in 
(2.4.6). 
[idq"( ] = [ C][iabc ] 
['V dq"( ] = [C]['V abC] 
[Vd'lY] = [C][VabC] 
[ Ldq"( ] = [ C][ Labc ][ Cr ] 
[ Zdq"( ] = [ C][ Zabc ][ Cr ] 
2.5 The primitive machine 
(2.4.6) 
T he transformation of the induction machine to an equivalent primitive machine is realised in two stages: the fIrst step involves the transformation of the three-phase 
voltages and currents to their two-phase equivalent. Since the stator is stationary the (a~) 
system can be made to coincide with the (dq) system. However the rotor quantities require 
a further transformation stage, i.e. from the rotating two-axis rotor space-frame to the 
stationary two-axis reference space-frame of the stator. 
Transformations for both the stator and rotor parameters have been discussed in detail in 
the previous sections and will be now applied to the modelling of an induction motor. 
Using equation (2.3.8) the stator currents, expressed in DQ-axis frame, are givcn by: 
------ --- ~--~ 
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1 
1 1 (2.5.1) 
ID 2 2 lA 
=# J3 .J3 [iDQr] = [B][iABC ] 0 => IQ -- IB 2 2 
Ir 1 1 1 lc 
~ ~. ~ 
where subscripts D, Q refer to the stator and d,q to the rotor quantities. The transformation 
from (abc) to (a~) is applied to rotor currents in (2.5.2), complying with (2.3.8). 
1 
1 1 
Ia. 2 2 la 
=# .J3 .J3 (2.5.2) I~ 0 -- Ib 2 2 
Iy 1 1 1 Ie 
~ ~ ~ 
Then the transformation from (a~y) to (dqy) is performed : 
ld cos cort sin cort 0 Ia. 
(2.5.3) 
lq - - sin cq.t cos cq.t 0 l~ 
ly 0 0 1 ly 
The direct transformation from (abc) to (dqy) can be obtained by applying (2.5.4). 
[idq"( ] = [S][B][iabe] = [C][iabe] 
(2.5.4) 
Transformation relationships for stator quantities are given by: 
[iDQ] =[ B][iABC ] 
(2.5.5) 
[ V DQ] =[ B][ V ABC] (2.5.6) 
and for rotor parameters these are: 
[idq] =[ C][iabe ] 
(2.5.7) 
[ Vdq ] =[ C][ Vabe ] 
(2.5.8) 
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For a conventional three-phase induction machine the winding transformations give a four 
coil primitive machine, shown in Figure 2.5.1 and the application of equations (2.5.5)-12.5.8) 
to this model yields: 
q-axis 






Figure 2.5.1 - The primitive machine 
(2.5.9) 
where: 
R = R = R is the stator phase resistance, 
s D Q 
R = Rd = R is rotor phase resistance, 
r q 
M - M = M = M = M = L is the mutual inductance, Dd - dD Qq qQ m 
L D = LQ is the stator self inductance, 
L = L is the rotor self inductance, 
d q 
G M L and Gqd = -Gdq = Ld are the rotational inductance GqD = - dQ = = m 
coefficients. 
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If a balanced three-phase set of voltages is defined as: 
cos rot 
VB = V COs( rot - 120 0 ) 
v c cos( rot - 240 0 ) 
then the DQ-axis voltages are given by (2.5.11): 
VD =#VA =#vcos rot 
and 
vQ = -H V sin rot = H V cos( rot + 90') 
The electromagnetic torque is derived from the energy equation as shown in (2.5.12). 
T = pp dWem 
e ro r dt 
~ Te = pp[it I G][i] 
0 0 0 0 
where [G]= 
0 0 0 0 
0 -M 0 -L d 





pp is the number of pole pairs and [G] is the rotational inductance coefficients matrix. 
Thus the expression for the torque is given by: 
(2.5.14) 
To fully define the performance of the induction motor the system motion equation needs 
to be integrated with the DQ-axis equations. The load torque of the motor may be due to 
friction, windage, acceleration and mechanical work. [69 J. By neglecting the coulomb 
and static friction components, the torque due to friction is approximated to: TF= BOJr , 
called viscous friction, where B is a constant for the system and <4 is the rotor speed. The 
windage torque is combined with the viscous torque and is given by: T F+W= Dror where D, 
the damping constant, is appropriately chosen. The component of the torque required to 
accelerate the system is expressed as TJ = J Ero r , where J is the rotational inertia of the dt 
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system in [kg.m2]. Finally, the last component is noted with TL, the load torque, given by 
the mechanical work required. It can be expressed as a function of COr • Therefore, the 
developed electromagnetic torque T is given by: 
T = J dO). + Dm + T. 
dt r 1 
(2.5.15) 
The rotor speed, 0). can be expressed as co = de r , where e is the electrical rotor anoO"le. 
r dt r 
The electrical rotor angle can be further expressed as e r = ppe rm where e rm is the 
mechanical rotor angle. 
It can be shown that for steady state operation equations (2.5.9) reduce to a system of 
equations which describes the conventional Steinmetz circuit. However, for transients no 
simplification exists. Fortunately, sophisticated software packages are available for 
modelling and solving the transient equations. In this research MATLAB and Simulink 
toolbox are utilised for this purpose. In the following chapter a suitable induction motor 
model is developed using the Simulink toolbox and various simulations are carried out for 




DQ-axis induction motor modelling 
T he objective of this chapter is to present a model developed for an induction motor using the DQ-axis theory previously introduced. The model proposed has been 
designed using the Simulink toolbox within the MATLAB software package. Therefore 
the first section tries to familiarise the reader with MATLABI Simulink by shortly 
mentioning its usage and a few features of the software. 
The induction motor model is then introduced together with its Simulink block diagram. 
To prove the validity of the model, various simulations are carried out, the corresponding 
results plotted and a few commentaries given. 
3.1 Simulink Toolbox within MA TLAB 
MATLAB, the acronym for Matrix Laboratory is an integrated technical computing 
software package that combines numeric computation, advanced graphics and 
visualisation, with a high-level programmiilg language. 
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It is arguably the leader in this area of software systems modelling with applications 
ranging from signal and image processing to medical research. MA TLAB also features a 
family of application-specific toolboxes which are comprehensive collections of functions 
that extend the MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of problems. One of the 
toolboxes provided by MATLAB is the Simulink Toolbox [70]. 
Simulink provides an interactive environment for modelling, analysing and simulating a 
wide variety of dynamic systems. Simulink supplies a graphical user interface for 
constructing block diagram models. By simple 'drag and drop' operations different 
components from the Simulink's block library can be defined and connected using a 
mouse to create rapidly the model of a system. Hierarchical models can be developed by 
grouping blocks into subsystems. Simulations can be run from both pull-down menus or in 
batch mode from the command line. Results can be displayed during simulations using 
scope and graph blocks functions [ 71 ]. 
3.2 Modelling the induction motor 
Using the voltage equations given in (2.5.9) and the torque equations given in (2.5.14) and (2.5.15) a model for the induction motor was developed using the Simulink 
toolbox within MATLAB software. The first voltage equation: 
(3.2.1) 
can be rewritten as: 
(3.2.2) 
so that the component associated with the highest order differential can be assumed to be 
available. In this case circuit D is under consideration and d~; is the highest order 
differential. The remaining components of the equation are derived from the other 
primitive circuits. A typical 'patch' diagram for vD equation is shown in Figure 3.2.1. 
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LD*diD/dt 











Figure 3.2.1 - The Simulink block diagramfor modelling theftrst equation 
All other equations can be patched and coupled together in a similar manner to give the 
overall machine model as shown in Figure 3.2.2. 
In order to test the validity of the motor model, simulations are canied out. For this 
purpose parameters for a 415 V, 3-phase, 4-pole, 4 kW, delta-connected cage induction 
motor were used. The motor has been well tested [ 72 ] and found to have a rated cunent 
of 8 A and friction and windage losses of 20 Wat operating speed. 
The motor parameters are: 
R[ = Rs = 50 is the phase stator resistance => RD = RQ = 5 n , 
X 4 = 8.660 is the phase stator leakage reactance, 
R2 = Rr = 3.520 is the phase rotor resistance => Rd = Rq = 3.52 n , 
X L2 = 8.660 is the phase rotor leakage reactance, 
XL". = 1700 is the magnetising reactance and 
1} = 18480 is the stator core loss resistance. 
~ '111 
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Figure 3.2.2 - The Simulink block diagram for the induction motor model 
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From these values the magnetising inductance, M and the stator leakage inductance can be 
calculated, for example: 
XL 170 X 866 
M = Lm = _m = = 0.5411 and 4 = ~ =' = 0.0276. 
2rrf 21t 50 21tf 21t 50 
The DQ-axis stator voltages are given by equation (2.5.11) as : 
#:1 V #:1 Vo= - coscot= -415 coscot=508.27 cos cot 2 2 ' 
vrF -# VsinCtlt= - 508.27 sin(O( . 
The stator and rotor inductances in the DQ frame, Ld and LD are approximated to: 
X 
Ld = _2 + M = 0.0276 + 0.5411 = 0.5687, L = Ld = 0.5687 . co q 
X 
LD = _1 + M = 0.5687 = LQ using the approach suggested by O'Kelly [ 73 ]. 
co 
The data file for running the simulation is given in Appendix 1. The parameters of the 
chosen motor define the Simulink 'Gain' and' Sinewave' blocks. 
In Figure 3.2.2 can also be noticed 'To workspace' blocks. The signal entering a block of 
this type is stored in a matrix (vector) in the workspace at the end of the simulation. This 
allows various graphs to be plotted when simulation is completed. 
A simulation is defined by parameters like: the method used (Runge-Kutta 5), stalt and 
stop times (0 and 0.6 seconds) and minimum and maximum integration step sizes (0.0001 
and 0.001). 
As all Simulink blocks and simulation parameters were defined, simulations were canied 
out for two different values of inertia, J=0.005 and J=0.01 over a period of 0.6 seconds 
and the results are plotted on the same graphs to enable better comparison. 
---- --- -------- --------- ----------
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180 
Time/Speed Graph: J=0.005 (green line) J=0.01 (red line) 
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Figure 3.2.3 - Speed plotted versus time 
0.5 0.6 
In Figure 3.2.3, where speed is plotted against time the oscillatory transient behaviour of the 
machine can be clearly seen. 
Comparing the two speed/time plots corresponding to the two different values of inertia 
shows that the motor model behaves as expected. When J=0.01, the higher inertia causes 
the motor to reach the oscillation period after a delayed time with respect to the speed 
graph of J=0.005. 
00 th hr d r&' s -- 2rtfq _- 21t(50) --157.08 rad/s, the When J=O. 5, e sync onous spee IS UJ 
pp 2 
simulated steady-state rotor speed is CDr=157.0325 radls and slip is s = CDs - CDr =0.0003. 
CDs 
The plot of slip against time is shown in Figure 3.2.4. 
It can be seen that at starting the value for slip is s=1, which conesponds to CDr=O radls 
and then the rotor goes through a transient interval before settling at a steady tate lip of 
0.0003. 
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0.. 
II) 
Time/Slip Graph: J=0.005 (green li ne) J=0.01 (red line) 
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Figure 3.2.4 - Slip plotted versus time 
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Figure 3.2.5 shows the variation of torque with time. For 1=0.01 the peak transient torque 
is, at starting, about 44 Nm and at steady state, after the oscillations have decayed the 
steady state value is 0.1 Nm. This is the value at which the load torque has been pre-
specified since at steady state d(J)r/dt~ 0 and damping constant, D is zero [Ref: (2.5.15)] . 
Time/Torque Graph: J=0.005 (green line) J=0.01 (red line) 
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Figure 3.2.5 - Torque plotted ver li time 
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Figure 3.2.6 shows the torque versus speed response. The oscillations show that prior to 
reaching steady state, the rotor speed varies between 150 and 170 rad/s . The torque and 
speed behaviours can be assessed. In the case of 1=0.01 , immediately after starting the 
torque rapidly increases toward 44 Nm and the speed has the same conduct. However, 
having reached 44 Nm, torque starts to decrease and when torque equals 0 Nm, after 
0.0231 seconds, the speed starts to decrease. This corresponds to the glitch seen in 
Figure 3.2.3. It can be confirmed by: 
dro r _ T - Tz (3.2.3) 
dt J 
where Tis 0 Nm and then negative. After the negative oscillation, torque recovers to 0 Nm 
and then to positive values and consequently the speed increases. Looking in Figure 3.2.6, at 
the region between 150 rad/s and 170 rad/s, it can be noticed that speed oscillation caused 
by zero and negative torque occurs for another 5 times before the speed achieves the 
steady-state value of 157.0426 rad/s. 
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Figure 3.2.6 - Torque plotted versus speed 
To further verify the DQ-axis model, two levels of load torque, 1 and 10 Nm were u ed 
with the other parameters unmodified. All following figures show simulati n re ul 
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plotted on the same graph for Tl=l Nm and Tl=10 Nm . The electromagnetic torque is 
plotted versus time in Figure 3.2.7. 
Time/Torque Graph: TI=1 Nm (red line) TI=10 Nm (blue line) 
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Figure 3.2.7- The torque plotted in time 
To establish the veracity of the torque in the two different cases, it is necessary to study the 










Time/iD stator current: TI=1 Nm (red line) TI=10 Nm (blue line) 
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After the oscillations have decayed iD is defmed as : 
i D(1)=2.8 sin rot=2.8 cos( rot-nl2) for Tl=l Nm 
iD(lO)=4.45 sin rot=4.45 cos(rot-nl2) for Tl=10 Nm (3 2.4) 
where the magnitudes have been extracted from the simulation results. 
As seen in Figure 3.2.8 the initial oscillations last longer and are larger in amplitude for the 
10 Nm case. Similar trends can be observed for the q-axis currents , shown in Figure 3.2.9, 
numerically given by: 
iq(1)=O.3 sin rot 
iq(lO)=3.3 sin rot 
for Tl=l Nm 
for Tl=10 Nm 
Time/iq current Graph: TI=1 Nm (red line) TI=10 Nm (blue line) 
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Figure 3.2.9 - The rotor current iq plotted in time 
(3 2.5) 
Figures Figure 3.2.8 and Figure 3.2.9 also show that, as a result of the commutator 
transformation, the rotor currents are at supply frequency. This has been theoretically 
confirmed in Section 2.2. 
Figure 3.2.11 shows the speed response as load torque is varied. It can be een that f r larg r 
I ad torques the 0 cillation are m re severe and can under c rtain circum tanc ha 
negative torque and pe d. From th plots hown in Figure 3.2.10 it i e ident th t Lhi 
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SpeedITorque: TI=1 Nm (red line) TI=10 Nm (blue line) 
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Figure 3.2.10 - The torque plotted versus speed 
Figure 3.2.11 shows the corresponding speed/time response for the two different cases and 
confirms that steady-state speed decreases from 156.726 radls to 153.0808 radls as load 
increases from 1 Nm to 10 Nm. 
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Figure 3.2.11 - The speed plotted in time 
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The complex behaviour in the time domain and the changes observed when the load torque 
is varied lead to a confidence that the induction motor model behaves satisfactory when 
being subjected to various conditions. Firstly, the system inertia was increased from 0.005 
to 0.01 and secondly, the motor has been tested to two different levels load torque. 
The next stage of the research was to modify the model to allow periodic excitations at 
various amplitudes and frequencies, to be imposed thereby permitting simulation of the 
machine under non sinusoidal input conditions. 
3.3 Multi-machine DQ-axis model - introduction 
I n the previous sections VD and VQ ' the stator voltages have been assumed sinusoidal quantities. In practice however the input waveform from an inverter is nonsinusoidal, 
the worst case being a square wave input. 
The approach used in tackling the nonsinusoidal supplies is based on the superposition 
principle which says generally that, when a number of influences are acting upon on a 
system, the total influence on that particular system is given by the sum of the individual 
influences. Thus, if considering the PWM output harmonics as individual influences on the 
motor, the total effect is given by the sum of their effects. It is reminded that in Section 2.2 
some simplifying assumptions are considered which make possible the use of the 
superposition theorem. Saturation is not considered, however the induction motor drive 
model is found to work satisfactory. Furthermore the torques given by any harmonic, apart 
from the fundamental contribute only a very small percentage towards the value of the 
total torque. 
In terms of modelling the superposition approach is translated into a multi-motor model 
which consists of individual induction motor models, each of these is excited at an 
individual harmonic frequency, i.e. the first is fed with the fundamental, the second with 
the next haIIDonic and so on. These harmonics when reconstituted give the inverter output. 
The resultant torque is then obtained by summation to estimate the overall torque. 
The basic induction motor model shown in Figure 3.2.2 can be condensed to a single block 
with essentially two inputs and one output. This basic block is then repeated as many times 
as necessary as required by the harmonic content. 
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This approach will be used in the next chapter which deals also with PWM modelling and 
PWM output decomposition. 
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Total drive system representation 
4. 1 Introductory elements 
A DQ-axis model for the induction motor has been developed in Chapter 3. The objective now is to model a machine drive, employing the available motor model. 
The approach proposed for modelling this is to use a number of induction motor models, 
one for each harmonic. This chapter outlines the development process undertaken for the 
realisation of the inverter fed induction motor model. 
Consequently, a model for representing the PWM output is realised using Simulink. The 
block diagram and simulation results are presented next. In order to build the drive model, 
the PWM output has to be decomposed into a series of harmonics. This is done using 
Fourier Series and a sequence of functions written in the MATLAB language. To validate 
the results afft (Fast Fourier Transform) function available in MATLAB, is used. 
As all elements are available at this stage, the drive system is then realised by combining 
the models for the induction motor and inverter. 
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4.2 Modelling of the PWM output 
4.2.1 Review of PWM Modelling 
I n order to analyse the transient and steady-state operation of electric systems, computer simulation is a very popular and economical approach. It is widely practised in industry 
prior to the building of the actual prototype. Through simulation, the designer can predict 
system behaviour over a wide range of operating conditions. It is true that customised 
programs are fast and efficient, however their development may take a significant amount 
of time and effort. 
The various approaches and the computer software utilised by other researchers are 
reviewed and reported in the following paragraphs. 
As early as 1982, Bowes and Clements [74] report on modelling systems fed with PWM 
waveform. A library of computer subprograms has been designed and the subroutines are 
written in ANSI - FORTRAN language. In 1988, Bowes and Clare report on a package 
called BTRAP (Bristol Transient Analysis Package). Simulation results from a motor 
model based on the 2-axis machine model show favourable comparison to experimental 
results [ 75 ]. 
Employing the SPICE/ORCAD software package, Maswood [76] presents models of a 
controlled rectifier, a current source inverter and a voltage source inverter (VSI). It is 
found that PC modelling of semiconductor switches and other nonlinear devices, can be 
difficult and time consuming. The so-called 'switchless' models, based on the transfer 
function concept, can avoid these drawbacks. 
The SPICE program is also used in [ 77 ]. SPICE has been designed mainly to study and 
simulate discrete device electronic circuits. It has proven to be accurate and user friendly. 
However does not include models of electrical machines and drives. In [77] authors 
propose the simulation of a switched reluctance drive using this package. 
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V. Rajagopalan proposes in his book [78] different methods of simulating power 
converters and drives. For example, a program developed by a research group at 
University of Quebec, Canada is called ATOSEC. With its version ATOSEC5, the book 
presents the simulation of a three-phase a.c. regulator-fed squirrel-cage induction motor. 
The simulator predicts accurately the operating characteristics of an a.c. drive system. 
Another program mentioned by Martinez-Velasco and Mohan is EMTP/ ATP a general-, ..... 
purpose program intended for time-domain simulation of power systems [ 79 ]. It allows 
time-domain simulations, harmonic and frequency response analyses. The start-up of a 
three-phase induction machine fed from a PWM inverter is given as an illustrative case. 
However the experience in using this program shows that it can tackle simple cases and 
correcting data files can become a tedious task. 
Simulink has also been employed in power electronics modelling and simulation for 
example by Baha. In [ 80] modelling of a resonant switched-mode converter is realised by 
employing Simulink. However as far as the author is aware, Simulink has not been 
previously used to model a complete drive system. 
4.2.2 Inverters - PWM Technique 
Variable-frequency, variable-voltage supplies using solid-state devices may be employed 
to control the speed of a.c. machines. There are two basic techniques for producing this 
type of supply: inverters and cycloconverters. The modelling of cycloconverters has been 
the subject of another research programme and is not discussed here. 
A typical inverter has a bridge configuration with self or forced-commutation devices 
which are switched to produce the desired alternating voltage. The input to the bridge is 
the d.c. link which is obtained from a controlled or uncontrolled rectifier. In the case of a 
controlled rectifier, it is capable of supplying a variable d.c. voltage output. 
The inverter together with the rectifier forms a converter. A schematic of a converter with 
a diode rectifier is shown in Figure 4.2.1. By using a capacitor. the input to the inverter 
appears as a voltage source with a very small internal impedance. The ideal case would he 
to have a voltage source with zero intelllal impedance. 
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.. a _. ____________ ••• ____ • __ • _. __ •• _ ••••• __ •• _. 
+ 
a.c. input --!--.J---" 
._-------------------------' 
rectifier 
Figure 4.2.1 - Three-phase converter schematic 
In Figure 4.2.2 a general scheme for a controlled a.c. drive is presented. The three-phase a.c. 
input voltage has frequency fo and amplitude Vo and after being rectified and inverted is 
applied to the a.c. motor. The converter in turn gives as an output a three-phase voltage 













parameters ----,.,r block 
Figure 4.2.2 - An induction motor control scheme 
Induction 
motor 
For low to medium power the inverter is based on transistors, bipolar or IGBT (Insulated 
Gate Bipolar Transistor). For medium to high power range however, thyristors, normal or 
GTO (Gate Turn-Off thyristor) are used. 
As solid-state devices have fast tum-on and turn-off times, they allow high-frequency 
switching and thus a train of pulses can be generated. One possibility is to have a train of 
pulses having variable width which can be generated using the Pulse-Width Modulation 
(PWM) technique. 
------------- - ---- ---------
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This technique implies the production of on/off periods in the way that the on-period are 
longest at the peak of the wave. The Pulse-Width Modulated output wave has a much 
lower low-order harmonic content that other waveforms like squarewave, quasi-
squarewave or notched wave.[ 81 ]. 
One method of generating a PWM waveform uses an offset triangular carrier wave and a 
reference modulation sinewave, as shown in Figure 4.2.3. The inverter switching signals are 
generated using the intersections between the reference sinewave and the triangular 
waveform. 
Carrier wave(red line); Modulating wave(blue line) 
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Figure 4.2.3 - The triangular carrier wave and the modulating sinewave 
Applying this technique to the waveform in Figure 4.2.3 yields the PWM output shown in 
Figure 4.2.4. which contains a large component of the fundamental frequency together with 
smaller components of higher frequency voltages. 
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Figure 4.2.4 - A PWM output with a train of 5 pulses 
For a carner frequency twice that used in Figure 4.2.3, the PWM output will be as In 
Figure 4.2.5. The carrier frequency is the frequency of the triangular waveform. 
Carrier wave(red line); Modulating wave(blue line); PWM output(black line) 
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Figure 4 2.5 - A PWM output with a train of 11 pulses 
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Figure 4.2.6 - Enlargement of Figure 4.2.5 
In order to maintain optimum magnetic-flux conditions, below the saturation level in the 
induction motor, the ratio V/j must be kept constant. Thus any variation in the inverter 
frequency has to occur together with a voltage change. 
If the hannonic current in caused by a PWM voltage harmonic Vn is given by [ 82 ]: 
(4.2.1) 
Then a harmonically weighted loss factor is defined as: 
(4.2.2) 
where a telm.Jnft is included to allow skin effect. Within the motor circuit magnetic 
losses increase as response to high frequency voltages. An optimum PWM waveform could 
be defined as having a minimum loss factor, corresponding to minimal motor harmoni 
12 R losses. However this definition of optimum is biased toward technique which ek 
to rninimi e the motor hrumonic losses, rather than minimise the inverter witching 10 
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Justification of this choice is that forced cooling of the inverter heatsink is more practical 
than additional cooling of the inverter-driven motor [ 82 ]. 
The difficulty with this form of analogue control is the problem of accurately defining the 
two waves and ensuring that minimum on and off times required by the inverter devices 
are observed. Therefore it is not possible to produce three exactly balanced signals over a 
required voltage and frequency range when using simple analogue electronics. 
However with the use of microprocessors, the problem of finding the switching instants 
and controlling the on/off periods can be tackled successfully. The difficulty which arises 
when employing digital modulators is achieving satisfactory resolution and operating 
toward zero frequency when simple chip-sets are utilised [ 81 ], [ 82 ]. 
This method of PWM generation has been modelled using the Simulink toolbox within 
MATLAB. This modelling is presented in the following section. 
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4.2.3 Simulink model of a PWM output 
A block diagram was patched up to model the PWM output. This utilises the carrier and 
modulating waves to create the signals via a 'Switch' function block. 
















Figure 4.2.7- The Simulink diagramjor simulating the triangular wave 
The block diagram of Figure 4.2.7 simulates the triangular and the sine waves employed in 
obtaining the PWM output. 
The PWM output is simulated by the block diagram given in Figure 4.2.8. There are two 
'Repeating Sequence' blocks which generate the positive and negative trains of PWM 
pulses respectively. To generate the 'Repeating Sequence' functions, a number of 
procedures have been written in the MATLAB language. These are shown in Appendix 2. 
One of the key procedures developed is named rez, which implements the algorithm to 
calculate the intersection points between the triangular wave and the modulating sinusoidal 
wave. This algorithm is based on the root-finding routine known as the Newton-Raphson 
method. The general iterative formula for this method is given in: 
f(xn) 
x =x-
n+l n f'(xn ) 
(-+.2.3) 
~-._--------- ~~----- - --- ~~ ~ ~~~~-
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This method is characterised by the fact that it requires the evaluation of both the function 
f(x) and the derivative f'ex) at arbitrary points x. 
In this case the function f(x) is defined as the difference between a function defining the 
triangular wave and a sine function determining the modulating sinewave as in equation 
(4.2.4): 
f(x) = m·x+c-vsin·sin(2·1t· fq·x) (4.2.4) 
where x in this case is time, m and c are coefficients defining the triangular function, vsin 
andfq are the amplitude and the frequency of the modulating sinusoidal wave respectively. 
The procedure uses also v, the amplitude of the triangular wave (carrier wave) and tri, the 
number of pulses for the triangular wave per half a cycle. 












ru ·1 sns 
Sine Wave Wks4 
Figure 4.2.8 - The Simulink diagramfor simulating the PWM output 
The 'Repeating Sequence' blocks are based on a function mo. This function is built on the 
function rez previously mentioned in this section. Other functions required for the 
'Repeating Sequence' blocks are: vpoz, vneg, valori, timp. All these functions and their 
purposes are listed in the Appendix 2. 
In order to test the Simulink block of Figure 4.2.8 , the following numerical case is 
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Figure 4.2.9 shows the triangular and modulating waves and the resulting PWM output. 
Compared to the case of Figure 4.2.4, the amplitude of the reference sinew ave is reduced to 
half and consequently, to observe V/f= constant, its frequency is also reduced. 
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Figure 4.2.9 - The triangular wave and the modulating sinewave 
The PWM output cannot be fed directly into the standard induction motor DQ-axis moq,el 
and with respect to the improved multi-machine DQ-axis model there is the need for 
harmonics of the PWM output to be fed to the machines . The next section describes a 
luethod, based on the Fonrier Series theory, to decompose the PWM output wavefonTI into 
its harmonic components. 
4.3 Fourier Series 
A
ny periodical wave can be expressed as a sum of sinusoidal waves. Each in wav 
has its own amplitude and its frequency is an integer mUltiple of the initial wa 
frequency. The general form of the Fourier series is given by (4.3.1). 
(.f.. . J) 
00 
y = Ao + L An sin ( ncot + cP II ) 
1/=1 
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h 21t dT·th· . were ro = T an IS e penod. EquatIOn (4.3.1) can be rewritten by expanding the sine 
component to give: 
~ sine nrot + <P n) = ~ sin <P n cos nrot + ~ cos <P n sin nCDt = an cos nCDt + bn sin nCDt 
and so: 
1 00 00 
y = - ao + L an cos nCDt + L bn sin nCDt 
2 n=l n=l 
where the Fourier coefficients are given by: 
an = An sin <Pn 




The formulas of (4.3.1) and (4.3.3) are equivalent and a periodical waveform may be 
expressed by either one of them. The Fourier coefficients may be calculated using [ 83 ]: 
1 11t ao = - f(x)dx 1t -1t 
1 11t bn = - f(x)sin nxdx , where y=/(x) and x=CD t 1t -1t 
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Figure 4.3.1 - The PWM output 
(4.3.5) 
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To implement Fourier analysis for the PWM output, a typical waveform shown in 
Figure 4.3.1 is considered. This waveform may be seen as consisting of five distinct 
sections, the first being shown in Figure 4.3.2. A function which describes this 'first pulse' 
can be written as in: 
f(x) = V for [tl't2 ] (-1.3.6) 
1 1 
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Figure 4.3.2 - A periodic function consisting of the first pulse of a PWM output 
This wave is a periodic function and may be expressed as a series of sines and cosines 
functions and the Fourier coefficients are calculated using the formulas (4.3.5), to give: 
a -0 o -
a =0 n 
a = 2v [sin(n21t . fq· t2 ) - sin(n21t . fq· t1)] 
n n1t 
b =0 n 
2v 
b = -[cos(n21t . fq ·t2 ) - cos(n21t . fq· t1)] 
n n1t 
if n is an even number 
(4.3.7) 
if n is an odd number 
if n is an even number 
(4.3.8) 
if n is an odd number 
Since ao=O and an and bn are non-zero only for odd harmonics, the function y becomes: 
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y = ian cos ncot+ ibn sin ncot for n= odd number (-+'3.9) 
n=l n=l 
In explicit form, equation (4.3.9) is given by: 
y = a1 cos cot + a3 cos 3 cot + as cos 5 COt+ .. . (4.3.10) 
+ b1 sin cot + h3 sin 3 cot + as sin 5 cot+ . . . 
The numerical example chosen is : v=508.27 (the amplitude of the carrier wave), fq=50 
(the frequency of the modulating wave), vsin=508.27 (the amplitude of the modulating 
wave), tri=6 (the ratio between the carrier and the modulating wave frequencies). These 
values produce the PWM output shown in Figure 4.3.1. The function rez [Section 4.2.2] 















L>_)..:..+ ________ --.J Figure 4.3.3- results of invoking rez in MATLAR command window 
These results give the switching instants for the PWM output waveform of Figure 4.3.1. 
Therefore tI and t2 [Figure 4.3.2] can be evaluated. It can bee seen from the Figure 4.3.3 that: 
tI=0.0013 and t2=0.0022. Substituting in the relevant equations allows the Fourier 
coefficients, aI and hI to be calculated as: 
~ = 2·508.27 [sin(21t .50.0.0022) - sin(21t ·50·0.0013)] = 77.7473 
1t 




Higher order coefficients may be also calculated and values for the first five harmonics are 
gi ven in Table 4.3.1. 
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the Fourier a coefficient the Fourier b coefficient 
1 st harmonic al= 77.7473 b1= -47.6436 
3rd harmonic a3= -6.9648 b3= -88.4968 
Sth harmonic as= -77.6595 b5= -32.1676 
7th harmonic a7= -58.7568 b7= 50.1831 
9th harmonic a9= 16.0439 b9= 66.8278 
Table 4.3.1- Fourier coefficients for the waveform of Figure 4.3.2 ('first pulse') 
In equation (4.3.9) the harmonic number n tends to infinity. In practical situations the 
maximum value for n is chosen depending on the desired level of approximation to be 
achieved. 
Obviously, the same procedure can be applied to the second and subsequent pulses of the 
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Figure 4.3.4 - The 'second pulse' in a PWM output 
The expression for the second pulse follows: 
Y = a cos rot + a cos 3 rot + as cos 5 rot+ ... (2) 1(2) 3(2) (2) 
(4.3.13) 
+ b sin rot + b sin 3 rot + as sin 5 rot+ ... 
1(2) 3(2) (2) 
where the subscript (2) has been used to represent the second pulse. The corresponding 
Fourier coefficients are evaluated as: 
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the Fourier a coefficient the Fourier b coefficient 
1st harmonic al(2)= 68.0098 b1(2)= -123.7093 
3rd harmonic a3(2)= -131.9533 b3(2)= 8.3018 
5th harmonic as(2)= 67.7851 bS(2)= 93.2982 
7th harmonic a7(2)= 34.0163 b7(2)= -85.9153 
9th harmonic a9(2)= -64.8227 b9(2)= 12.3656 
Table 4.3.2- Fourier coefficients for the 2nd pulse 
This procedure is extended to the remaining pulses so that the PWM waveform is now 
given by: 
and in an expanded form: 
y = a
1 
cos rot + a3 cos 3 rot + as cos 5 rot+ ... (I) (I) (I) 
+ b
1 
sin rot + b3 sin 3 rot + as sin 5 rot+ ... (I) (I) (I) 
+ a1 cos rot + a3 cos 3 rot + as cos 5 rot+ ... (2) (2) (2) 
+ b
1 
sin rot + b3 sin 3 rot + as sin 5 rot+ . .. (2) (2) (2) 
+ a cos rot + a3 cos 3 rot + as cos 5 rot+ ... 1(3) (3) (3) 
+ b sin rot + b3 sin 3 rot + as sin 5 rot+ ... 1(3) (3) (3) 
+ a cos rot + a3 cos 3 rot + as cos 5 rot+ ... 1(4) (4) (4) 
+ b sin rot + b3 sin 3 rot + as sin 5 rot+ ... 1( 4) (4) (4) 
+ a cos rot + a3 cos 3 rot + as cos 5 rot+ ... l(s) (S) (S) 
+ b sin rot + b3 sin 3 rot + as sin 5 rot+ ... 1( S) (S) (S) 
Rearranging equation (4.3.16) gives: 
y = cosrot(a
1
(l) + a1(2) + a1(3) + a1(4) + ~(S) + cos 3rot(~(I) + ~(2) + ~(3) + ~(4) + ~(S)+··· 
+sinrot(b
1 
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and similarly the other coefficients can be evaluated. Subscripts (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) refer 
to each of the five 'one-pulse' functions respectively. 
The PWM waveform has been expressed in the form of (4.3.3). Knowing an' bn and that 
the PWM waveform has no d.c. component, i.e. Ao=O, the Fourier series may be 
represented by (4.3.1): 
00 
Y = LAn sin(ncot+ <p n) (4.3.20) 
n=l 
where the amplitude and the phase angle for each harmonic can be calculated using: 
(4.3.21 ) 
a A = n n • 
(4.3.22) 
Sln<p n 
For the example considered the frrst 5 coefficients are given in Table 4.3.3. 
the Fourier A coefficient the phase angle 
1st harmonic A1= 508.2691 <P1= -0.23*10-13=0 
3rd harmonic A3= -0.0404 <P3= -0.55*10-9=0 
5th harmonic A5= -1.1067 <P5= -0.98*10-12=0 
7th harmonic A7= -16.8716 <P7= 0.19*10-
11=0 
9th harmonic A9= -107.9006 <P9= -0.01 *10-11 =0 
Table 4.3.3 - Fourier coefficients 
Therefore y is given by An and <pn which were calculated based on an and bn [4.3.21-22]. To 
calculate automatically An and <pn , some functions have been written in the MA TLAB 
language. These are An, to calculate the amplitudes and Jaza , to calculate the phase 
angles of the harmonic components. Their parameters are: v , vsin , tri . Jq , nr. The first 
four parameters have been previously defined. The nr parameter is the number of 
frequency components selected to be considered. For example, when 
An(50,508.27,508.27,6,7) the following results are obtained: 
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Io....--_______ --.J Figure 4.3.5- results of An invoking in MATIAB command window 












I.....-_________ .-...J Figure 4.3.6- results offaw procedure invoked in MATLAB window 
which give: 
the FourierAn coefficient the phase anglecpn 
1 st harmonic Ai= 508.2691 <PI = -0.00001*10-9 rad 
3rd harmonic A3= -0.0404 <P3= -0.5588*10-
9 rad 
5th harmonic As= -1.1067 <P5= -0.0010*10-
9 rad 
7th harmonic A7= -16.8716 <P7= 0.0019* 10-
9 rad 
9th harmonic A9= -107.9006 <P9= -0.0001 * 10-9 rad 
11 th harmonic All= -92.1310 <P 11 = -0.0004 * 10-9 rad 
13th harmonic A13= 91.5850 <P 13= -0.0002 * 10-9 rad 
Table 4.3.4 - Fourier coefficients 
The objective of developing these functions (An andJaza) is to allow a drive model to be 
automatically built by a 'm file' written in MATLAB language. This drive model will be 
presented in the following Section 4.5. 
In order to verify the validity of PWM output decomposition in harmonics and to inspect 






... and the 
9~h are summed together. The amplitude and angle information are given by the functions 
An and/aza. 
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'--------___ .....J Figure 4.3.5- results of An invoking in MATIAB command window 












'---__________ .J Figure 4.3.6- results of Jaw procedure invoked in MATIAB window 
which give: 
the FourierAn coefficient the phase angleCfJn 
1 st harmonic A 1= 508.2691 CfJl= -0.00001 * 10-9 rad 
3rd harmonic A3= -0.0404 CfJ3= -0.5588*10.
9 rad 
5th harmonic As= -1.1067 CfJ5= -0.0010*10.
9 rad 
7th harmonic A7= -16.8716 CfJ7= 0.0019*10-
9 rad 
9th harmonic A9= -107.9006 CfJ9= -0.0001 *10.9 rad 
11 th harmonic Au= -92.1310 CfJll= -0.0004*10.9 rad 
13th harmonic A13= 91.5850 CfJ13= -0.0002 * 10.9 rad 
Table 4.3.4 - Fourier coefficients 
The objective of developing these functions (An and taza) is to allow a drive model to be 
automatically built by a 'mfile' written in MATLAB language. This drive model will be 
presented in the following Section 4.5. 
In order to verify the validity of PWM output decomposition in harmonics and to inspect 






. .• and the 
99'h are summed together. The amplitude and angle information are given by the functions 
An andJaza. 
---- -- ----- ------------ ----
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The synthesised PWM output is shown in Figure 4.3.7. It can be seen that the original PWM 
output waveform has not been approximated accurately. 
original PWM output{blue line); synthesised PWM{red line) 
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Figure 4.3.7 - The regained PWM output 
This behaviour is due to two effects, firstly, the total number of harmonics is not adequate 
since this should tend towards infinity. Secondly, the original waveform has 
discontinuities, so that when the Fourier terms are summed, every original point is 
regained except at the discontinuities, where an overshoot will occur. This behaviour 
encountered at discontinuity points is known as the Gibb' s phenomenon [ 83 ]. 
In the following section results given by invoking An and faza are compared against results 
obtained using the MATLAB built-in function fft· 
4.4 FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) 
A n alternative approach to. decomposing the ~WM output wave~o~ is to use the built-in MATLAB functlon fft (Fast Founer Transform). Th1S 1S based on an 
algorithm with the same name. It is actually the discrete Fourier transform of a vector. 
Therefore the periodical wave to be decomposed has to be windowed and sampled. 
A feature of the fft approach is that the sampling frequency is important for the fft results. 
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A proper sampling must obey the Nyquist sampling theorem which says that the sampling 
rate should be at least twice the frequency of the highest frequency component in the 
waveform being sampled [ 83 ]. The need to simulate fIrst the waveform does not allow 
an automatically implementation of a motor drive model. 
However, here the results given by the 1ft are used to certify those obtained by An and Jaza 
functions. 
The results obtained by applying 1ft to a function are in rectangular form and consequently 
as the results are needed in polar form, they require to be transformed using the 
relationships: 
1rUlgnitude =.J Re2 + 1m2 
1m 




where 1m and Re are respectively the imaginary and real parts of the values obtained. All 
the calculations are incorporated in a small program called progfft which decomposes the 
function and then plots the results. The 1ft is applied to the function representing the PWM 
output of Figure 4.3.1 .The values An and <pn obtained are given in Figure 4.4.1., where the An 









'-__________ --1 Figure 4.4.1 - An and <pn using the MATlAB fft function 
therefore y can be evaluated as: 
y = 508.2691sin(rot + 0) + 0.0166sin(3rot + 3.1416) + 0.9771sin(5rot + 3.1416)+... (4.4.3) 
where ro= 21[/ ,1=50 Hz. 
Calculating with (4.3.20) or with (4.4.3) show similar results. This proves that the functions 
written in MATLAB language An and /aza are correct, giving approximately the same 
results as the fft function. 
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As mentioned earlier, a higher inverter switching frequency gives a PWM output with a 
better harmonic content. Some simulations are performed using the Simulink block 
diagram from Figure 4.2.8 and PWM outputs are obtained for two different switching 
frequencies. Using the fft function and the MATLAB written program progfft , the PWM 
waveforms are translated from the time domain to the frequency domain. 
For the 300 Hz switching frequency PWM waveform, 4 harmonics can be noticed to have 
amplitudes about one fifth of the fundamental amplitude. These are the gh harmonic, the 
1 ph, the 13th and the 15th. The PWM output can be seen in Figure 4.4.2. 
For the 600 Hz PWM a translation of those harmonics to the right on the frequency-axis is 
encountered. Thus the harmonics with high amplitudes are now : the 2Ft harmonic, the 
23rd , the 25th and the 21h. The resulting graphs show that Pulse-Width Modulation can 
move unwanted frequency components to a higher frequency region. The 600 Hz PWM 
waveform is shown in Figure 4.4.3. 
A further quality indicator, the total harmonic distortion factor, can be defined as being the 
ratio of the rms value of all harmonic components together to the rms amplitude of the 
fundamental [ 81 ]: 
THD = ~~~rms) + V;~rms) + V;~rms) + ... + ~~rms) 
~(rms) 
Estimation of THD using only the harmonics visible in the figures, the first 25, give: 
THD (300 Hz) = 44.49 % 
THD (600Hz) = 42.89 % 
Also THD was calculated for 900 Hz and 1200 Hz, and found to be : 
THD (900 Hz) = 39.75 % 
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Figure 4.4.2 - A 5 pulse PWM output waveform in time andfrequency domain 
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Figure 4.4.3. - An 11 pulse PWM output waveform in time andfrequency domain 
Therefore the output waveform of a PWM inverter is seen to be generally improved by 
using a high ratio between the carrier frequency and the output fundamental frequency. 
With the induction motor model available from Chapter 3 and the PWM output harmonics 
determined, the next step in model developments is to combine them together to simulate 
the total drive system. 
-- .~.~- --------
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4.5 The total drive system model and simulation results 
I t has been shown that the PWM output wavefonn can be decomposed in to a series of harmonics. These harmonic components can be applied to the inverter fed induction 
machine model described in Chapter 3. The block diagram in Figure 2.5.2 for a "'single' 
motor model is simplified to that shown in Figure 4.5.1, by compressing the block models 
for the four voltage equations of (2.5.9) system. These are now shown as EQl, EQ2, EQ3 
andEQ4. 
v D J\l L. iD sin~v91 t::9- diD 
t-
EQ1 vQJIT:J 











Constant2 .... iq 





..... t9 ...... t9 ....... ...... ....... 
~ MEC_EQ 
TORQUE 
Figure 4.5.1 - The induction motor block diagram 
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To simplify the display of the overall model, the blocks can be grouped so that the 
electrical and mechanical systems are decoupled as shown in Figure 4.5.2. This allows the 






Figure 4.5.2 - Induction motor and the mechanical equation as blocks 
For a model utilising the first 7 harmonics of the PWM, the patch diagram shown III 








Figure 4.5.3- Seven induction motors assembled to work together 
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The block diagram in Figure 4.5.3 is automatically generated by running mm. on of th 
programs specifically written in the MATLAB language by the author. The program 171m 
enables a fully functional simulation diagram, corresponding to a user pecified harmoni 
requirement, to be created simply by specifying the harmonics required. Detail f mm are 
to be found in Appendix 2. 
In order to test the proposed model, simulations are carried out and re ults pI tt d and 
analysed. The Simulink block in Figure 4.5.3 is simulated for 1.5 seconds, u ing the data et 
from Section 2.5., with the load torque set at 1 Nm. The results are plotted in the f 11 wmg 
figures. 
total torque (blue line); fundamental torque (red line) 
50 ,---------------,----------------~'. ---------------. 
40 ......... .... .. .... .. . .. ...... ...... ..... ..... .. ..... .. . .... .... -











o . . . '!JVWvv'vV'''-'''-------.. -.. --.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.. -. -----.-.. -. -. -.-.. -. ---------1-
_10 L-~------------J---------------~--------------~ 
o 0.5 1.5 
time [sec] 
Figure 4.5.4 - Total torque andfundamental torque plotted versus time (7-machine model; TI=l NIII ) 
The time-torque graph of Figure 4.5.4 shows the transient period when th inducti n m t r 
starts and the steady-state when the torque arrives at the load torque value. T tal tc rq u 
and fundamental torque are plotted together on the ame graph in Figure 4.5.4, h w cr thi 
IS n t easily visible. An nlargement of the area between 0.7 and 1.4 cond and m th y-
axi betw"en 0.98 and 1.04 Nm i given in the Figure 4.5.5. It i e n that th fundamental i 
lh most important contributor toward the valu of th total t rqu . Th P rcentag" r th" 
fundamental torqu in the t tal torque i 99.79 C7h. F r c mpari n the mtribuli n in 
p rccntag of th )th r harm )nic torqu .. t )ward th t tal torque i gl n in th" r )llt wing 
lab}": 
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harmonic fundamental 3rd 5
th 1h 9'h ith 13'h 
percentage 99.79 % 0% 0.0001 % 0.0068 % 0.1259 % 0.04929'c 0.02 % 
Table 4.5.1 - Harmonic torques in total torque percentages 
Each of the harmonics present in the input voltage waveform produce a rotating m.mJ 
wave with the same pole number as the fundamental field, but rotating at a high r p d 
than the synchronous speed. Each rotating m.mJ will produce a torque in the arne mann r 
as the fundamental. The harmonic resultant torque is negligible at steady-state and thi is 
proved by the results in Table 4.5.1. However additional losses may be introduced by 
harmonics [ 84 ]. 
This result sustains the approach of analysing and modelling an inverter fed motor by 
using only the fundamental component. From the percentage values pre ented in Table 4.5.1 
this approach will not cause significant error in torque calculations in the temporal domain. 
E 
~ 
total torque (blue line); fundamental torque (red line) 
1.04~----'-----'-----'------'-----'-----'-----'----~ 
1.03 ............... . 
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Figure 4.5.5 -Enlargement of Figure 4.5.4 (7-lI1achil1e model: Tl=1NlIl ) 
Fi /tre 4.5.6 pre ent the p ed-t rque pI t. It i n tic d that th r t r cill t" b tw "n 
value smaller and larg r than th ynchr nl u pe d until a t ad - tat ~ i ~ r'a 'h"'d . t a 
valli" ar und 156. 7 rad!. . 
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total torque (blue line); fundamental torque (red line) 
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Figure 4.5.6 - The torque plotted versus speed (7-machine model; Tl=l Nm ) 
An enlargement of Figure 4.5.6 is shown in the Figure 4.5.7: 
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b 
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speed [rad/sec] 
Fi llre 4 .. 7- En/ar emenl of Fi llre 4 .. 6 (7- lIlGchine model: Tl=l ' Ill) 
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In order to compare the torque behaviour when the harmonic were cider ill 
modelling an inverter-fed motor, it was thought appropriate to plot on the am graph 
three torques. They are: the output torque of the one-machine model when the input lal r 
voltages are considered sinusoidal and therefore the model from Figure 3.2.2 has b n u d: 
also the total and fundamental torques from Figure 4.5.5. However thi time imulati m i 
run for 2 seconds to be sure the steady state has been reached. Obviou ly all imul li n 
conditions are the same: the simulation method, start and stop time and int gration t p 
size. This graph is shown in Figure 4.5.8. 
1.02~----,-----.-----.-----~----~----~----~-----. 
1.015 ........... , ......... . .... . 
total torque (7-machine model}-blue line · . . 
, , , 
1.01 . 
Jundamental torque (7-machine model)--red line 
....... .. ... .. ...... ... . .... . 
;output torque (one-machine model}--green line 
'E1.005 
z 






0.99 ..... . ..... ~ . . .... ... ~ . . . . . .. . .... ' , . 
· ' , ' · . · . 
· ' 
o . 9851..!..-----.L-----..l..-------L-------L-----~----__:_'":_:__--__:_"'_:__--__: 
0.7 0.8 0 .9 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 
time [sec] 
Figure 4.5.8- Comparison between torque/time graphs/or one-machine and 7-machine models 
It can be seen that in the case of the 7-machine model, the total and fundamental t rqu 
will still oscillate when 1.5 seconds have passed. However the total torqu cillati n ar 
between 1.0002 Nm and 0.9998 Nm" The output torque of one-machine m d lip rfe tly 
constant at 1 Nm" It is appreciated that the oscillations which appear in the total torqu ar 
introduced by th harmonic t rqu . How ver their eff ct may be n gle led and Lh 
leady-stale torque can be approximal d to 1 Nm the av rag alu . 
h d [u 11· m plOl an Fi lire 4.5.10 p[ cnt lh lim - lip 0[' ph . Figltre 4.5.9 how 1 e p 
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Figure 4.5.9- The speed plotted versus time (7-machine model; Tl=l Nm) 
The time/speed graph shows the speed oscillations inherent in the starting of the motor. 
These effects are short lived decaying after approximately 0.5 seconds and by the end of 
the simulation the rotor has reached the steady-state value of speed. Also the time/ lip 
graph proves that the Simulink developed model is correct by showing that the tarting 
value of slip is 1 which corresponds to the starting speed equal to O. When the tran ient 
period ends, the slip has the steady-state value of 0.0024 . . 
1.2~--------------.---------------,--------------, 
1 .......................... : . 
0.8 .. . ....... .. ......... : . 
0.6 . . .. . ...... . 
0.4 
0 .2 . ..... . 
o 
-0.2 L--------------...1.----------------L-------------~1 5 
o 0.5 . 
time [sec] 
Fi ure 4 . . 10 - The lip plotted ver. Ii time 7-machine model: Tl= l l 111 ) 
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To further test the Simulink model, the mm program is run and the fIrst 11 harmonics are 
chosen to build another version of the multi-machine model. The same set of motor 
parameters is used, however the load torque is imposed to 5 Nm. The Simulink patch 








Figure 4.5.11 - Simulink diagram for 11-machine model 
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total torque (blue line); fundamental torque (red line) 
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Figure 4.5.12 - Total torque andjundamentaltorque plotted versus timer ii-machine model: Tl=5Nm ) 
To identify the fundamental and total torque, an enlargement of Figure 4.5.i2 i giv n in 
Figure 4.5.13. In Table 4.5.2 amplitude and frequency information ar given about th 
harmonics employed in the ii-machine model [Figure 4.5.11]' Also, last column h w 
percentages of harmonic torques in the total torque. The percentage of fundam nlal torqu 
into the total torque is 99.95 %. It can be seen that the i9'h and 2Ft harmonic produc 
negative torques. This means that the particular harmonics produce currents with inver 
sequence with respect to the fundamental. Also it is noted that the harmonic having th 
amplitude of about one fifth of the fundamental amplitude give mo t notable c ntribution 
to the total torque. 
harmonic number harmonic amplitude [V] frequency [rad!. ecl percentage [VI 
fundamental 508.2691 314.16 99.95 
3rd -0.0404 942.48 0 
5th -1 .1067 1570.79 0 
th -16. 716 2199.11 0.001-1 
9'h -107. 9006 2 27.43 ().()2 2 
11th -92.1310 3455.7 ().OOY9 
IJ'h 91.5 50 40 4.07 O.OO5( 
15th 103. 1 67 4712.39 O.()O45 
Ith -( .6151 53-10. 7J () 
19'h - 9.2351 5Y6Y,(J3 -O. o_ .. C 
2Ft -4.9120 6597.34 -(). ()(}(}<) 
foble 4._ .2 - Harmonic torque, ill tota/torque perCelllfll!,l',\ (}}-II/{J( hillc mode/. f'I= - 1 'Ill ) 
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Figure 4.5.13 - Enlargement of Figure 4.5.12 (11-machine model. TI= 
1.2 
Nm) 
The speed/torque graph is shown in Figure 4.5.14 and subs quently an nlarg m nt i glv n 
in Figure 4.5.15. The enlargement permits identifying the total and fundamental t rqu and 
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Immediately after the start of the drive, the torque will reach a maximum of -43 m and 
dO) 
then will decay towards 2 Nm. From T =} dt + DO) + TWad and knowing th t Tzoad =5 'm 
dO) 
and D= 0, then: } - = T - Twad ' Therefore when torque goe mall r than the 1 d lorqu 
dt 
then } dro is negative and speed will decrease. This is illustrated in Figure 4. -.14. Th n 
dt 
torque increases again and speed will follow in the same manner. Reaching the regi n 140-
180 radls, rotor speed oscillates between under synchronou and over ynchr n u p d 
values before stabilising. Every time when torque become maller than 5 Nm J dO) 1 
negati ve and speed decreases. 
total torque (blue line); fundamental torque (red line) 
5 .025 rr-r-----.-----r--~r---r- -._----r--____,--__,______..:____v--_,_-___" 
5.02 
5.015 ..... . 
E 5.01 
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4·1~5 . 1 155.11155.12 155.13 155.14 155.15 155.16 
speed [rad/sec] 
Figure 4.5.15 - Enlargement of Figure 4.5.14 (ii-machine model, Tl= Nm ) 
dt 
Th time/ p ed graph in Figure 4.5.16 how the tran i nl peri d [th 
ettling of th peed toward lh t ady- tat value. Al it h w lh 
fir t 0.5 'ec nd.'· nd 
p d ha in a liecht 
de rea 0 rad!. ec. Thi rre p nd in Fi lire 4 .. 14 t l rqu d" linin ... l 
1 Nm aft r ha ing r a 'h d 4 NII1 . 
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Figure 4.5.16 -Time/Speed graph ( ll -machine model; TI=5 Nm) 
The time/slip graph: 
1.2 1 -------------,--------------,--______ --. 
0.8 .. . ....... . ... . 
0.6 .. ....... .. ..... . . . 
0.4 ..... . .. . 
0.2 ......... . .. " . . ....... . .. . 
o 
-0.2 L..-_______ -'--_______ ---'--_______ ---1 
o 0.5 1 1.5 
time [sec] 
Figure 4.5.17 -Time/Slip graph ( ll-machine model; TI=5 m) 
Two examples of the multi-machine model wer giv n t pr th un ti n it th 
m del design d by th mm program. In all pr vi u irnulati n th 1 ad t rqu h b n 
n tant qual t valu fr m 0.1 In t 111 . ilu ' li n 
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the load torque is not always constant quantity, it was considered appropriate to lIDul te a 
load step. 
The next results will illustrate the response of the motor model to the imulation of 1 ad 
step. This is carried out on the 11-machine model. For this purpose, the Con tan t' 1 k 
which simulates the load torque [Figure 4.5.11] is replaced by a ' Step Input' blo k. The 1 ad 
torque is imposed as 1 Nm at start and then will step to 5 Nm when imulati n tim 
exceeds 1 second. Simulation is carried out for 1.5 seconds and simulati n re ul are 
presented as follows. In Figure 4.5.18 , the total torque is plotted together on the am graph 
with the imposed load torque. 
E 
~ 
total torque(blue line); step load (yellow line) 
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Figure 4.5.18 -Timef[orque graph (11 -machine model; step load) 
The time/torque graph of Figure 4.5.18 proves that the motor torque follow the reb rence 
load torque. 
Steady-state is reached and torque is around 1 Nm when imulation lim arn 
th cill ti n econd. The load step causes a new transient period and after 
diminished, torque has reached 5 Nm. From Figure 4.5.19 th peed i 
156.69 rad!:. ec to 155.16 radlsec when teady tat i reach d f r th 
h ws that the m tor model is capable to track and f II w th 1 ad t r u 
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torque causes the motor to lose its level of speed This can be seen m' F ' 4 - i9 h . 19ure " \.v ere 
the time/speed graph is plotted, again proving that the drive model behaves correctly and 
the speed response is stable and as expected. 
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Figure 4.5.19 -Time/Speed graph (Ii-machine model; (step load) 
In this section a model for an inverter fed motor has been developed and presented. Two 
test models produced using a different content of harmonics in each case are shown and 
simulated. The second model, the II-machine model was also tested by applying a step 
load torque. Results show a good adaptation of the motor to the required level of torque 
with a detriment of reduction in speed as no feed-back control is employed. 
Chapter 4 presents a novel modelling approach for an inverter-fed induction motor, 
realised with the SimulinklMATLAB toolbox. The model can be used by running a 
program written by the author in the MATLAB language. This program allow the u er t 
choose a certain harmonic content of the PWM waveform supplying the induction mol r. 
Various simulations have been run and reported results how very good b havi ur of th 
model which supports a general confidence level with respect to results pre nL . 
The next chapter presents the theoretical basi of the vector control the ry . larling with 
th general appr ach to pace vector theory, it continue by pre enting th quati n f r 
r tor-nux oriented ntrol. 
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The rotor-flux oriented vector control 
As described in Section 1.2, the objective of vector control is to control independently the two components of current, i.e. the component producing torque and that 
producing flux. This is not easily achieved because the two components of current are 
supplied via the same three-phase stator windings. The solution is to reference the voltages 
and currents to a special rotating reference frame which could be fixed either to the rotor 
flux space phasor, the stator flux space phasor or the magnetising flux space phasor [ 68 ]. 
Each of these cases result in a specific vector control strategy but there are inherent 

























Chapter 5 - The rotor-flux oriented vector control 
Figure 5.1 shows the principle of a vector controlled scheme for an induction motor. It can 
be seen that the DQ-axis induction motor model forms part of the scheme where the 
required inputs are the d and q-axis voltages and the outputs are the stator currents and the 
rotor speed. The basis of this speed control scheme is that balanced 3-phase voltages are 
initially transformed, physically to the direct and quadrature voltages. VD and VQ 
respectively. Further transformation of VD and VQ, using the machine parameters, yields the 
DQ-axis currents. The key to this scheme lies in the way these currents are converted to 3-
phase voltages or firing signals to the power electronic circuitry. For this closed loop 
system the actual speed of the motor is compared against the required reference speed and 
the difference is used to condition the voltages Vs.tref and vsyref. 
This chapter deals with the basis of rotor-flux oriented control. It starts with a section 
about the space phasor theory followed by the stator and rotor equations using the space 
vectors. Furthermore a general reference frame, independent of the stator or the rotor 
frames is defined. The voltage equations written in this general frame will charactelise the 
rotor-flux control when the general frame becomes a particular case by aligning it to the 
rotor-flux space vector. 
5. 1 The Space Phasor Theory - Basics 
B
ased on DQ-axis theory a model for the induction motor has been developed. From 
this model different mathematical quantities such as stator currents: iD and ilJ. rotor 
currents id and iq, can be obtained. The direct and quadrature currents are fictitious currents 
which relate to the actual3-phase currents according to (2.5.1): 
( 5.1.1) 
If the transformation from 3-phase to dq-axis IS considered a magnitude in\ariant 
transformation then c is taken as (2/3). This has the advantage of presening the 
magnitudes across the transformation. The power invmiant form obviously maintains the 
power invruiant across transfOlmation and uses the constant c as \/(2/)). 
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A space phasor for the stator currents can now be defined using the DQ-axis currents iD 





where: is is the space phasor of the stator currents, 
iD(t) is the instantaneous value of the D-axis stator current component, 
iQ(t) is the instantaneous value of the Q-axis stator current component. 
In a short notation is can be expressed as: 
where: I~I is the modulus of the space phasor lS ' 
ex s is the phase angle with the D-axis. 
-
(5.1.3) 
To better visualise the space vector is, a phasor diagram is shown in Figure 5.1.1. The rotor 
frame is noted (ex~) axes and the stationary frame fixed to the stator is given by (DQ) axes. 
The angle between the two frames is the rotor angle, e r • 
D 
Figure 5.1.1 - The space phasor a/the stator currents 
The stator current phasor may be also expressed in (a~) frame by transforming the phase 
angle, as follows: 
(5.1.4) 
Similarly a space phasor for the rotor currents is fr' can be defined as: 
Chapter 5 - The rotor-flux oriented vector control 
or shorter: (5.1.5) 
(5.1.6) 
and can be seen in the next figure: 
Figure 5.1.2 The space phasor of the rotor currents 
-
In equation (5.1.6) lr is expressed in the reference frame fixed to the rotor as shown in 
Figure 5.1.2. Transformation to the stationary frame yields: 
(5.1.7) 
where T; is the space phasor of the rotor currents (in the stator frame). 
Due to the combined effects of the stator and rotor m.m.f.s, the resultant wave will be their 
-
sum and therefore the magnetising current space phasor ,lm is introduced as being the sum 
of the stator current space phasor and the rotor current space phasor expressed in the stator 
reference frame. The rotor current is referred to the stator. 
where: NJ is the number of turns in stator winding, 
kWJ is the winding factor of the stator winding, 
N~ is the number of turns in rotor winding and 
kW2 is the winding factor of the rotor winding. 
(5.1.8) 
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The stator flux linkage space phasor 'Vs is now introduced considering that there are two 
components making up the flux: the fIrst is the self flux space phasor produced by the 
stator currents and the second is the mutual flux linkage space phasor, due to the rotor 
currents. Thus its expression in the stationary reference frame is: 
(5.1.9) 
where: Ls is the so-called total 3-phase stator inductance and 
Lm is the 3-phase magnetising inductance. 
Expressed in the reference frame fIxed to the rotor, 'Vs becomes: 
(5.1.10) 
The rotor flux linkage 'V ris given by: 
(5.1.11) 
and in the frame fIxed to the rotor: 
'V = L [ + L [, 
r r r ms 
(5.1.12) 
The space vector notion has been introduced in this section and current and flux linkages 
space vectors have been given in the rotor and stator frame. Next, the voltage equations are 
written using the previously defIned space vectors. 
5.2 The stator and rotor equations 
As different space phasors are available, the space phasor form of the voltage equations can now be written down as: 
(5.2.1) 
for the stator and for the rotor (in the stator reference frame): 
(5.2.2) 
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where: Vs is the stator voltage space vector and 
v; is the rotor voltage space vector. 
By replacing 'V sand 'V~ using equations (5.1.9) and (5:1.11) , (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) become: 
(5.2.3) 
These equations are written in the stationary frame fixed to the stator. However to be able 
to achieve vector control, all quantities are expressed in a different frame. 
Initially, it can be a general frame which may be then assigned to any of the desired chosen 
flux phasors. This general reference frame is introduced in Section 5.4 after a few 
considerations about torque are given in the subsequent section. 
5.3 The electromagnetic torque 
I n a d. c. drive, good torque and speed response can be achieved. Torque is controlled using the armature and field current as the expression of torque, te , in a d. c. machine is 
given by: 
where: 'V f the flux linkage space phasor produced by the field current, 
ia is the space ph as or of the armature current, 
c is the machine constant. 
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where 'V s and l;. are the space phasors described in the previous section and e is a 
constant. Linear magnetic conditions are assumed and therefore e is taken as a constant. 
In a scalar form equation (5.3.2) becomes: 
te = el 'Vs11~lsin 'Y (5.3.3) 
where y is the torque angle and maximum of torque is obtained at y=90°. This equation 
can be also proved on energy considerations [ 68 ]. If the change of the mechanical output 
dW 
meeh is equal to mechanical power, Ph' then: energy, 
& mff 
dW 
P = meeh = t ro 
meeh dt e r 
By expressing W meeh as: W meeh = "input - ""loss - W field 
where: W t is the input electrical energy, lnpu 
w'l represents the stator and rotor losses, oss -
W field is the magnetic energy stored in the field, 
dW 
expressing each of these energies and working out meeh then torque is given as: 
dt 
3 -, 7, 





where: PP is the number of pole pairs. It can be further developed to obtain a formula 
similar to (5.3.2): 
3 (L 7, L 7) 7, 3 T 7 7, 
te = --PP rlr + mls X lr = --pP~lS X lr 
2 2 
since the vector product i,' x i: gIVes 
zero and further: 
(5.3.7) 
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Since linear magnetic conditions are assumed, then Lm and Ls are constant and the quantity 
-~ Lm is identified with the constant c, thus validating the equation (5.3.2). Therefore 
2 Ls 
torque is given by the interaction of the stator flux with the rotor currents. As the supply is 
via the stator windings and rotor currents are induced, controlling the torque may be a very 
tedious task when stator stationary frame is employed. Consequently all equations are 
transformed onto a general reference frame introduced subsequently. 
5.4 The general reference frame (xy) 
T his section introduces a general reference frame shown in Figure 5.4.1. It is referred to by (xy) and it rotates at COg. Using the general reference frame and expressing all 
quantities with respect to this frame, different forms of vector control can be then 
implemented. When for example, the rotor flux oriented control is implemented, the 
general reference frame is chosen to be fixed to the rotor flux space phasor and 
consequently all formulas valid in the general reference frame are easily transformed to the 














__ ~ a. 
Figure 5.4.1 - The general reference frame 




where: S g is the angle between the stator D-axis and x-axis. 
The stator quantities are expressed in the general reference frame as: 
(5.·./.1) 
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(5 . .:1.2) 
(5.4.3) 
(5..:1.,,/ ) 




Substituting equations (5.4.2)-(5.4.7) in (5.2.1) and (5.2.2) the stator and rotor space phasor 
voltage equations expressed in the general reference frame are obtained as follows: 
- _ R ~ do/ sg .-
Vsg - slsg + dt + JCOg \jf sg (5.4.8) 
- _ R ~ do/ rg .( )-vrg - rlrg + + ] COg - cq. \jf rg 
dt 
(5.4.9) 
The electromagnetic torque in the general reference frame is defined using the equations in 
(5.4.5), (5.4.7) and (5.3.6) as follows: 
(5.4.10) 
According to the principle of action-reaction another expression for the torque can be 
obtained from (5.4.10): 
(5.4.11) 
The expression in (5.4.11) is further developed: 
3 - - 3 L - --
te =2" ppLmirg xiSg =2" pp Lm (L)rg + Lmisg)xisg = 
r 
(5.4.12) 
3 Lm - :-= - pp-\jf rg Xlsg 
2 Lr 
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(5.4.2) and (5.4.7) are substituted in (5.4.12) giving (5.4.13). 
(5.4.13 ) 
Thus, torque control can be achieved through the expression (5.4.13). If the reference frame 
is fixed to the rotor-flux vector, then 'V ry is 0 and torque control can be achieved via 'V 17: 
and isy components. 
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5.5 Rotor flux oriented vector control 
The general reference frame denoted by (xy) axes and rotating at cog is n wen ider d 
fixed to the rotor flux-linkage space phasor as shown in Figure 5.5.1 . 
When the reference frame is fixed to the rotor flux space phasor then it r tat at C4nr 
defined as: 
ft) = dPr 
'-"1nr dt 
Q 
a.~- rotor axes 




Figure 5.5.1 - The referencejramefixed to the rotor flux-linkage space phasor 
The torque is defined from (5.4.1 3) as: 
ince 'If ry =0, meanIng that the rotor linkage flux space phasor h 
componcnl. Th rotor linkage flux pace pha or i given by: 
llf - )If = I"lf I = L i + L i 't' nvr - 't' n; 't' r r nvr m S\jIr 
Th rot r magn ti ing urrent i defin d a : 
( .5.2) 
nly a x-aX! 
( .:.3 ) 
(_- _-.J ) 
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where Lrl is the rotor leakage inductance. 
From (5.5.4): 
and modulus of the rotor flux space phasor is given by: 
Substituting (5.5.7) in (5.5.2) gives the torque as: 
3 L2 m ,-: ,. 
t =-P'P--l l 
e 2 L mr sy 
r 






Equation (5.5.9) shows that if magnetic conditions are linear, Lm is a constant quantity 
1 + crr 
and torque can be controlled by independently controlling ILl and isy. 
5.5.1 The decoupling circuit 
Using the stator voltage equation for the general reference frame (5.4.8) , a similar equation 
can be written for the reference frame fixed to the rotor flux space phasor : 
- -
- di di - -v nJI = R i
nJ1 
+ Ls ~ + Lm ~ + ].", L i + ].", L i 
~ T r s ~ T r dt dt "'1nr s svr "'1nr m '"'IIr 
(5.5.10) 
where subscript ('Vr) means that the quantity is expressed in the rotor nux frame. In a 
squirrel-cage induction motor the rotor currents cannot be directly measured, so they arc 
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-
eliminated from the stator voltage equation. From (5.5.4) the rotor current. lr'Vr can be 
expressed as: 
- -. . 
-; lmr - l s"'r l = __ --'T'--
7'II
r 1 + crr 
(5.5.11 ) 
and is then substituted in (5.5.10). Further, both sides of the equation are divided by the 
value of the stator resistance Rs yielding: 
VS'llr =(L _ L2m)~ d~'IIr +'0) (L _ L2m)~1 +1 +('0) II 1+ dllmr l) L2m 
R s L R dt 1 mr s L R S'IIr s'I'r 1 mr mr d L R 
s r S r s t rs 
(5.5.12) 
where: L L2m L" h . . d s - -- = S IS t e transIent stator In uctance, 
Lr 
T: = Ls is the stator time constant, 
Rs 
T' L:. h .. s = - IS testator transIent tIme constant. 
Rs 
Using these notations (5.5.12) becomes: 
v di - - [ 1- 1 d1imrl} ') ~ = T' ~ + l'ft) T'i + i + l'ft) i + T - T R S dt ""1nr S s'I'r s'I'r ""1nr mr dt S S 
S 
(5.5.13) 
and with some rearrangements give: 
T' dis'I'r + i = vS'I'r - l'ft) T'i - (T - T'{l'(I\ Ii I + dlimr I J 
S d s'I'r R ""1nr S s'I'r S S ""1nr mr dt 
t S 
(5.5.14) 
Equation (5.5.14) can now be resolved into its x and y components using the following 
relationships for the stator current space phasor and stator voltage space phasor: 
-
is'I'r = is.'C + jis)' (5.5.15) 
vS'llr = Vu + jvsy (5.5.16) 
Taking the real and imaginary components of the resultant equation, two equations are 
obtained i.e.: 
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\
- \ . di 
T,dlu + i = Vu + T'i _ (T _ T') nIT 
S dt sx R Uk- s sy S S dt 
s 
(5.5.17) 
,diS). . Vs)' ,. ( ') \-:- \ T-+l.=-· -(1'1 Tl - T-T m 1 
S d t sy R """1nr SUS s """1nr nIT 
S 
(5.5.18) 
It can be seen that there is coupling between the stator equations, so that is.x' the flux 
producing component and lsy, the torque producing component cannot be easily and 
independently controlled. 
\
- \ :- d imr 





which represents the motor operating under constant rotor flux conditions. 
From (5.5.19) and (5.5.20) it is seen that the rotational voltage components are: 
(5.5.21) 
(5.5.22) 
The outputs of the current controllers, denoted by vcc_x and Vcc_y are given by: 
L' disx R' v = -+ 1 
cc x S dt S sx 
(5.5.23) 
(5.5.24) 
Thus the stator voltage components are calculated as follows: 
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(5.5.25) 
(5.5.26) 
In Figure 5.5.2 a Simulink block diagram is presented from which v rot _x and v rot _y can 












Figure 5.5.2 - A Simulink scheme to calculate the decoupling voltages 




However Cllu- and limrl are more troublesome to be estimated and they may be found out 
through a flux model. This is given in the subsequent section. 
5.5.2 The flux model 
The modulus and phase angle of the rotor flux space phasor are needed to obtain Ciln,. and 
limrl. A flux model which is used to calculate rv rvrl and Pr is presented in this section. For 
this purpose the rotor voltage equation is used. Using the rotor voltage equation in the 
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general reference frame showed in (5.4,9), a similar equation in the reference frame fixed to 
the rotor flux space phasor is obtained: 
O - R -; cl\V nvr '( )-- rlnvr + + } COmr -cor 'If nvr dt 
(5.5.29) 
By substituting the rotor flux expression (5.5.7) in (5.5.29) it gives: 
(5.5.30) 
-
and further invr is substituted using (5.5.10) : 
(5.5.31 ) 









Resolving (5.5.32) into its x and y components the following equations are obtained: 
(5.5.34) 
(5.5.35) 
Based on these two equations, a rotor flux model can be designed in order to calculate 
1'If nvrl ' the modulus of the rotor flux space phasor and Pr' the phase angle of 'Vnvr . 
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In Figure 5.5.3 a Simulink flux model is proposed. Part of the scheme in Figure 5.5.3 , there is 
the block which realises the transformation between quantities on DQ axis and quantities 
on xy axis. This block is used here to transform the currents, according to the relations in 












I 'II I 
r 
Sum1 Integrator 







Figure 5.5.4 - The internal structure of the 'Decoupling block' 
P r 
Other flux models can be designed depending on which inputs are chosen or available. A 
scheme for the rotor flux oriented control of an induction motor can be patched up by 
combining the decoupling scheme and the rotor flux model. In this scheme, shown in 
Figure 5.5.5 , there is also a function generator used for field-weakening purposes. Above a 
certain frequency, an increase in speed is only possible by decreasing the rotor flux, i.e. by 
decreasing limrl. Thus by using the function generator, based on the value of the rot~)r 
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iD 
isx 












































Figure 5.5.5 - A rotor flux oriented vector control scheme 
In this chapter the principle of rotor flux oriented control has been introduced. Voltage 
equations are given in a general reference frame which is subsequently aligned to the rotor 
flux vector. A flux model is needed in order to achieve indirect vector control. This flux 
model requires information about the motor parameters in order to estimate the rotor flux 
and its phase angle. Motor parameter estimation is reported and some procedures, 
developed and tested by the author, are introduced. 
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Motor Parameter Estimation 
6. 1 Introduction 
Full advantage of field orientation control is obtained only if it is possible to know accurately the instantaneous position of the rotor flux vector relative to a stationary 
reference frame. The rotor flux estimation can be carried out in two different ways: direct 
measurement by using sensors, estimators or both and indirect measurement which 
combines slip calculation with a rotor position or speed measurement. Slip calculation 
relies upon rotor time constant information, therefore there is considerable interest in 
estimating this parameter on-line. 
Full use of the advantages of modern a.c. drives with field-oriented control can only be 
made if during commissioning, the control system is accurately adapted to the connL'cted 
motor. 
In many applications, when the motor and the inverter are not sold together as a unit (lr 
when the motor has to be replaced, the parameters of the motor are not known beforehand. 
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It then requires intensive testing of the machine and controller tuning, process that can be 
expensive, time consuming and it may call for specially trained staff. Thus self-
commissioning systems have been developed, in which the system itself determines the 
machine parameters during the commissioning period and accordingly sets the control 
parameters needed in the control scheme. 
The concept adopted for the estimation measurements is to use the same inverter to 
perform some tests and derive essential parameter values before actually starting the drive 
function. Single phase excitation is normally employed to obtain locked rotor tests with the 
tests requiring a series of programmed voltage and current commands to be delivered to 
the inverter. Thus using the inverter of the drive itself has the advantage of being a cheaper 
solution and also providing a better operation, since the parts constituting the drive are the 
same either when doing the tests or performing a mechanical task. 
In this chapter the bases of parameter estimation are given in a paper by H. Schierling 
[ 37 ] The approach outlined in this paper together with information supplied in [ 68 ] has 
been used as the basis for carrying out simulation tests and experimental implementations 
for estimation of the motor electrical parameters. 
6.2 Parameter Estimation - Basics 
I n the case of an a.c. motor, the electrical parameters are generally determined using the classical locked rotor and no-load tests. From the locked rotor test the rotor resistance 
can be calculated provided that a d.c. test has been done to measure the stator resistance. 
and the total leakage reactance. Further, knowing the Nema design letter of the machine, 
the total reactance could be split thereby allowing rotor and stator reactance estimation. 
The no-load test permits the magnetising reactance to be found. However the classical tests 
are difficult to be performed and in some cases , the parameters obtained have to be 
modified to consider for example, temperature changes during running. 
The tests discussed further in this chapter, realised by using the same inverter that supplies 
the a. c. motor , are aiming at estimating the total leakage inductance. rotor and stator 
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resistances and the rotor time constant. The relations defining the motor operation and th~ 
practical schemes necessary to perform the tests are presented in the following subsections. 
6.2. 1 Mathematical relations of induction motor 
The following system of equations describes the squirrel-cage motor dynamics in the stator 












-RS - RR 0 1/TR rom ia ua 
0 -RS - RR -rom 1/ TR i~ u~ 
+ 
RR 0 -1/ TR -rom 'Va 0 
0 RR rom -1/ TR 'V~ 0 
Rs' RR are the stator resistance and the transformed rotor resistance 
respectively~ the rotor resistance is transformed by quotient 
L 
K R = -1:!L squared~ 
LR 
Ua. ,u~ are the a - ~ components of stator voltage ~ 
ia. ,i~ are the a - ~ components of stator current ~ 
'Va.' 'V ~ are the a - ~ components of transformed rotor flux ~ 
transformation done by K R ~ 
(6.2.1) 
co is the mechanical angular frequency transformed for one pole pair ~ 
m 
TR = LR is the rotor time constant ~ 
RR 
LR is the transformed rotor inductance, transformation done by K R 
squared: 
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La is the total leakage inductance. 
As the tests are carried out at standstill, that is ill m =0, the equations for the a -axis can be 
rewritten as follows: 





The equation system of (6.2.2) allows under certain conditions the estimation of some 
motor parameters. The theoretical relations and procedures utilised for these estimations 
are presented in the subsections to follow. 
6.2.2 Measurement of the total leakage inductance 
For a time interval shorter than TR the motor behaves like a first-order delay element and 
therefore the initial rise of the current is determined by La' Thus the following relation 
can be deducted from (6.2.2) : 
(6.2.3) 
dt 
The measunng procedure consists of applying certain voltage pulses at certain time 
instants. At a moment, t1 the voltage Ua, = (213)· ude is applied to the motor (where udc is 
the d.c. link voltage) and the current starts to rise. When the stator current reaches the peak 
value of the rated current, at moment t2 , then ua. = Ois applied and the stator terminals are 
short -circuited. At the moment in time denoted by t3 , Ua, = -(21 3) . u de is applied and the 
stator current will continue decreasing until reaches the negative of the peak value. At that 
instant, t4 , the motor is short circuited and remains so from that point on. 
Figure 6.2.1 shows the way in which the voltage pulses are applied to the induction motor 
dUling the test sequence. 
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Figure 6.2.1 - The voltage pulses applied to the induction motor 
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Figure 6.2.2 - The current response in the induction motor 
0.04 
The peak value of current is not necessarily reached during these tests, as the voltage is 
switched to 0 before the current reaches 1 p.u. This occurs because the current is rapidly 
increasing and with a sampling time of 426.66 J..ls the value of 1 p.u. can not be reached. 
That means that if at the end of a certain sampling period the current has reached 0.8 p. u. 
and the simulation and also practical test was carned out for one more sampling step, the 
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current would reach a exceedingly high value, possibly around 1.5 p.u. or 2 p.u .. However 
using a sampling time of 200 ~s, values close to 1 p.u. can be obtained. Obviously, a 
smaller sampling step would be more appropriate, yet this is not possible because of the 
algorithm length ( in microprocessor clock cycles). In Figure 6.2.2 the current is shown to 
have values around O.B p.u .. 
Using the equation (6.2.3) , the total leakage inductance can be expressed by: 
(6.2.4) 
This equation has been derived assurrung ideal conditions, neglecting the effects of 
magnetic saturation and eddy currents. 
The scheme used for implementing the test procedure is presented in Figure 6.2.3. It has 
phase current measurements to determine ia, (t3 ) and ia, (t4 ) and a PWM modulation block 








Figure 6.2.3 - The scheme used/or implementing the total leakage reactance estimation procedure 
This is actually a part of the vector control scheme simulated in Pascal language and 
implemented using assembler language on a Siemens SAB BOC166 microcontroller. The 
total scheme can be seen in Figure 6.2.4. 
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Figure 6.2.4 - The vector control scheme 
Using the scheme of Figure 6.2.3, the estimating procedure for La was first simulated in 
Pascal and then implemented for the SAB microcontroller. The assembler program listing 
can be found in Appendix 3. Simulation results are presented in Section 6.3 and 
-
experimental results in Section 6.4. 
6.2.3 Measurement of resistances and rotor time constant 
Estimation of the stator and rotor resistances and the rotor time constant can be obtained 
by impressing different values of d. c. current on the motor. This can be performed by three 
current pulses of different values used as references which are sent to the iD and iQ current 
controllers. The reference voltages constituting the output of the current controllers are 
then sent to the PWM modulator and further to the motor. The sequence of commands is 
shown in Figure 6.2.5 and the reference voltages actually applied to the motor can be seen in 
Figure 6.2.6. 
In the first interval (a) the current imposed will take values between 0.15 p.u. and 0.3 p.u .. 
This value is chosen so that it should be less than the magnetising current of the machine 
to assure that the effects of the magnetic saturation will not affect parameter estimation. As 
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the magnetising current would not be known, the d.c. current applied may be taken as a 
third of the peak of the rated current of the machine. 
. ~ . . 
a mterval I b interval c interval 
0.8 ~~ - - - - -.- ~.~~. -.- - -:- - - - - - -:- - - - - - ->~- - - - - - -~ - - - - - - -- - - - - ~ 


















Figure 6.2.5 - The current pulses 
After steady-state has been reached a current pulse having the negative value of the (a) 
interval current is applied. This constitutes the interval (b). The current of the last interval, 
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Figure 6.2.6 - The voltage response in the induction motor 
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The test results of this procedure are used for estimating all three parameters. Initially, 
using test results from all three time intervals, the stator resistance is estimated. Following .... 
this, the rotor resistance is calculated, using the previously calculated stator resistance and 
results from the beginning of the (c) interval. Finally, data from the (b) interval are 
considered and the rotor time constant is evaluated. 
To implement the test sequence presented so far, a scheme similar to the one in Figure 6.2.3 
is employed. In addition to Figure 6.2.3, current controllers are connected as this test is 
based on reference current pulses. 
The scheme is reported in Figure 6.2.7, where lan! and ~ri! are the d.c. current references 
and iari! will take values from 0.05 p.u. to 0.3 p.u. and i~ri! will be O. 











Figure 6.2.7 - The scheme used/or implementing the resistances and rotor time constant estimation 
procedures 
Having discussed the general test procedure and the current pulse sequence applied to the 
motor through the current controllers and PWM modulator, details on parameter 
calculation are now given. 
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• Estimation of the stator resistance: 
When the steady state is reached, ia. and 'Va. can be considered constant and consequently 
the equations of (6.2.2) are reduced to: 
(6.2.5) 
Thus the stator resistance is given by the relationship: 
R = ua.(e) - ua.(a) 
s . . 
(6.2.6) 
la.(e) -la.(a) 
where subscripts (a) refer to (a) interval quantities and (c) refer to (c) interval quantities. 
• Estimation of the rotor resistance: 
The formula used to calculate the rotor resistance is derived by rearranging the expression 




• Estimation of the rotor time constant: 
The rotor flux changes exponentially from its initial value in interval (a) to its steady state 
value in interval (b) and this transition is mirrored by the terminal voltage. The voltage 
response at the beginning of the (b) interval is shown in Figure 6.2.8. The time constant of 
this exponential function is the rotor time constant. 
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The rotor time constant evaluation is graphically explained ill Figure 6.2.8. The exponential 
function is analysed between the time moment called timp_minUsaRef, when the minimum 
voltage of (b) interval occurs (MinUsaRef) and the time when (b ) interval voltage reache 
the steady state value: MaxUsaRef . 
Generally, if an exponential curve is defined by: 
(6.2.9) 
Then the time constant, -r can be worked out graphically by calculating y( t) when t= 'to 
Thus, y(-r) = Ymax(l-.!.) on the ordinate axis gives 't on the abscise (time-axis). 
e 
In the case of the rotor flux curve, the Y corresponding to the time constant is noted 
U saRef67 and is calculated by: 
1 
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Figure 6.2. - The voltage response in (b) interval and the graphical evaluation a/the rotor lime can lant 
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The time when UsaRef67 occurs is timp_UsaRef67, and TR , the rotor time constant is 
gIven: 
(6.2.11) 
The simulation and experimental results obtained are reported in the Section 6.3 and 
Section 6.4. 
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6.3 Simulation Results 
Section 6.2 has provided the theoretical basis and motor equations needed for the motor parameter estimation proposed. The present section presents simulation results 
obtained when the estimating procedures were implemented and tested on different 
motors. This work has been carried out at the Department of Electrical Engineering within 
the University of L'Aquila, Italy. As their research group had already developed a 
simulation program written in Pascal language to model an inverter-fed motor, these 
procedures were also implemented using the same programming language. They were 
designed to work together with the available simulation program. 
To enable a good comparison, simulation results for three different motors are given in this 
section. Next Section 6.4 presents practical results of a real-time implementation using the 
motor no. 1 [ Appendix 4 ]. 
6.3.1 Simulation Results - part 1-
Simulations were carried out using the data set of the motor called LAF2A WAX. The 
parameter set can be consulted in Appendix 4. 
• Total leakage reactance estimation results: 
Section 6.2.2 introduced the estimation of the total leakage inductance and its expression 
given by (6.2.4). Since in the simulation program all quantities are in p.u., being referred to 
base values, the total leakage inductance would be a very small quantity when expressed in 
p.u., in the range of 0.0003-0.0004. Therefore it was seen more appropriate to estimate the 
total leakage reactance. 
Results for total leakage reactance estimation are presented in Table 6.3. J, in which: V is the 
d.c. link voltage, h=O.4 JlS is the integration step, Tc= 200 J.ls is the sampling step, 
ualfa is the voltage step applied to the motor and udc is the d.c. voltage in p.u. (i.e. the 
ratio of the d.c. link voltage to the base voltage). To facilitate the estimation procedures 
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two files written in Pascal language are used: main flie LSIGMA.pas implements the 
estimation procedure and ASMOTOR2 unit contains data for the tested motor. 
Sim. 788 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V 280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0104 
h=O.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR2 ialj2 =1.3370 
Tc= 200Jls t3 =0.0190 
0- 200 steps ialj3 =0.0772 
ualfa=(213) . udc t4 =0.0194 
udc = 2801( 165)=1.6922 
ialf4 =-1.2640 
xsig (expected) = 0.2015 xsig_est=0.211-1 
error 4.91% 
Table 6.3.1- Simulation results for Xo estimation 











o 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 
time 
0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 
Figure 6.3.1 - The voltage impulses applied to the motor and current response (Sim 788) 
At time t2 the motor is short-circuited for the first time. As seen in Figure 6.3.1, the first 
voltage impulse is applied at 0.01 seconds. The corresponding current at the moment r2 is 
ia1f2 . At time t3 the negative impulse is applied and ialj3 is the corresponding cunent. 
The motor is then short-circuited for a second time at t4, and remains in that condition. 
The current at r.j. is ialf4. In the column 'results', all currents are in p.u. and all time 
quantities are in seconds. 
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The estimated total leakage reactance, named xsig_est , is calculated using: 
. 2 t4-t3 
XSlg_ est = - udc 21tF . 3 ialf3 - ialf4 no 
(6.3. 1) 
where Fno is the nominal frequency of the motor. 
Table 6.3.2 and Table 6.3.3 present further simulation results. In Table 6.3.2, by using a larger 
sampling step, a slight increase of the estimation error from 4.9% to 5.4% is registered. 
Sim 790 2811011997 -
input data files results 
V=280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0107 
h=0.4~s unit ASMOTOR2 ialj2 =1.4159 
Tc= 426.66~s t3 =0.0192 
0-100 steps ialf3 =0.0830 
ualfa=213 udc t4 =0.0196 
ialf4 =-1.3377 
xsig (expected) = 0.2015 xsig est=0.2125 
Table 6.3.2- Simulation results for Xcr estimation 
For Table 6.3.3 simulation, ualfa is changed to one third of the d.c. voltage (in p.u.) and 
Figure 6.3.2 shows voltage and current graphs for Table 6.3.3 simulation. 
Sim 795 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0111 
h=0.4!-lS unit ASMOTOR2 ialj2 = 1.2906 
Tc= 426.66 ~s t3 =0.0192 
0-100 steps ialf3 =0.0859 
ualfa=113 udc t4 =0.0200 
ialf4 =-1.2144 
xsiglexpected) = 0.2015 xsig est=0.2322 
Table 6.3.3- Simulation results for Xcr estimation 
Another simulation when ualfa is one third of the d. c. voltage and sampling step is 
200 ~s is presented in Table 6.3.4. It is seen that estimation errors are between 9.3% and 
15.2% for ualfa=113 udc ' When this value of ualfa is applied to the motor terminals, the 
cunent takes a longer time to arrive at a near peak value. This interval may be longer then 
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the time rotor constant, therefore the assumption that lead to (6.2.3) equation is no longer 
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Figure 6.3.2 - The voltage impulses applied to the motor and current response 
Sim 797 2811011997 -
input data files results 
V=280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0106 
h=0.4 M-s unit ASMOTOR2 ialj2 =0.9609 
Tc= 200 M-s t3 =0.0190 
0- 200 steps ialf3 =0.0588 
ualfa=113 * udc t4 =0.0196 
ialf4 =-0.9068 
xsig (expected)=0.20I 5 xsig_est=0.2202 
error= 9.3 % 
Table 6.3.4- Simulation results for Xo estimation 
• Stator resistance estimation results: 
Estimation of the stator resistance is carried out using the formula in (6.2.6). A first set of 
results is presented in Table 6.3.5, where: i_imp= 0.25 is the current applied in the first two 
intervals: 0.25 p.u. and respectively -0.25 p.u. and iimp_c= 0.8 is the (c) interval current. 
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In the results column: usalm_a is the average voltage of the (a) interval, u_cf is the 
voltage at the end of (c) interval, isalm_a is the average current over the (a) interval, 
isalm_c is the average current over the (c) interval and rs_stim is the estimated stator 
resistance. 
Sim 799 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ST_RES.pas usalm_a =0.0187 
h=0.4 J.Ls unit ASMOTOR2 u_cf =0.0598 
Tc= 426.66 J.Ls isalm_c =0.7983 
0- 16 000 steps isalm_a =0.2494 
i_imp= 0.25 p.u. 
iimp_c= 0.8 p.u. 
r s (expected)=0.0745 rs stim=0.0749 
Table 6.3.5- Simulation results for rs estimation 
The results presented in Table 6.3.5 are plotted in the Figure 6.3.3. 
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Figure 6.3.3 - The voltage impulses applied to the motor and current response 
Another set of results, for a sampling step of 200 J.lS, can be seen in Table 6.3.6. Good 
results exhibiting errors of only 0.5% to 0.9% are obtained in estimating the stator 
resistance for any of the two sampling steps used. 
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Sim. 800 2811011997 -
input data files results 
V=280 V ST_RES.pas usa lm_a =0.0193 
h=O.4 JlS unit ASMOTOR2 u_cf =0.0598 
Tc= 200 Jls isalm_c =0.7973 
0- 30 000 steps isalm_a =0.2-f.9-f. 
i_imp= 0.25 
iimp_c= 0.8 
r s (expected)= 0.0745 rs stim=0.0738 
Table 6.3.6- Simulation results for rs estimation 
• Rotor resistance estimation results: 
Rotor resistance is estimated using the previously calculated stator resistance and the 
formula of (6.2.8). Thus rs= 0.0749 is part of the input data. MaxUsaRef is the maximum 
voltage at the beginning of the (c) interval and the corresponding current is i_maxUsaRef· 
The average current over the (b) interval is denoted by im_b. With these notations the 
formula (6.2.8) becomes: 
. MaxUsaRef - rs· i'-maxUsaRef 
rr sum = ----=-----==-------=--
- i_ maxUsaRef - im_ b 
(6.3.2) 
Simulation results are presented numerically in Table 6.3.7 and graphically in Figure 6.3.4. 
Sim 802 - 2811011997 
input data files 
results 
V=280 V ROT _RS2.pas Max UsaRef = 0.1014 
h=0.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR2 
i_maxUsaRef= 0.7723 
Tc= 426.66 Jls im_h = -0.2488 
9 300- 10 000 steps 
i_imp= 0.25 pu iimp_c= 0.8 pu 
rs= 0.0749 
r _r (expected)=0.0781 
rr _stim= 0.075-f. 
error=3.-f.6 c'c 
Table 6.3.7- Simulation results for rR estimatlOn 
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Figure 6.3.4 - The voltage and current curves at the beginning of the c interval 
A further set of estimated results for the rotor resistance, using a 200 ~s sampling step, is 
shown in Table 6.3.8. Good results are obtained in estimating the rotor resistance with errors 
of around 3.3%. 
Sim 803 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT _RS2.pas Max UsaRef = 0.1006 
h=0.4~s unit ASMOTOR2 i_maxUsaRef= 0.7620 
Tc= 200~s im_b = -0.2487 




r r (expected)=0.0781 rr stim= 0.0756 
Table 6.3.8- Simulation results for rR estimation 
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• Rotor time constant estimation results: 
The steps forming the basis of the algorithm used for estimating the rotor time constant has 
been reported in Section 6.2.3, where Figure 6.2.8 graphically explains the appropriate 
variables. The estimated rotor time constant, Tr _stim is obtained from: 
(6.3.3) 
Tables 6.3.9 and 6.3.10 present the test parameters and the values of rotor time constant 
calculated for sampling periods of 4261ls and 200!lS. 
Sim 804 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT_CT2.pas Max UsaRef = -0.0185 
h=0.4Ils unit ASMOTOR2 MinUsaRef = -0.0386 
Tc= 4261ls UsaRef67 = -0.0259 
4 500- 5 500 steps timp_minUsaRef= 2.0218 
i_imp= 0.25 timp_UsaRef67= 2.0529 
iimp_c= 0.8 
T r (expected)=0.0234 Tr stim= O. 0311 
Table 6.3.9- Simulation results for TR estimation 
Sim 8xx - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT_CT2.pas Max UsaRef = -0.0192 
h=0.4Ils unit ASMOTOR2 MinUsaRef = -0.0380 
Tc= 200 J.ls UsaRef67 = -0.0261 
9 700- 11 000 steps timp_minUsaRef= 2.0216 
i_imp= 0.25 llmp_c= timp_UsaRef67= 2.0528 
0.8 
T r (expected): 0.0234 Tr stim=0.0312 
Table 6.3.10- Simulation results for TR estimation 
The corresponding graphical output is shown in Figure 6.3.5 and Figure 6.3.6 . In both cases, 
for two different values of the sampling step, the estimate of the rotor time constant is 
found to be in error by about 30%. This is thought to be due to error in considering the 
exponential curve of the terminal voltage. 
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Figure 6.3.5 - The voltage and current curves at the beginning of the b interval 
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Figure 6.3.6 - The voltage curve at the beginning of the b interval 
In Section 6.2 it has been shown that the rotor flux in (b) interval changes in an 
exponential manner and that the time constant of this curve is actually the n It\ lj' time 
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constant. However some ideal conditions have been assumed by neglecting rnagneti 
saturation, eddy current effects and current displacement. Additionally, when digitall 
implementing the controller, the output voltage is not smooth and therefore a fitted curv 
may be necessary. 
Corresponding to the results of Table 6.3.9 , the voltage again is plotted in Figure 6.3.7. On 
the same graph two curves of different time constant, '1:1 = 0.02 and 1:2 = 0.025 are plotted. 
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Figure 6.3.7 - Exponential curves to fit the terminal volrage curve 
It is also shown the curve defined by the estimated rotor time constant, Tr _stim=O. 0311 , 
taken from results in Table 6.3.9. However it does not fit well on the voltage curve. It can 
be considered that the curve defined by '1:1 = 0.02 gives a good approximation of the 
voltage curve. A new value of timp_UsaRef67 can be graphically extracted from the plo 
and that is: timp_UsaRef67=2.0413 s. According to (6.3.3) and knowing that 
timp_minUsaRej= 2.0218 then a new Tr _stim= 0.0195 is obtained. Con qu ntly th 
stimati n error has decreased from 32.9% to 16.6%. It is appreciat d that by finding a 
b tt r uited curv , th enor may be further dimini hed. 
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The same procedure is applied to results of Table 6.3.10. Plots are hown in Fi lire 6.3 . . A 
curve defined by 't = 0.022 is chosen and new value of timp_UsaRef67 i 2.0439. Thu 
Tr _stim=0.0223 and the estimation error equals 4.7%. 
Simulation results of Table 7.3.10 - fitting an exponential curve 
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Figure 6.3.8 - Exponential curves to fit the terminal volrage curve 
Next subsection presents similar simulations when applied to a different motor. The 
parameter set used is of motor no. 4. [ Appendix 4 ] 
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6.3.2 Simulation Results - part /I -
Similarly to Section 6.3.1, this section presents simulation results for a different motor. It 
was thought that this would be appropriate in order to asses the validity of the estimation 
procedures. These simulations use the data set for motor no. 4, LAF 1A WAX . Its data set 
can be found in Appendix 4. 
• Total leakage reactance estimation results: 
Initially, results for total leakage reactance estimation are given. The variables in the 
'Input data' column have been explained in Section 6.3.1 and xsig_est estimation uses 
(6.3.1). A first set of results is shown in Table 6.3.11 and graphically in Figure 6.3.9. 
Sim. 748 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V-280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0106 
h=0.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR1 ialf2 =0.8622 
Tc= 200 Jls t3 =0.0190 
0- 200 steps ialj3 =0.0547 
ualfa= (2/ 3) . udc t4 =0.0196 
ialf4 =-0.8121 
xsig (expected)=0.1717 xsig_est=0.1872 
error= 9.03% 
Table 6.3.11- Simulation results for xa estimation 
The following tables give results for different sampling periods or for different value of 
the voltage pulse applied to the motor. 
Sim 749 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 -0.0111 
h=0.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR1 ialf2 =1.1621 
Tc= 426.66 Jls t3 =0.0192 
0- 100 steps ialj3 =0.0801 
ualfa= (2/ 3) . udc t4 =0.0200 
ialf4 =-1.0917 
xsig (expected)=0.1717 xsig_est=0.1966 
error= 1-1.59c 
Table 6.3.12- Simulation results for xa estimation 
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Figure 6.3.9 - The voltage pulses and the current response( Table 6.3.11) 
Sim 750 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V 280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0119 
h=O.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR1 ialj2 =0.9627 
Tc= 426.66 Jls t3 =0.0192 
0-100 steps ialf3 =0.0869 
ualfa= (1/3)· udc t4 =0.0209 
ialf4 =-0.9156 
xsig (expected)=0.1717 xsig_est=0.2298 
error= 33.8% 
Table 6.3.13- Simulation results for xa estimation 
Sim 751 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0114 
h=O.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR1 ialj2 =0.8572 
Tc= 200 Jls t3 =0.0190 
0- 200 steps ialf3 =0.0686 
ualfa= (1/3)· udc 
t4 =0.0204 
ialf4 = -0. 9015 
xsig (expected)=0.1717 xsig_est=0.2 J 76 
error= 26.7C:c 
Table 6.3.14- Simulation results for xa estimation 
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The best estimation by an error 9% is obtained using a sampling time of 200 ~ and a 
voltage impulse ualja=(213)-udc • This is similar to the results of Section 6.3.1. where 
lowest error of 5.46% is obtained for the same set of input data. 
• Stator resistance estimation results: 
The stator resistance uses (6.2.6) and if this expression is rewritten with notation from the 
'results' column it becomes: 
. u_cf -usalm_a 
rs sUm = -------
isalm _ c - isalm _ a 
(6.3.4 ) 
For the estimate of stator resistance only two simulations are presented and results are 
given in Tables 6.3.15 and 6.3.16. Corresponding to Table 6.3.15 results, a plot is given in 
Figure 6.3.10. 
Sim. 757 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ST_RES.pas usalm_a =0.0204 
h=0.4 JlS unit ASMOTOR1 u_cf =0.0650 
Tc= 426.66 /J.s isalm_c =0.7982 
0- 16 000 steps isalm_a =0.2494 
i_imp= 0.25 iimp_c= 0.8 
r_s (expected)=0.0813 rs_stim= 0.0811 
error= 0.25% 
Table 6.3.15- Simulation results for rs estimation 
Sim. 760 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ST_RES.pas usalm_a =0.0203 
h=0.4 JlS unit ASMOTOR1 u_cf =0.0650 
Tc= 200 JlS isalm_c =0.7973 
i_imp= 0.25 isalm_a =0.2../.94 
iimp_c= 0.8 
r s Ie:gzected)-0.0813 rs stim= 0.0813 
Table 6.3.16- Simulation results for rs estimation 
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Figure 6.3.10 - The voltage impulses applied to the motor and current response (Table 6.3.15) 
Both cases presented show very good results with an error of only 0.2% in the case of 
426.66 J.ls sampling time. This shows once more the accordance with the results for stator 
resistance given in Section 6.3.1. 
• Rotor resistance estimation results: 
The rotor resistance is estimated with the formula derived from (6.2.8) : 
. MaxUsaRef - rs· i_maxUsaRef 
rr stzm = -----=-----=-----=--
- i_maxUsaRef -im_b 
(6.3.5) 
As the expression contains rs , this estimation is done after the rs evaluation and then rs= 
0.0811 is part of the input data. Two sets of results are given in the following Tables 
6.3.17 and 6.3.18. 
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Sim 762 2811011997 -
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT _RS2.pas MaxUsaRef = 0.1122 
h=O.4 /-1S unit ASMOTOR1 i_maxUsaRef= 0.7740 




r _r (expected)=0.0857 rr _stim= 0.0860 
error= 0.35CJc 
Table 6.3.17- Simulation results for rR estimation 
Sim. 770 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT _RS2.pas Max UsaRef = 0.1123 
h=O.4 Ils unit ASMO TOR 1 i_maxUsaRef= 0.7676 
Tc= 200 Ils im_b = -0.2487 




r r (expected): 0.0857 rr stim= 0.0859 
Table 6.3.18- Simulation results for rR estimation 
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Figure 6.3.11 - The voltage and current curves at the beginning of the c interval (Table 6.3.17) 
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Results obtained for rotor resistance are satisfactory. Different sampling time and different 
levels of current are used, and errors encountered are around 0.35%. This error has the 
same range as the error for the motor no. 3 results [Section 6.3.1]. 
• Rotor time constant estimation results: 
With data from 'results' column, the rotor time constant is estimated using: 
Tr _ stim = timp _ UsaRef67 - timp _ minUsaRef (6.3.6) 
Results are given in Tables 6.3.19 and 6.3.20 for two sampling periods and voltage and 
current curves are plotted in Figure 6.3.12. 
Sim 780 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT_CT2.pas MaxUsaRef = -0.0202 
h=0.4 J.l.S unit ASMOTOR1 MinUsaRef = -0.0428 
Tc= 426 J.l.S UsaRef67 = -0.0285 
4 500- 5 500 steps timp_minUsaRef= 2.0218 
i_imp= 0.25 timp_UsaRef67= 2.0546 
iimp_c= 0.8 
T r (expected)=0.0249 Tr stim= 0.0328 
Table 6.3.19- Simulation results for TR estimation 
Sim. 783 - 2811011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT_CT2.pas MaxUsaRef = -0.0201 
h=0.4 Jls unit ASMOTOR1 MinUsaRef = -0.042-1 
Tc= 200 Jls UsaRef67 = -0.0283 
9 700- 11 000 steps timp_minUsaRef= 2.0218 
i_imp= 0.25 timp_UsaRef67= 2.0554 
iimp_c= 0.8 
T r (expected)-0.0249 Tr stim= 0.0336 
Table 6.3.20 - Simulation results for TR estimation 
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Figure 6.3.12 - The voltage and current curves at the beginning of the b interval (Table 6.3.19) 
Rotor time constant is estimated with an error between 31 and 34%. It leads to the 
conclusion that the procedure for rotor resistance estimation is faulty or the extraction of 
needed data from the voltage curves is done erroneous. 
It has been reasoned in Section 6.3.1 that it may be appropriate to fit a curve on the voltage 
output and then to estimate the rotor time constant. This approach is also followed in this 
case. Replotting voltage results of Table 6.3.19 and finding two curves that may be 
considered suited is done in Figure 6.3.13. 
From the curve defined by 1= 0.025, a new value of tirnp_UsaRef67= 2.04625 can be 
deduced and Tr _stirn = 0.02445 is re-evaluated. Hence the error lowers to 1.8%. 
Similarly is done with results of the 200 Jls sampling period. Curves defined by 0.02 and 
0.025 time constants are used. In this case, from the curve defined by 1= 0.025, a new 
value of tirnp_UsaRef67= 2.0459 can be deduced and Tr _stirn = 0.0241 is fe-evaluated. 
Error reduces to 3.2%. The corresponding figure is Figure 6.3.14. 
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Simulation results of Table 7.3.19 - fitting an exponential curve 
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Figure 6.3.13 - Fitting exponential curves on the voltage curve 
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Figure 6.3.14 - Fitting exponential curves on the voltage curve 
A third part of simulation results follows. The data set of motor no. 1 ,Lalert 1 u d. 
[App ndix 4 ]. 
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6.3.2 Simulation Results - part III -
Similarly to Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, this section presents simulation results for another 
motor, no. 1 Lalert from Appendix 4. This is the motor utilised for the practical tests 
reported in Section 6.4. 
• Totalleaka&:e reactance estimation results: 
The estimation of the total leakage reactance, xsig_est uses (6.3.1). Two sets of results for 
200 J..ls and 426.66 J..ls sampling periods are presented in Table 6.3.21 and 6.3.22. 
Sim 795 - 3011011997 
input data files results 
V-280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0112 
h=0.4 J..lS unit ASLAFERT ialj2 =0.9175 
Tc= 200 J..ls t3 =0.0190 
0- 200 steps ialf3 =0.0885 
ualfa= (2 13) . Udc t4 =0.0202 
ialf4 =-0.8507 
xsig (expected) = 0.2132 xsig_est=0.2408 
error= 12.94% 
Table 6.3.21 - Simulation results for xa estimation 
Sim 797 - 3011011997 
input data files results 
V=280 V LSIGMA.pas t2 =0.0115 
h=0.4 J..ls unit ASLAFERT ialj2 =0.9650 
Tc= 426.66 J..ls t3 =0.0192 
0-100 steps ialf3 =0.0964 
ualfa= (2 13) . udc t4 =0.0204 
ialf4 =-0.8936 
xsig (expected) = 02132. xsig_est=0.2433 
error= 14.10% 
Table 6.3.22 - Simulation results for Xa estimation 
The best estimation by an error 12.93% is obtained using a sampling time of 200 !lS and 
a voltage impulse ualfa=(213) ,udc ' This is similar to the results of Section 6.3.1. where the 
lowest elTor is obtained for the same set of input data. 
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• Stator resistance estimation results : 
. For the estimate of stator resistance two simulations are presented and results are given in 
Tables 6.3.23 and 6.3.24. Both cases presented show very good results with an error of 1.07%. 
Sim 810 3011011997 -
input data files results 
V-280 V ST_RES.pas usa lm_a = O. 0313 
h=0.4 Ils unit ASLAFERT u_cf =0.0978 
Tc= 426.66 Ils isalm_c = 0.7980 
0- 16 000 steps isalm_a =0.2493 
i_imp= 0.25 iimp_c= 0.8 
r _s (expected)=0.1224 rs_stim= 0.1211 
error- 1.07% 
Table 6.3.23 - Simulation results for rs estimation 
Sim 811 3011011997 -
input data files results 
V=280 V ST_RES.pas usalm_a =0.0313 
h=0.4 Ils unit ASMOTOR1 u_cf =0.0990 
Tc= 200-lls isalm_c =0.7971 
i_imp= 0.25 isalm_a =0.2493 
iimp_c= 0.8 
r _s (expected)=0.1224 rs_stim= 0.1237 
error= 1.07% 
Table 6.3.24 - Simulation results for rs estimation 
• Rotor resistance estimation results: 
The estimation of the rotor resistance is done after the stator resistance evaluation and 
rs =0.1224 from Table 6.3.24 is part of the input data. Two sets of results are given in the 
following Tables 6.3.25 and 6.3.26. 
Different sampling time and different levels of current are used, and errors encountered are 
around 20%. Section 6.3.4 shows simulation results for the an error sensitive test. Results 
are given for simulations carried out with the expected value of rR and for simulations 
done with the estimated value of rR • 
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1m. -
input data files results 
S' 812 3011011997 
V-280 V ROT_RS2.pas MaxUsaRef = 0.1692 
h=0.4 J.LS unit ASLAFERT i_maxUsaRef= 0.7782 




r _r (expected)= 0.1 060 rr _stim= 0.1278 
error- 20.6% 
Table 6.3.25 - Simulation results for rR estimation 
Sim 820 3111011997 -
input data files results 
V=280 V ROT _RS2.pas MaxUsaRef = 0.1698 
h=0.4 J1s unit ASLAFERT i_maxUsaRef= 0.7788 
Tc= 200 J1s im_b = -0.2486 




r _r (expected)=0.1060 rr _stim= 0.1287 
error= 21.5% 
-
Table 6.3.26 - Simulation results for rR estimation 
• Rotor time constant estimation results: 
Results are given in Tables 6.3.27 and 6.3.28 for two sampling periods. Rotor time constant is 
estimated with an error between 5.22 and 12.44%. 
Sim 822 - 3111011997 
input data files results 
V-280 V ROT_eT2.pas Max UsaRef = -0.0307 
h=0.4 J1s unit ASLAFERT MinUsaRef = -0.0646 
Tc= 426 J1s UsaRef67 = -0.0432 
4 500- 5 500 steps timp_minUsaRef= 2.0265 
i_imp= 0.25 timp_UsaRef67= 2.0899 
iimp_c= 0.8 
T_r (expected)=0.0565 Tr _stim= 0.0635 
error= 12.4.J.9c 
Table 6.3.27 - Simulation results for TR estimation 
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1m. -S· 823 31110119<-;7 
input data files results I 
V=280 V ROT_eT2.pas Max UsaRef = -0.03.?31 
h=O.4 fls unit ASLAFERT MinUsaRef = -0. 0643 1 
Tc= 200 fls UsaRef67 = -0.U4-+0 I 
9 700- 11 000 steps timp_minUsaRef= 2.02741 
i_imp= 0.25 timp_UsaRef67= 2.0868 
iimp_c= 0.8 
T _r (expected)=0.0565 Tr _stim= 0.0594 
error- 5.22% 
Table 6.3.28 - Simulation results for TR estimation 
6.3.3 Sensitivity to rotor resistance variation - Simulation results 
Simulations were performed to show the level of error introduced by the rotor resistance 
estimate, when the estimation had a 20.6% error [Ref: Table 6.3.25] . The error in estimation 
is given by comparison with the available data. 
The simulation is realised with a Pascal program which implements the control scheme of 
Figure 6.2.4. In the first simulation, a speed step of 0.1 p.u. is applied. Therefore in 
Figure 6.2.4, (J)rij goes from 0 to 0.1 p.u .. The axis that rotates with the rotor-flux vector is 
noted as dq and the corresponding currents id and iq are presented in Figure 6.3.15. Case I 
reports a simulation carried out with the expected value of rotor resistance, that is 
corresponding to the manufacturer's data or laboratory classical testing. Case II denotes 
simulations carried out for the estimated value of rotor resistance, taken with a 20% error. 
During the transient period, a difference is noticed between case I and case II id current, 
however its level at steady-state shows no change. This can be seen in the enlargement 
given in Figure 6.3.16. 
The speed response to the reference is shown in Figure 6.3.17. Results for the two cases are 
plotted on the same graph and seen to be perfectly the same. 
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case I currents (blue line); case II currents (red line) 
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Figure 6.3.15 - id and iq currents 
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Figure 6.3.16 - enlargement of Figure 6.3.15 
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~ 
.3 
case I (blue line) ; case II (red line) 
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Figure 6.3.17 - speed response 
A further simulation was performed to prove the low sensitivity of speed control to rotor 
resistance changes. A step of 0.4 p.u. speed was imposed first and after allowing enough 
tnne for the motor to reach steady-state, a step back to 0.1 p.u. is applied. The results are 
shown in the figures 6.3.18 and 6.3.19. 
case I currents (blue line); case" currents (red line) 
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Figure 6.3.18 - current response 
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Figure 6.3.19 - speed response 
It is seen that the results shown for two simulated cases favour the assumption that there is 
low sensitivity to rotor resistance variation in the vector scheme, Figure 6.2.4. 
Following this simulation stage, experimental tests for parameter estimation were carried 
out. The corresponding results obtained are presented in the next section. 
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6.4 Experimental Results 
T o enable test results to be gained an experimental system was used. As this work was carried out at the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of L'Aquila, 
Italy, the test rig available there was utilised. This experimental test-rig is described next. 
6.4.1 The experimental set-up description 
The experimental set-up can be seen in the picture Figure 6.4.1 and it consists of an 
induction motor of 1.5 kW with an encoder attached to its motor shaft, which however it is 
not necessary for testing the parameter procedures since the tests are done at stand still. 
The motor is supplied from a BfT voltage source inverter which in turn receives the d. c. 
voltage from a rectifier. The level of d.c. voltage can be varied by means of a variac. 
Further the control algorithm and the estimation procedures are implemented on a Siemens 
SAB 80C166 microcontroller. The microcontroller is employed to do all the real time data 
processing involved in the field-oriented control of the induction motor. The control 
progralll and the estimation procedures are both written in assembler language. 
Figure 6.4.1- Experimental set-up at University of L'AqLlila, Department of Electrical Engineerin 
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Various interface cards ensure the communication with the host PC, the measurement of 
phase currents or other tasks. The PC is dealing with the real-time command and 
monitoring the drive system. Some other modules are necessary and these were built by 
the research and technical staff at Department of Electrical Engineering, University of 
L'Aquila, Italy. To enable the measurements of the motor phase currents Hall sensors are 
used and their output is then adapted to the input levels of the AID converter. 
A second module filters the encoder output signals and adapts their levels to the input 
levels of the DMC (Digital Motor Control) interface. To perform real-time debugging it is 
required to be able to see and analyse different quantities on the oscilloscope. This 
necessitates a module which realises the D/A conversion as the variables are in hexa fOImat 
inside the microcontroller memory and need to be transformed to analogue signals to be 
seen on an oscilloscope. 
For communication with the host PC a card adapts the serial interface of the DMC board 
with the PC serial port. 
The choice of using the SAB 80C166 microcontroller was an arbitrary one, as at 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of L 'Aquila there were two types of 
microcontrollers employed in motor drive test-rigs and of those only the SAB 80C166 was 
available. 
A few characteristics of the SAB 80C166 microcontroller are given now: it has a high 
computational speed, with Instruction Cycle Time of 100 ns ( and pipeline execution of the 
instructions). It offers 16 registers for general use GPRs of 16 bits each with the 
possibility of being bit addressed and also direct addressed bit manipulation techniques. 
For tackling exceptions and error conditions hardware traps are provided. It has 1 Kbyte of 
RAM memory. Also an Interrupt System is available, Capture/Compare Unit and an AID 
Converter of 10 bits. 
Two Serial Channels provide connection with other microprocessors, terminals or external 
peripheral components. It is also equipped with Parallel ports and 76 I/O lines. 
The test set-up is now known and consequently test were canied out and results are 
presented in the subsequent paragraphs. 
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6.4.2 Results Presentation 
• Totalleaka2e reactance test results: 
Practical tests have employed a motor of 1.5 kWand its data are presented in Appendix -+ 
[motor 1 'LAFERT']. Sets of results follow, where variables used have changed their 
names. 
From simulation results in Table 6.4.1 a fIrst set of results is given. The notation are: 
Tc=200 Jls is the sampling time, cvd= (1 /3) . udc is the voltage pulse applied at the 
beginning of the a interval, and cvd= -(1/3) . udc is the voltage pulse applied when c 
interval starts. 
Resulting variables are: i3 is the current at temp3 , the moment when the negative pulse is 
applied, i4 is the current corresponding to temp4 , when the motor is short-circuited and 
the tests ends. While XCJ indicates the expected value of the total leakage reactance , x_sig 
is the estimated value (in p.u.). The variables used by the estimation algorithm are actually 
found in hexa value in the microprocessor memory, at the specified addresses. 
16.10.1997 - results: 
input data variable name address hexa value decimal value 
Tc= 200 Jls i3 11B2 h 1E2 h 0.1177 
cvd= (1/ 3) . udc i4 11B4 h F286h -0.8423 
cvd= -(1/3) . udc temp3 11B6 h 2Eh 46 
temp4 11B8 h 3Dh 61 
expected value of XCJ : 
XCJ =0.213 X_Slg 11BOh 4B4h 0.2939 
Table 6.4.1- Experimental results for XCJ estimation 
During one test the voltage pulses and the current response have been triggered on the 
oscilloscope. The graphs so obtained can be seen in Figure 6.4.2. and can be compared to 
those in Figure 6.3.9 and Figure 6.3.10. 
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Figure 6.4.2 -The voltage pulses and the current response (on the oscilloscope) 
16101998 results -
input data variable name decimal value 
Tc= 200 /-ls i3 0.0908 
cvd= (2/3)· udc i4 -0.8320 
cvd= -(2/3) . udc temp4-temp3 6 
expected value of Xa : 
xa =0.213 x_szg 0.2429 
Table 6.4.2- Experimental results for Xa estimation 
Results for a sampling step of 200/-lS are presented in Table 6.4.1 and Table 6.4.2 and 
Table 6.4.3 shows results for 426.66 /-lS . The best estimation, x_sig= 0.2429 is obtained by 
an error of 14%. 
16101998 - results' 
input data: variable name decimal value 
Tc= 426.66 /-ls i3 0.1704 
cvd= -(1/ 3) . udc i4 
-0.8438 
cvd= (1/3)· udc temp4-temp3 
8 
expected value of Xa : 
Xa =0.213 x_szg 0.3176 
Table 6.4.3- Experimental results for xa estimation 
.- .. ---~~~-
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• Stator resistance test results : 
Stator resistance estimation has been reported in Section 6.2.3. The following three tables 
show results for practical stator resistance estimation. 
The variables are: i_a is the current applied on (a) interval, i_b is the current on (b) 
interval, i_c is the current on ( c) interval, while u_cfin is the voltage at the end of (c) 
interval, usalm_a is the average voltage on (a), isalm_a is average current on (a) and 
similarly isalm_c is on (c). The estimated values of the stator resistance are denoted by r_s 
and errors are recorded between 9 - 21%. 
14.10.1997 - results 
input data variable name hexa value decimal value 
Tc= 426.66 J.Ls u_cfin 169h 
i_a= 0.25 pu usa lm_a 90h 
i_b=-0.25 pu isalm_a 40Dh 
isalm_c CDBh 
i_c= 0.8 pu 
expected value of rs 
rs =0.12237 r_s 18A h 0.0962 p.u. 
Table 6.4.4- Experimental results for rs estimation 
For a sampling step of 200 J.Ls , even when using different levels of current on the fIrst two 
intervals, the results are the same. (Table 6.4.5 and Table 6.4.6). Figure 6.4.3 shows in the top 
part the current pulses triggered on the scope and correspondingly, the voltage response 
in the lower part of the plot. 
14 101997 - results 
input data variable name decimal value 
Tc= 200 J.Ls u_cfin 0.0964 V 
i_a= 0.25 pu usalm_a 0.0356 V 
i_h=-0.25 pu isalm_a 0.2515 A 
i_c= 0.8 pu isalm_c 0.8015 A 
expected value of rs : 
rs =0.12237 r s 0.1104 p.u. 
Table 6.4.5- Experimental results for rs estimation 
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Figure 6.4.3 -The current pulses and the voltage response ( on the oscilloscope) 
15 101997 e it - r su s 
input data variable name hexa value decimal value 
Tc= 200 JlS u_cfin 184 h 
l_a= 0.15 pu usa lm_a 5Eh 
i_h=-0.15 pu isalm_a 26Ch 
l_C= 0.8pu isalm_c CD3h 
expected value of rs-: 
rs =0.12237 r_s 1C4h 0.1104 p.u. 
Table 6.4.6- Experimental results for rs estimation 
• Rotor resistance test results: 
Rotor resistance estimation uses the previously estimated stator resistance. Therefore r_s 
with the lowest error is employed in further calculations. In Table 6.4.7, isalm_b is the 
average current on b interval, u_max is maximum value of voltage at the beginning of (c) 
interval and i_umax , its corresponding current. The number of sampling steps necessary 
for each interval are denoted by tau_a, tau_b and tau_c. The estimated rotor resistance, in 
p.u. , is called r _r. 
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20 .10.1997 - results 
input data variable name decimal value 
Tc- 200 J..LS isalm_b -0.2534 
i_a= 0.25 pu u_max 0.3906 
i_b=-0.25 p.u. l_umax 0.8433 
i_c=0.8 p.u. 
i_d=O 
rs_stim=1 C4 h 
expected value of rR : 
rR =0.10595 r_r 0.2715 
Table 6.4.7- Experimental results for rR estimation 
20101997 1 - resu ts 
input data variable name decimal value 
Tc= 426.66 J..LS isalm_b -0.1531 
i_a= 0.15 pu u_max 0.2969 
i_b=-0.15 pu l_umax 0.8433 
i_c= 0.8 pu 
rs_stim=1 C4 h 




Table 6.4.8- Experimental results for rR estimation 
20101997 results -
input data variable name decimal value 
Tc= 426.66 J..LS isalm_b -0.0532 
i_a= 0.05 pu u_max 0.2266 
i_b=-0.05 pu l_umax 0.8433 
i_c= 0.8 pu 
rs_stim=1 C4 h 
expected value of rR : 
rR =0.10595 r_r 
0.1489 
Table 6.4.9- Experimental results for rR estimation 
Results are shown for different levels of motor applied current, however the results are 
unsatisfactory, showing a minimum error of about 40% (in the case of Table 6.4.9). 
It is noted that the error calculation is based on the motor parameter set supplied by the 
manufacturer and also some parameters may have been out by classical laboratory tests 
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performed to the motor. Therefore the level of error is relative and in some cases can be 
taken as satisfactory. Having said this, an error of about 40% is not acceptable and it is 
thought to be due to error in acquiring the right values of the needed variables at the light .... 
moments in time. 
This chapter has presented motor parameter estimation. Procedures were developed and 
simulated in TurboPascallanguage. By applying voltage and current pulses to the motor at 
standstill it is possible to calculate rotor and stator resistances, total leakage reactance and 
rotor time constant. Simulation results have been given for three sets of motor data thus 
enabling comparison. Errors in evaluating the rotor time constant were encountered for the 
first two motors and a correcting method has been proposed. In the third motor case, 
estimation of the rotor resistance has been achieved by an error around 20%. Therefore it 
was thought appropriate to run sensitivity tests utilising the erroneous value of rotor 
resistance. Speed steps from standstill to 0.1 p.u. or to 0.4 p.u. were applied and results 





Implementation of rotor flux oriented 
control 
PUlSeWidth-mOdulated (PWM) inverters, used in conjunction with cage induction motor (elM), are now a recognised a.c drive technology chosen on the basis of both 
performance and cost. In most industrial situations the advantage of the drive is the elM 
itself,which is rugged, low-cost and reliable, requiring little maintenance for a long 
working life. Market studies prove the general applicability of a.c. induction motors in 
industrial applications. However the use of the induction motor has disadvantages in that it 
is difficult to control. 
Traditionally, motor control was implemented with analogue components, however 
nowadays this type of control is almost entirely replaced by digital control. When DSPs 
(Digital Signal Processors) are employed further improvements are possible which lead to 
higher speed, higher resolution drives and also sensorless control supported by control 
algori thms. 
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Scalar control has drawbacks, for example poor reaction time to load changes, 
consequently vector control has succeeded in being adopted as standard for controlling the 
induction motor in adjustable speed applications with changing load and speed references. 
The objective of this chapter is to present a digital implementation of a rotor flux control 
strategy for the inverter-fed induction motor previously modelled. 
7. 1 Hardware and system elements description 
A vect~r control scheme is presented in Figure 7.1.1 and this is implemented using the expenmental set-up which is schematised in Figure 7.1.2. 
Vqref 
Space Vector 
Vdref PWM VSI 
ix id 
Flux 
iy i q 
Model 
Figure 7.1.1 - Vector control scheme 
The control algorithm, processing of external data, PWM modulation and the derived 
switching sequence for the IGBT inverter is realised by a DMC (Digital Motor Control) 
board. This is the TMS320F240, manufactured by Texas Instruments Inc. 
As the performance of an a.c. drive is dependent on the effectiveness of its control, the use 
of a DSP controller offers advanced opportunities, for example the possibility of 
implementing a real-time algorithm and also sensorless control. The TMS320F2.f.() device 
chosen contains a 16-bit fixed-point DSP core with microcontroller peripherals, such as 
memory, PWM generator, AID converters, and is therefore ideal for motor control 
strategies development. Fixed-point DSPs are favoured for motor controL as they arc 
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cheaper than the floating-point DSPs and for most applications a range of 16 bits . 
enough. 
The TMS320F240 EVM (Evaluation Module) is equipped with an event manager that 
provides all pulse-width modulation (PWM) and IJO features to drive all motor type an 
SPI and SCI interfaces for serial communications, 28 bi-directional IJO pins, a watchdog 
timer and integrated dual IO-bit AID converters. 
The motor phase currents are measured by Hall-effect based sensors and their voltage 
output is sent to the AID (AnaloglDigitaf) converter on the EVM board. However as the 
Hall sensors output may be considered in the range -2.5 + +2.5 V (-4+ +4V for full range) 
and the AID converter can only digitise voltages from 0 +5V, an auxiliary circuit was built. 
The circuit is based on Operational amplifiers and a Voltage Reference source and it 
realises the offset of the Hall sensors voltage output to the range 0 +5V. 
Scope 
r---::--__ D_M_C_B_oar_d ____ ---::: __ ----"I => E8 ~ 00 
./,:: I SRAM I SRAM 0 0 0 
DD 
D · D 








I~I to ITAG port 
QEP interface 
speed encoder 
Figure 7.1.2 - Experimental set-up 
Cons quently, motor currents are measured and are taken as external input data f r th 
contr I sch m . 
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In addition a speed estimation encoder is attached to the induction motor shaft. It is well 
known that most researchers favour sensorless control, however it was desired to realise 
this scheme with speed measurements as a starting point and then to introduce by further 
development a speed estimator. A Kalman filter algorithm for example, may be employed 
for this task. 
As a result of the control algorithm based on current and speed measurements and an 
external speed reference, which for experimental purPoses is given from the PC kevboard - , 
six PWM pulses are sent by the board to the inverter. As these pulses have 5V in amplitude 
they will go first to a boost circuit which brings them to a 15V level thus permitting them 
to drive the IGBTs. 
The control scheme in fact generates three PWM outputs and another three outputs are 
provided automatically and implicitly they represent the negations of the original three 
signals. A dead band can also be programmed to values from 0.05 JlS to 3.2 j.1s by 
programming a specific register, DBTCON of the TMS320F240 . 
Editing the assembler program, linking and debugging is realised on a PC. Through a 
JTAG scan path connected to the PC through the parallel port and on the other end to the 
JTAG port on the DMC board, the actual download of the program is realised. The JTAG 
scan permits an on-line debug of the program by inspecting the registers and any sections 
of the memory as needed. 
A serial connection is also established between the micro controller board RS-232 serial 
port and the PC for at least two reasons. One is to download memory data from the 
microprocessor memory and the second to command the microprocessor on-line. For 
example, the speed command can be sent to the microprocessor through this serial 
connection using as software a program written in C language. The control algorithm 
computes the desired voltage at the corresponding frequency and these have to be 
modulated as PWM signals. This is realised by a modulation technique known as the 
Space Vector PWM. Consequently the DSP board sends the appropriate PWM signals to 
the inverter and the motor is then supplied with a voltage V and frequency f in order to 
achieve the speed reference. 
The next section introduces the Space Vector Modulation used in generating the P\\~1 
signals required by the inverter. 
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7.2 The Space Vector PWM switching technique 
Traditionally, the PWM method for a.c drives was implemented using analogue technique. However with simple analogue electronics it is not possible to produce 
three exactly balanced analogue signals over the required voltage and frequency range. 
Therefore the control of a.c. drives has moved towards an exclusively digital 
implementation. It is possible to have a digital equivalent of the comparison between a 
sawtooth carrier and a modulating sinewave. The technique is known as regularly sampled 
PWM because the PWM signals are generated by comparison of a regularly sampled 
version of the modulating function with a carrier. The analogue scheme is in contrast 
called naturally sampled PWM [85] . 
Recently, a new modulation technique has been evolving, known as the SVPWM, the 
Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation. Beside being a technique which is perfect for 
digital implementation, it offers a better utilisation of the d.c. link voltage and a lower 
harmonic content, particularly at high modulation indices. 
The Space Vector PWM technique is defined by the approximation of Y:4 ' the reference 
voltage, which can be defined as: 
v,.ef = V dref + jv qref ' 
using a combination of the eight switching patterns. Depending on which sector contains 
v,.ef ' the two vectors (Vi and V2 for sector i, for example) are applied for ti and tj' 
respectively. 
For the vector control scheme, previously shown in Figure 7.1.1 , v,.ef is given by vdre! and 
v As the desired output is a set of three phase sinusoidal voltages, Vre! is :.l vector 
qref' 
rotating around the origin of the DQ-axis plane. Its frequency is given by that of the 
desired three phase voltages. 
On the inverter side, six command signals are needed to drive the IGBTs. These can be the 
command signals: dO, di, d2 and d3, d4, d5 which are the respective complementary 
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signals of the former. They can be seen in Figure 7.2.1 where a typical structure of a three-
phase power inverter is shown. 
inverter 
Vdc 
Figure 7.2.1 - Typical scheme of a three-phase power inverter 
For a.c. motor control when one upper transistor is switched on, the corresponding lower 
transistor is switched off. Therefore the states of the upper transistors are sufficient to 
evaluate the output voltages: va' Vb and Vc ' applied to the motor windings. There are eight 
possible combinations shown in Table 7.2.1. 
dO dl d2 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
Table 7.2.1 
Out of the eight possible states, one case is taken and shown in Figure 7.2.2. 
case I 
I I 




Figure 7.2.2 -case I of the inverter switches 
The voltages applied to the motor can easily be evaluated for this case as: 
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(7~.]) 
where Vdc is the d.c. link voltage. The voltage space vector in case I is of length 2 V and 
" J( 








tE---;~-------i~-------+- - - - - - - - -,. 
Figure 7.2.3 - The phase voltages in DQ - axis plane 
.) 
For the other states a similar calculation can be performed and the phase voltage 
corresponding to these eight combinations can be represented in the DQ-axis plane by the 
hexagonal axes in Figure 7.2.3. From Table 7.2.1 there are six non-zero vectors forming the 
hexagon axes and two zero vectors which are at the origin. 
Therefore using the Space Vector modulation technique any voltage space vector 
belonging to this hexagon can be realised. 
7.2. 1 Modulation index 
If a system of three-phase balanced voltages is defined as: 
VAN = V cos(rot) 
21t 
VBN = V cos(rot + 3) 
41t 
YriV = V cos (rot + 3 ) 
(7.2.2) 
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Then the corresponding space vector is: 
Vsv = V[cos(rot) - j sin (rot)] = Ve- jwt = M( ~c )e-jwt 
2 
where M is called the modulation index, given by: 
where Vis the peak fundamental magnitude and Vdc is the d.c voltage. 
(7.2.3) 
(7.2.-+) 





M= (~C) = J3=1.15. 
2 
Compared to the maximum modulation index of 1.27 obtained for an inverter with a given 
d.c. link under six-step operation, the Mmax for SVPWM offers a 90.69% utilisation of the 
inverter capability. This also exhibits an increase of 15% over the conventional sinusoidal 
modulation where Mmax= 1. 
When the vector control is implemented together with the SVPWM technique, the outputs 
of the current controllers are vqref and vdref and they will determine one of the six possible 
sectors, to which the space vector belongs. 
Although it is not necessary to use the adjacent inverter states in the synthesis of the output 
voltage, it can be shown that superior harmonic performance is obtained when this 
condition is satisfied [ 85 ]. 
7.2.2 Estimation of the active state times 
A single PWM cycle is given by the sequence: 
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Uo and u., are the two null voltage vectors and 
ua and ub represent the two inverter output vectors immediately adjacent to 
Us (l-i and V; for example, in sector 1). 
Equating the volt-second integral of vector v"e/ with the inverter output voltage vectors 
over a single space vector modulation cycle gives: 
(7.2.5) 
where 
ti is active time when Ua is applied, 
tj is active time when Ub is applied and 
to and t7 are the periods when Uo and u., are applied. 
The time intervals are derived as: 
31. 
ti = 2 v"e/TPWM (cos a - .J3 SIno.) 
(7.2.6) 
where a represents the intrasextant displacement of v"e/ ' 
I:ctive is the active modulation time and 
v"e/ is in p.u. when Vdc is defined as 1 p.u. 
Having derived the active periods of time for a particular modulation cycle, it is possible 
to produce the switching signals to be applied to the inverter IGBTs. There are various 
sequences in which the inverter states can be applied however if a transition from one state 
to another is made with only one inverter switch then a minimum inverter switching 
frequency can be attained. 
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Therefore a switching pattern similar to Figure 7.2.4 is obtained in each sector. \\ nen this 
type of sequence Uo -7 ua -7 Ub -7 ~ -7 ~ -7 Ub -7 Ua -7 Ua is applied the technique 
obtained is known as double edge space vector modulation and is bv far the most 
widespread due to inherent harmonic advantages. 
switching 
stales 
10/4: 1/2 : Ij l2 : 4·-·-·7-·-·--- .. -··7---- .. ··-~ lim~ 
: ~ ~ 
: Tpwrn . ;-:_ .. _--_ ..................... _---- .......... _-_._----_ .. -------..... -.. --.-.-----------.- ........ ~ 
. . 
: (000): (100) ~ (110) ~ (111) : (110) ~ (100) ~ (000): 
Figure 7.2.4 - An example of space vector PWM switching pattern 
The total zero time to + t7 = TpWM - (ti + tj) = TpWM - I:ctive is conveniently divided in equal 
periods. This is a classical approach. Since the effect of both zero vector states is identical, 
a degree of freedom can be taken in how each zero state is used. This enables production 
of alternative space vector modulation pulse sequence and therefore the exploration of the 
PWM output. 
One of these alternative methods is generally known as the bus clamped modulation 
technique [ 86 ]. This uses only one zero state and thus an inverter switch is clamped to 
either the negative or positive d.c. link for a number of modulation cycles while the other 
two switches are switched using the SV technique. 
Limiting the applied voltage vector may be also necessary III vanous situations. By 
hexagonal limit it is understood that the voltage vector has to lie along the hexagonal 
inverter limit [ 85 ]. 
In this case (tj + tj) > TpWM ' for different values of a , requiring scaling of tj and tj : 
t t. 
t. . = j TpWM and t. new = J TpWM = TpWM - tj _net'.· 
._nell t. + t. J - t. + t. 
• J • J 
(7.2.7) 
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In the subsequent paragraphs, two modalities of implementing the Space Vector 
Modulation on the TMS320C240 microcontroller are succinctly presented. 
7.2.3 Implementing the Space Vector PWM technique on TMS32DF24D 
There are two possibilities when the SVPWM technique is implemented on the 
TMS320F240 controller. One will produce a bus-clamped modulation and is described by 
the steps: 
• configure COMCON and ACTR registers 
• choose one of the timers and set it in continuous-up/down counting mode 
• evaluate v dre! and v qre! and also the sector 
• calculate tj , tj and to 
• write the switching pattern in register ACTR 
• load into the compare registers as follows: etj /2) into CMPRl and (t j /2) into 
CMPR2. 
The second choice gIves a double-edge modulation. At every modulation cycle the 
channels to be toggled have to be determined according to the sector to which the 




CMPRl, CMPR2 and CMPR3 , the comparing registers are enabled and initialised 
timer T2 set-up as having the period equal to the sampling period of the control loop 
PWM 1, PWM3 and PWM5 , three of the 9 available PWM outputs , are configured as 
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PWM2, PWM4 and PWM6 are set-up as active low as they are the negated signals of 
PWMl, PWM3 and PWM5 respectively and also corrected by an appropriate dead-
band given in DBTCON, 
ti, tj and to are calculated according to the active sector and appropriate values are 
written to the compare registers, CMPRI - 3. 
7.3 Assembly implemented algorithm 
HaVi~g described the experimental set-up and the PWM modulation technique, this section presents the software, i.e. the control algorithm implemented as an 
assembler program. 
The program which implements the control scheme and manages all the information is 
written in assembler language and its flow chart is shown in Figure 7.3.1. The assembly 
language is for the TMS320F240 digital signal processor from Texas Instruments. 
To prepare the board for this imp1ementation a few steps have to be followed as part of the 
initialisation. Firstly, the systems registers are initialised (registers which set the CPU 
clock, manage the watchdog, the shared 110 ports, incoming interrupts etc.), then the 
variables to be used by the program are declared for memory purposes. In most cases these 
will occupy a word and most are initialised to zero. 
In addition, the timers and the compare unit ~e set-up. On the EVM three general purpose 
timers are available. Timer Tl implements the PWM period which may be taken as equal 
to the sampling period, implemented by timer T2. The sampling period, function of the 
system clock, may be 400 JlS for example. Whereas timer T3 will count the signals coming 
from the encoder through a special QEP (Quadrature Encoder Pulse) circuit. Therefore 
these timers have to be set-up accordingly. 
Other tasks of the initialisation routine are: set-up of mask registers, clearing the flag 
registers, configuring the AID converter to read two channels simultaneously and starting 
the conversion. Once all the operations are completed, the timers are started. 
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It can be seen from the flow-chart that after the initialisation part is finished, the program 
arrives at a test point. The actual program is started when an interrupt comes from timer 
T2 underflow. Thus the sampling time is controlled and is 400 JlS, this value being 
dependant on the system clock, which has a frequency of 20 MHz and therefore a period of 
50ns. 
When the sampling period starts the following steps are executed: 
• timer T3 , which is clocking the QEP circuit, is read and motor speed evaluated 
• the ADCFIFO registers are read and the digital results of ADC unit are obtained 
• by appropriate scaling the motor phase currents are evaluated 
• determine the id and iq currents using formula from (2.5.1) 
• S r ' the rotor flux angle, is calculated, and then using look-up tables sin(S r) and 
coseS r) are determined 
• transformation of the current from DQ-axis to xy-axis, the frame fixed to the rotor-flux 
space vector: id and iq to (, and iy by formula (5.5.27) 
• implement the Flux PI Regulator and calculatei:x:ref as its output 
• implement the i:x: Current PI Regulator and calculate v:x:ref as its output 
• implement the Speed PI Regulator, which gives iYref as its output 
• implement the iy Current PI Regulator and v yref as its output 
• transformation of v:x:ref and v yref back to DQ-axis into v dre/ and v qre/ 
• transJ:ormation of v and v to the desired three-phase voltages: va' Vb and Vc l' dref qref 
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calculation of ti , tj and to duration of time for which the switching patterns are 
applied to the inverter (to for applying the zero vector, pattern: 000 or 111) 
y 
START 
Read the ADC FIFO register 
calculate motor phase 
currents 
~ ~- Transformation 
System initialisation 
Calculate id and iq currents 




Set-up of Event Manager: timers 
Calculate er , sin(er) ,cos(er) vd ,vq > va, Vb , Vc 
and compare units 
Transformation 
id. iq ~ ix ' iy Evaluation of the sector 
Initialize variables 
Clear flag and mask registers 
and of t i, t j , t 0 
Flux PI Regulator 
Configure the ADC unit Get the switching panem 
start ADC • start timers and write it to ACTR 
ix Current 
PI Regulator 
Update CMPRland CMPR2 





Read the 1'3 timer (QEP circuit) 
and evaluate the speed 
I 
Figure 7.3.1 - Program flow chart 
Thus the hardware set-up has been presented and described. Further the control program, 
shown as a flow-chart, has also been briefly discussed. Application of this experimental 
set-up to a motor test system has been achieved and tests have been performed. Test results 
are given in the next paragraphs. 
.----. _ .. _.- .-._---- --------
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7.4 Experimental Results - Vector Control Implementation 
The motor used for tests is a 1.5 kW induction machine, working at 50 H~. with 
squirrel-cage rotor. When connected in delta, the stator windings have a rated current 
of 5.6 A at 220- 240 V. The motor has two poles and a rated speed of 2820 rpm. Tested by 
classical procedures of locked-rotor and no-load tests, the motor was found to have the 
following parameters: 
the rotor resistance RR= 4.17 n, 
the stator resistance Rs= 5.7 n, 
the leakage reactances: Xs= XR= 6.03 n., 
magnetising reactance XM= 142.92 n, 
The rotor time constant is: TR= 0.01137 . 
The test-rig and its components can be seen in the pictures of Appendix 5. The listing of 
the assembler program is given in Appendix 6. 
To test the response of the control system a stepwise speed control increment is applied to 
the drive system. The motor is at standstill and in no load condition when the step is 
applied. The following figures present test results for the case of a speed step of 0.05 p. u. 
being applied to the motor. 
rotor speed[rpm] 
The speed in per unit is calculated as speed[p. u. ] = ' where the base 
base_spee [rpm] 
speed is 3000 rpm, the synchronous speed. The encoder measured data consist of samples 
of speed at every 10 sampling steps. 
Speed response of the motor is plotted versus time in Figure 7.4.1. The data have been first 
stored in the DSP memory and then transmitted to the host PC through the serial port. 
Speed acquisition from data recorded by the QEP interface on the DSP board is performed 
every I () sampling steps to avoid errors. The time/speed plot shows :l good response of the 
motor to a speed reference of 150 rpm (0.05 p.u.) . 
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Figure 7.4.1 - The speed response 
Figure 7.4.2 presents the Va voltage plotted against time. 
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experimental test for a speed step of 0.05 p.u. 
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Figure 7.4.2 - the Va voltage 
T effect PWM m dulation, the voltages, Vdre! and vqre! are u ed t calcul t th Li 
tat time ti and tj [R f: (7.2.6)].The voltage Va, Vb and Vc are nly n d within Lh 
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control scheme in order to evaluate the sector at every sampling period. The voltage Va \ b 
and Vc are not measured quantities but they constitute the three-phase balanced y tern of 
voltages to be applied to the motor in order to attain the required speed. 
Settling time for Va can be taken as 1.35 seconds and from 2 seconds onwards the voltage 
has reached steady state and has a peak value of about 0.31 p.u. 
Figure 7.4.3 show Va, Vb and Vc plotted together. In the figure they are seen to be a balanced 
































experimental test for a speed step of 0.05 p.u. 
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Figure 7.4.3 - Va, Vb and Vc voltages 
Figure 7.4.4 shows the time/im current plot for the same test. Referring to Figure 7.1.1 it i 
seen to be representing the output of the ' Flux Moder . This current is continuou ly 
compared to a reference magnetising current. 
The speed step was applied to the motor which is already energised, therefore ther 
already a level of magnetising current which is maintained at the reference level by a f 
d.c. currents applied to the motor. The line currents measured before applying th 
tep are approximately around 2 A , -lA, -1 A respectively. The x-axi c mp n nt 
tat r current has the task of keeping the magnetising current at its r f r nc 
tand till and with d.c currents applied to the motor, iyJej and con qu ntly 
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Figure 7.4.4 - magnetising current 
experimental test for a speed step of 0.05 p.u . 
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Figure 7.4.5 - output voltage a/the iy current controller 
In Figure 7.4.5 the re ponse of vYJe! is presented. It is e n that p 
7 8 
0. 17 p. u. th i}. current regulator goes into limitation and YJ e! ual -.7 p.ll., lh 
mInImUm limit f r VYJe! , This caus s the spe d t d cr and the 1 cl )1 \ r 
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eventually to stabilise at around -0.3 p.u. The response of the ystern is seen to be reI tiv 
fast and settling time of vYJe! is quantitatively found around 1.3 seconds as for v voltage. 
The control algorithm maintains the magnetising current at a constant level, analogou 1 
behaving like a d.c. drive. 
Apart from speed, other measured quantities that can be used to evaluate control cherne 
behaviour are the measured line currents. Only two of them are measured by Hall sensor 
and Figure 7.4.6 shows one of the two measured currents while Figure 7.4.7 shows them 
plotted together. 
At time = 0 seconds, it is seen that the line currents are d.c currents with values: i j = 0.23 
p. u. and i2 = - 0.12 p. u., and this corresponds to zero speed original condition and then 
they become alternating currents at about 0.3 p. u. peak value corresponding to the higher 
values of speed (0.16 p.u., Figure 7.4.1). When the desired speed is reached , currents have 
also reached the steady state at a peak value of 0.755 p.u. The high current level lS 
indicative of low speed operation in induction motor drives and is therefore expected. 
experimental test for a speed step of 0.05 p.u. 
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Figure 7.4.7- measured I1 and 12 currents 
In the graph shown in Figure 7.4.8 another variable, the sector number is taken from DSP 
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experimental test for a speed step of 0.05 p.u. 
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Figure 7.4.8 - SVPWM sectors 
With reference to Figure 7.2.3, the sector number i plotted again t tiro and h Lh 
equence 6-5-4-3-2 -1 . Fr m thi inf rmation the beha vi ur f the c ntr 1 h m l l ) 
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levels of speed can be comprehended. In the beginning of the period the speed is around 
0.17 p.u., therefore the SVPWM frequency is high and a full rotation of 360 degrees is 
realised in less time then when speed slows down. When the motor speed stabilises 
towards 0.05 p. u., the rotation is slower as shown. From the plot in Figure 7.4.8 it can be 
seen that a clockwise rotation occurs. 
The values of machine parameters required in the control unit were maintained constant 
and precalculated from standard machine no-load and short-circuited tests. 
The test system and designed controller are seen to operate correctly and to this extent the 
objective of building a motor drive test set, demonstrating the validity of its performance 
and effecting confinnating measurements has been achieved. 
The investigation should be continued as all necessary equipment and the assembler 
implemented control scheme are available. Behaviour of the controller is considered 




Conclusions and further work 
A model has been developed to simulate an induction motor drive. The Simulink toolbox within MATLAB software has been employed for this task. The modelling 
started with the development of a model for an induction motor, this model being based on 
DQ-axis theory of the general machine applied for an induction motor. 
Subsequently a model for an inverter employing the Pulse-Width Modulation to synthesise 
a sinusoidal voltage, was achieved. 
The two models have been successfully combined to set up a general model of an inverter-
fed induction motor. To patch the Simulink diagram of this model, a program was written 
in MA TLAB language. This program offers the possibility of choosing the desired level of 
harmonics to be considered. 
The machine drive model has allowed the analysis of the performance of the drive during 
the transient period of starting or of sudden changes in load to be effected. The user may 
choose to feed the induction motor models with harmonics which exhibit an amplitude 
higher than a certain percentage. 
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The program allows the change of the motor parameters and simulation data and has the 
advantage of automatically drawing the drive model, with as many harmonic-fed motor 
models, as desired. Therefore the user is offered a graphical way to comprehend and 
analyse the drive, however without having to 'drag and drop' blocks in 
SimulinklMATLAB environment. 
By repeating simulations for different levels of load torque or system inertia, results for 
torque, speed, slip and current are obtained. The results show a good correlation with 
expected graphs and confIrm the very good behaviour of the Simulink developed model. 
The modelling of the drive does not take into consideration saturation, therefore the motor 
inductances are considered constant quantities. This may be considered a deficiency 
however the effect of saturation may not be important. 
Saturation may introduce a third harmonic flux and consequently, third harmonic currents 
are induced. Still being of low amplitude, they might contribute to the total torque and 
rotor losses. Saturation can occur either in stator and rotor teeth or in the cores. When teeth 
saturation is considered, a dominant third harmonic component of the flux is encountered. 
This third harmonic flux component travels in the air gap with the same velocity and 
direction as the fundamental air gap flux component, always keeping phase synchronism 
with the fundamental. 
If saturation of the cores is also taken in consideration, then it will have an opposite effect 
as far as third harmonic flux component is concerned. Saturation of the core sections will 
produce a third harmonic flux component, which is in direct phase opposition to the third 
harmonic produced by the saturation of the teeth paths. Therefore by considering both 
saturation mechanisms, it is considered that the effects given by the third harmonic are 
cancelled. This reasoning sustains the claim that the induction motor model realised 
without taking saturation effects into consideration works correctly and that the results will 
exhibit a low error emanating from this source. 
In the past, induction machines have been mostly utilised for fixed-speed application. As 
billions of new electric motors are responsible for an estimated 70% consumption of 
electric power world-wide and DSPs prices have dropped as they become more powerful 
and sophisticated, industrial applications tum towards induction motors almost 
exclusively. Control of torque, speed and rotor position may be achieved with high 
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performance if a vector control method is used. Vector control based on the rotor-tlux 
vector frame is considered in the thesis. 
The general indirect field orientation scheme using a speed sensor can also be applied for 
stator or airgap flux oriented control. However these systems have the disadvantage of 
needing a shaft angle sensor. If using a shaft sensor is to be avoided then, the flux 
estimation must be realised from voltage and current measurements. This approach is 
adopted at low-speeds where high errors given by sensors may be encountered and 
therefore, a direct field orientation control is favoured. On the other hand, the 
implementation of a direct flux oriented control system requires more computing powcr, 
that is a more powerful and expensive microcontroller. Therefore it was decided to 
implement an indirect field oriented control scheme with orientation to the rotor-nux 
vector. 
It is well known that indirect rotor-flux control of an induction motor, USlllg a shaft .... 
encoder, can provide excellent control when the parameters of the slip gain calculator are 
known accurately. If speed and currents are correctly measured then the performance is 
sensitive to the rotor time constant. Therefore the performance of a vector controlled 
induction motor drive deteriorates when real motor parameters differ from those used by 
the controller. However the effects of detuning are considered to be more severe in largc 
machines and when a machine operates at reduced flux levels. 
As the realisation of performance control is dependent on motor parameter estimation, the 
work has been carried out to investigate parameter estimation and the sensitivity of the 
controller to rotor resistance error. 
Procedures were developed to estimate total leakage reactance, rotor and stator resistances 
and rotor time constant of a motor. The algorithms were written in Pascal language to 
allow simulation. Subsequently, a practical set-up at the Department of Electrical 
Engineering, University of L 'Aquila, Italy was employed to perform the motor parameter 
estimation tests. The results obtained have been compared to motor parameters obtained b: 
classical tests as locked-rotor and no-load tests or given by the manufacturer. Results ~m.~ 
reported and overall the procedures have worked satisfactory. Sets of simulation results for 
three motors and test result for an 1.5 kW induction motor are given. Some errors hav~ 
been encountered in rotor time constant estimation and a correcting method is proposed. 
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To analyse the performance of the drive for a variation in rotor resistance for example, 
simulations were carried out and results shown. For one simulation, the rotor resistance 
was estimated with a 20% error. Therefore the erroneous value was introduced in the 
Pascal simulation program and some tests for a speed step from standstill to 0.1 p.u. and 
from standstill to 0.4 p.u. and back to 0.1 p.u. were done. The speed response does not 
exhibit any visible difference proving a low sensitivity of the control scheme to rotor 
resistance variation. This conclusion which contradicts statements by other researchers, 
permits the estimated motor parameters to be included in a vector control scheme even 
when they exhibit errors when compared with the available motor data. 
A vector controlled induction motor test-rig was practically realised at Department of 
Electrical Engineering, De Montfort University. This was designed by the author and built 
within the Mechanical Department. The test-rig is based on a 1.5 kW, 50 Hz squirrel-cage 
motor. The control strategy is implemented using a DSP-based Evaluation Module from 
Texas Instruments Inc. The inverter used is an experimental one, built within the 
Department, based on an IGBT module and has a separate driver circuit which raise the 
PWM signals from 5V to 15 V required to drive the IGBTs. 
In order to implement closed loop digital control, the motor phase currents need to be 
sensed and digitised and Hall-effect sensors are used for this task. The sensing of all three 
currents is not necessary because the three currents sum to zero due to the unconnected 
machine neutral, therefore only two sensing circuits were installed. 
Noise problems were encountered when measuring the motor phase currents. The output 
signals from the Hall sensors are sent via ribbon-cable to an interface circuit with the DSP 
board. The signals have a certain amount of noise when they arrive in the AID converter 
and this was identified as a problem. One way to remove some of the noise and increase 
the resolution is to wind the line cable four times around the Hall sensor mount. 
The experimental set-up was tested and results presented in Chapter 7. Speed response is 
shown together with other variables. The phase voltages recorded prove that a three-phase 
balanced set of voltages are to be applied to the motor after being PWM modulated. Also 
line measured currents are shown, and these are sinusoidal and balanced. The magnctising 
current and the voltage output of the iy current controller and also the sequence of the 
SVPWM sectors are presented which allow evaluation of system performance to be cani~d 
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out. From the test results it can be considered that the rotor frame vector control system 
implemented performs correctly. The speed response is shown to be reasonably fast and 
the system maintains stability even at low speeds. 
As a result of the above work, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The Simulink toolbox in MAT LAB is a powerful tool for motor modelling and 
simulation. It allows building friendly user graphical models and performing various 
simulations. 
2. The motor model built in Simulink is a valuable tool to analyse the perfOlmance of the 
induction motor in various situations including transient phase. 
3. The PWM inverter-fed drive model developed using a number of induction motor 
models combined together and fed with harmonics also proves a good behaviour and 
allows the user to choose a certain percentage of harmonics to be considered. 
4. Motor parameter estimation procedures were developed, simulated and practically 
tested. Simulation results for three sets of motor data show adequately estimated 
parameter values. In the case of rotor time constant estimation when unacceptable 
errors were encountered, a correcting method was proposed and it proved to work 
accuratel y . 
5. Simulations have been performed for a vector control scheme working with an 
erroneous rotor resistance when a speed step was applied. Results prove a low 
sensitivity of the speed response to variation of the motor rotor resistance. 
6. An induction motor test rig was practically realised to allow testing of the vector 
control scheme. Results for a speed step show a satisfactory response and behaviour of 
the scheme, however the author proposes some future improvements. 
The objectives set in the abstract of the thesis were accomplished. 
8. 1 Further work proposed 
It is suggested that the motor cables, connecting the inverter and the induction motor. and 
those conveying the switching signals from the DSP board towards the inverter he 
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screened, with good earth connection. Also it is recommended that a suppression circuit is 
installed upstream of the inverter to minimise the effects which may be introduced by 
spikes coming from the motor. 
For protection purposes another current sensor may be placed in the d.c. link of the 
inverter. A different approach is to use a current sensor in the d.c. link from which all 
necessary current feedback information can be extracted. Based on the inverter switching 
commands, at suitable instants, samples of d.c. current are taken. The Space Vector 
modulation technique described in Chapter 7 uses two adjacent active states in the 
hexagon to synthesise the required voltage vector. Thus, in each modulation cycle, for 
certain intervals, the d.c link represents two different motor line currents. 
As nowadays more control schemes are sensorless, it is proposed that the control system 
developed should be improved by incorporating a Kalman filter for speed estimation. The 
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APPENDIX 1 - Motor parameter data file 
The MATLAB .m file (lhomelancalmmatlablmotldateind.m) containing data from motor 
parameters for running various simulations. For example, the Simulink diagram from 






LQ= O. 5687; 
Ld= O. 5687; 
















APPENDIX 2 - Matlab functions 
This appendix contains functions written by the author in the MATLAB language. These 
functions allow the Simulink blocks developed by the author and presented in Chapter 3 
and 4 to operate. 
1. An function: 
function (An}=An(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr) 
ac=acoef(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr); 
f=faza(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr); 
bc=bcoef(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr); 
for cont= 1 :nr 
end; 
a=ac( cont)/sin(j( cont»; 
An={An a}; 
An= reshape( An, length( An), 1); 
2. acoef function: 
function (acoef]=acoef(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr) 







ti=2 *pi *fq *r( inc); 
tii=2 *pi*fq*r(inc+ 1); 
a=2 *v *( sine n *tii )-sin( n *ti »/(pi *n); 
ae=ae+a; 
acoef= {acoef ae}; 
ae=O; 
n=n+2; 
acoef= reshape( acoef, length( acoej), 1 ); 
3. bcoef function: 
function (bcoef}=bcoef(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr) 














bcoef= reshape( bcoef, length( bcoej), 1 ); 
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4. faza function: 
Junction [jaza}=faza(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr) 
ac=acoef(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr); 
bc=bcoef(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr); 
forcont=}:nr 
f=atan(( ac( cont))lbc( cont)); 
faza=[jazaf]; 
end; 
faza= reshape(jaza, length(jaza),}); 
5. vpoz function: 
function [vpozJ=vpoz(fq, v, vsin,tri) 
m=mo(fq, v, vsin,tri); 
indic=(Jength(m)-4Y4; 
vpoz=[O 0 J; 
for i= 1 :indic 
vpoz=[vpoz 0 v v OJ; 
end 
vpoz=[vpoz 0 0 J; 
vpoz=reshape(vpoz, Jength(vpoz), 1); 
6. vneg function: 
function [vnegJ=vneg(fq, v, vsin,tri) 
m=mo(fq, v, vsin,tri); 
indic=(Jength(m)-4Y4; 
vneg=[O OJ; 
for i= 1 :indic 
vneg=[ vneg 0 -v -v OJ; 
end 
vneg=[vneg 0 0 J; 
vneg=reshape(vneg,Jength(vneg), 1); 
7. valori function: 
function [vaJoriJ=vaJori 
vaJori=[ 0 2 20 -2 -2 OJ; 
vaJori=reshape(vaJori, Jength(vaJori), 1); 
8. timp function: 
function [timpJ=timp(fq) 
timp=[ 00 1/(fq*2) 1/(fq*2) 1/(fq*2) 1/fq 11fqJ; 
timp=reshape(timp, Jength(timp),1); 
9. mm program: 
Junction [ret,xO,str,ts,xts}=mm(t,x,u,flag); 
%MM is the M-file description of the SIMUUNK system named MM. 
% The block-diagram can be displayed by typing: MM. 
% 
% SYS=MM(T,X, U,FLAG) returns depending on FLAG certain 
% system values given time point, T, current state vector, X, 
% and input vector, U. 
% FLAG is used to indicate the type of output to be returned in SYS. 
% 
% Setting FLAG=} causes MM to return state derivatives, FLAG=2 
% discrete states, FLAG=3 system outputs and FLAG=-+ next sample 
% time. For more information and other options see SFUNC. 
% 
% Calling MM with a FLAG of zero: 
% [SIZESJ=MM([J,[J,[J,O), returns a vector, SIZES, which 
% contains the sizes of the state vector and other parameters. 
% SIZES( }) number of states 
% SIZES(2) number of discrete states 
% SIZES(3) number of outputs 
% SIZES(-+) number of inputs 
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SIZES( 5) number of roots (currently unsupported) 
SIZES(6) directfeedthroughflag 
SIZES(7) number of sample times 
% For the definition of other parameters in SIZES, see SFUNC. 
% See also, TRIM, UNMOD, UNSIM, EULER, RK23, RK45, ADAMS, GEAR. 
% Note: This M-file is only used for saving graphical information; 
% after the model is loaded into memory an internal model 
% representation is used. 
% the system will take on the name of this mfile: 
nr=input(please type how many harmonics you want to search :'); 
proc=input(please type the value ofprocentage you want to be considered:'); 
answer=input('do you want to type the values yin ?', 's'); 
a='y'; 




fq=input(please type the value offrequency: '); 
v=input(please type the value of voltage : '); 
vsin= input( please type the max value for sin : '); 





disp('Please wait .. ') 
amplit=An(jq, v, vsin,tri,nr); 










n= reshape( n, length( n), 1); 
cnt=O; 
forcont=l:nr 




newamp( cnt)= amplit( cont); 
newphase( cnt)=phase( cont); 
newfq( cnt)=f( cont); 
newdeg( cnt)=n( cont); 
newamp = reshape( newamp, length( newamp),1 ); 
newphase=reshape( newphase, length( newphase ),1); 
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disp( 'we have just loaded the data .. ') 
answer=input(,would you like to change some data? yin .. ','s'); 
a='y'; 
rz=strcmp( a, answer); 
ifrz==1 
end 
disp('the torque load is:') 
disp(TI) 
disp(' .. you can change it .. ') 
Tl=input('please type the new value for the torque load:') 
disp('now it is time to draw the SIMULINK system.. which will have:') 
disp(nr) 
disp( 'induction motor models .. ') 
sys = mfilename; 
new_system(sys) 
simver( 1.3) 




set.JJaram(sys, 'algorithm', 'RK-45') 
set.JJaram(sys, 'Start time', '0.0') 
set.JJaram( sys, 'Stop time', '1 ') 
set.JJaram(sys, 'Min step size', '0.001') 
set.JJaram(sys, 'Max step size', '0.01') 
set.JJaram(sys, 'Relative error', 'le-3') 
set.JJaram( sys, 'Return vars', '[t,x,y]') 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport', [sys, '/', 'Out_torq'j) 
set.JJaram([sys, '/', 'OuCtorq'], .. . 
'Port',nr+1, .. . 
'position ',[350, 70.5+32.5*(nr-1 ),370, 90.5+32.5*(nr-1) I) 
add_block( 'built-in/Sum', [sys, '/', 'Sum'I) 
set.JJaram([sys, 'I', 'Sum'], ... 
'inputs', nr, ... 
'position', [270,3, 290, 74+65*( nr-1 )]) 
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add_liner sys,[295,36.5+32.5*(nr-1 );330,36.5+32.5*(nr-1 );330, 78.5+32.5*(nr-l );345,78.5+32.5*( nr-1)]) 
add_block('built-in/Constant',[sys, '/', 'Tload']) 
set.JJaram([ sys, '/', 'Tload'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Value', Ti, ... 
'position', [310,(2.5)+32.5*(nr-1),330, (22.5)+32.5 *(nr-1 )]) 
% Subsystem 'ecmec'. 
new_system( [ sys, '1', 'ecmec']) 
set..param([sys, '/', 'ecmec'], 'Location',[60,20644269,663,20644548j) 
add_block( 'built-in/Sum',[ sys, '/', 'ecmeclSum4'j) 
set.JJaram( [sys, '/', 'ecmeclSum4 '], .. . 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'inputs', '--+ ', .. . 
'position', [465,120,490,180]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain',[ sys, '/', 'ecmeciGain17']) 
set.JJaram([sys, '/', 'ecmeciGain17'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain',D, ... 
'position',[355,111,390,149]) 
add_block( 'built -inINote', [sys, ,/" 'ecmeclspeed']) 
set.JJaram([ sys, ,/" 'ecmecispeed'I, ... 
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'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',[285, 100,290, 105}) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain',[ sys, 'I', 'ecmeclGainI6'j) 
set-param( [sys, '/', 'ecmeclGainI6'}, ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'Gain',I/I, ... 
'position', [95, 109,140, 151}) 
add_block('built-inllnteg rator',[ sys, 'I', 'ecmecflntegrator4'}) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'ecmecflntegrator4'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [200, 112,225, 148j) 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport',[ sys, 'I', 'ecmecloucl'j) 
set-param([ sys, 'I', 'ecmecloucl '}, ... 
'position', [290, 250,310, 270j) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, 'I', 'ecmeclin_l'j) 
set-param([sys, '1', 'ecmeclin_l'}, ... 
'position',[ 15,45,35,65]) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport',[ sys, 'I', 'ecmeclin_2'j) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'ecmeclin_2'}, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position',[405,235,425,255j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecmec'},[430,245;440,245;440, 170;460, 170]) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'ecmec '}, [145,130; 195,130 j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecmec'},[395,130;460,130]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecmec'},[495,150;505,150;505,205;65,205;65,130;90,130j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecmec'},[230,130;350,130j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecmec'},[230, 130;285, 130;285, 260j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecmec'},[40,55;370, 70;368, 72;423, 72;430, 75;440, 75;440, 150;460,150}) 
% Finished composite block 'ecmec'. 





add_line(sys,[385,25+32.5*(nr-l);400,25+32.5*(nr-l);400, 9 0+65*(nr-l);85,90+65*(nr-l);85,55}) 
% Subsystem 'ecslip'. 
new _system( [sys, 'I', 'ecslip'}) 
set-param([sys, '/', 'ecslip'}, 'Location',{5,22872601,435,22872752j) 
add_block('built-in/Constant', [sys, ,/" ['ecslip/syncspeed', 13, "]J) 
set-param( [sys, '1',['ecslip/syncspeed',13, "]J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Value',2*pi*fq/pp, ... 
'position ',[60,52, 145,88 j) 
add_block( 'built-inlSum',[ sys, '1', 'ecslip/Sum6'j) 
set-param([sys, ,/" 'ecslip/Sum6'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12,. .. 
'inputs', '+- ', ... 
'position ',[215,59,240, 101 j) 
add_block( 'built -in/Gain', [sys, '1', 'ecslip/Gain20'j) 
set-param( [sys, ,/" 'ecslip/Gain20'}, .. . 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'Gain',pp/(2*pi*fq),··· 
'position ',{285, 57, 350, 103 j) 
--- -- -----------
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add_block('bui!t-in/Outport',[ sys, '/', 'ecsliploue1')) 
set-param( [sys, '/', 'ecsliploue1 '], ... 
'position',[380,70,400,90)) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[ sys, ,/" 'ecsliplin_1']) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'ecsliplin_1 '], ... 
'position', [165,30,185,50)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecslip'],[ 150,70;210,70)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecslip'],[245,80;280,80)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'ecslip'],[355,80;375,80)) 
add_line([sys, '/" 'ecslip'],[ 190,40;190,90;210,90)) 
% Finished composite block 'ecslip'. 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'ecslip'], ... 
'position ',[450,( 3.5)+32.5*(nr-1 ),480,53.5+32.5*(nr-1)]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport', [sys, '/', 'Oueslip']) 
set -param( [sys, '/', , Oues1ip '], ... 
'Port',nr+3, ... 
'position ',[500, 18.5+32.5*(nr-1 ),520,38.5+32.5*(nr-1 )]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport',[ sys, 'I', 'Ouespeed']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'Out-.speed'], .. . 
'Port',nr+4, .. . 
'position ',[ 420,50.5+32.5*(nr-1 ),440,70.5 +32.5*( nr-1»)) 
add_line(sys, [400, 59. 5+32. 5 *(nr-1);415, 59.5+32.5 *(nr-1)] ) 
add_line(sys,[485,24.5+32.5*(nr-1);495,24.5+32.5*(nr-1)]) 









% Subsystem 'newindmot'. 
new_system( [sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont]) 
set-param( [sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont], 'Location', [-15,4194420, 712,4195282)) 
% Subsystem 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'. 
new _system( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'Ieltrq')) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'], 'Location', [365,362, 891, 750)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Sum',[ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqISum5']) 
set-param( [sys, 'I'. 'newindmot', cont, 'IeltrqISum5'j, ... 
'orientation '.2 ... . 
'Font Size', 12 ... . 
'inputs', '+- ' ... . 
'position ',[250, 157,270,208]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport',[ sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont. 'leltrqloue1']) 
setyaram( [sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont. 'leltrqlout_1 '], ... 
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add_block( 'built-inIProduct', [ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqlProduct6'}) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqlProduct6'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, .. . 
'Font Size',12, .. . 
position',[315,101,345,139}) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrqlin_l ')) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrqlin_l '}, ... 
'orientation ',2, ... 
position', [390,80,410,100)) 
add_block( 'built-inIProduct',[ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqlProduct7')) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqlProduct7'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, .. . 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
position', [320,211,350,249)) 
add_block('built-inllnport',{ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'leltrqlin_3 ']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrqlin_3'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, ... 
'Port', '3', ... 
position ',[405,200,425,220)) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrqlin_ 4')) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrqlin_ 4'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, ... 
'Port', '4', ... 
position "{410, 245,430, 265}) 
add_block(,built-inllnport',[ sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrqlin_2 ')) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'leltrqlin_2'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
position ',[395, 135,415, 155}) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain " [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqIGainI9'}) 
set-param([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqIGainI9'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, .. . 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'Gain ',pp, ... 
position', [90, 164,135,206)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain', [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqIGainI8'}) 
set-param([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IeltrqIGainI8'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, .. . 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'Gain',M, ... 
position', [ 160,164,205,206)) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq '},[ 155,185; 140,185)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},{245,185;21O, 185)) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},[315,230;295,230;295,195;275, 195]) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},{310, 120;295,120;295,170;275, 170]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},[385,90;380,90;380,l1O;350, 110]) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},{390, 145;375,145;375,130;350, 130)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},[400,210;395,210;395,220;355,220)) 
add_line([ sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},{85,l85;60, 185)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'},[405,255;385,255;385,240;355,240)) 
% Finished composite block 'newindmot',cont, 'Ie/trq'. 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ieltrq'}, ... 
position ',[595,395,655,485)) 
add_block( 'built-inINote', (sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Idid']) 
set-param( {sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Idid'}, ... 
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'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',[305,505,3IO,5IO)) 
add_block('built-inINote',[sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'liD')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1iD'J, ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'position',[275, 85,280, 90)) 
add_block('built-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lvD')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1vD'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [455, 60,460, 65)) 
add_block{'built-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1diD')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1diD'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [275, 115,280, 120)) 
add_block{'built-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1diQ')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1diQ'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [270,280,275,285)) 
add_block( 'built-inINote', [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1id'J) 
set...,param([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1id'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12 .... 
'position',[295,565,300,570J) 
add_block{'built-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1iq')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1iq'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',[295,685,300,690)) 
add_block{'built-inlNote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1diq')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1diq'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [300, 750,305, 755)) 
% Subsystem 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'. 
new_system([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4')) 
set...,param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ4'J, 'Location', [370,109,1124,663)) 
add_block{ 'built-inIProduct', [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4IProduct3')) 
set...,param( [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4lProduct3 'J, ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'position',[ 150,303, 180, 327J) 
add_block('built-in/Outport',[sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4Iouc2')) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4Iouc2'J, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position ',[155,15,175,35)) 
add_block{ 'built-in/Gain ',[ sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4IGain11'J) 
set...,p a ram( [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4IGainII 'J, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain', I/Lq, ... 
'position',{45,90,95,140)) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport',{ sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4Iin_2'J) 
set...,param([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '1EQ4lin_2'J, ... 
'Port'. '2' .... 
'position'. [225,170.240,190 J) 
add _block('built -inINote', [sys, '1, 'newindmot'.cont, '1EQ4IdiQ')) 
setyaram([sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont. '/EQ4IdiQ'J, ... 
'Font Size'.12 .... 
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'position', [2 70,160,275,165)) 
add_block( 'built-inllntegrator', [sys, 'I. 'newindmot'. cont. 'lEQ4flntegrator3')) 
set-param([sys. I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4flntegrator3') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 .... 
'position'. [ 175.94.205,136)) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport'.[ sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4lin_1')) 
set-param( [sys. '/'. 'newindmot'. cont. 'IEQ4/in_1 ') .... 
'orientation '.2 .... 
'position '.[505.15.525.35 j) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain'. [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'. cont. 'lEQ4IGain12')) 
set-p a ram( [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4/Gain12 ') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 .... 
'Gain'.Rq .... 
'position',[330.98,370,132)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain',( sys. 'I. 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ4/Gain15'j) 
set-param( [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'IEQ4/Gain15') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 ... . 
'Gain',MqQ, .. . 
'position'. [335,160,390.200)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain'. [sys, 'I. 'newindmot'. cont. 'lEQ4/Gain13')) 
set-param( [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4/Gain13 ') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 ... . 
'Gain'. GqD ... . 
'position'.[260.209.310.251)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain '.[ sys. 'I. 'newindmot'. cont. 'lEQ4IGain14')) 
set-param( [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4/Gain14 ') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 .... 
'Gain', Gqd .... 
'position'. [265.294.315,336)) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport',[ sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4Iin_3'j) 
set-param( [sys. '/'. 'newindmot'.cont. 'IEQ4Iin_3') .... 
'Port'. '3' .... 
'position',( 40.215.60.235)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Product'. [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4IProduct2')) 
set-p a ram( [sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4lProduct2 .) .... 
'Font Size', 12 .... 
'position'. [ 190.218.220.242)) 
add_block('built-inINote',{ sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4/iD ')) 
set-param( [sys. '/'. 'newindmot'. cont. 'lEQ41iD ') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 .... 
'position',( 135.200.140.205)) 
add_block('built-inllnport'.[ sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4Iin_ 4')) 
set-param( [sys. '/'. 'newindmot'.cont. '1EQ4lin_ 4') .... 
'Port'. '4' .... 
'position'.[65.380.85.4oo)) 
add_block('built-inINote',{ sys. '/'. 'newindmot'.cont. 'IEQ4Iid')) 
set-param( [sys. '/'. 'newindmot'.cont. 'IEQ4lid') .... 
'Font Size'. 12 .... 
'position'.[ 110.280.115.285)) 
add_block('built-inllnport'.[sys. 'I. 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ-Ilin_5'j) 
set-param([sys. '/'. 'newindmot'.cont. 'IEQ4Iin_5') .... 
'Port·.'5· .... 
'position'. [-10.300.60.320)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Sum ',( sys. '1. ·newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ4ISum3'j) 
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set...,param( [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4ISum3'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'inputs',' +---- ', .. . 
'position', [470,84,515,186]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport', [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4/out_l ']) 
set...,param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4/out_l '], ... 
'position', [320,20,340,40]) 
add_line([sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[320,315;455,315;465,175j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'], [315,230;445, 230;445, 155;465, 155]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[185,315;260,315]) 
add_line( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ4 '], [225,230;255,230]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[395, 180;440, 180;440, 135;465, 135]) 
add _line( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot " cont, 'lEQ4 '], [ 100,115; 170,115 J ) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4 '],[375, 115;465, 115j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4 '], [210, 115;325, 115]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ4'], [500,25;445,25;445, 95;465, 95 ]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[ 100,115; 120,115;120,25;150,25]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[245,180;330,180]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4 '], [65,225;185, 225j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4 '], [65,310;145,310]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[90,390;90,235;185,235j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[90,320;145,320j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[295,115;295,30;315,30j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'],[520, 135;555, 135;555,66;20,65;20,115;40, 115]) 
% Finished composite block 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'. 
set...,param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ4'], ... 
'position " [210,672,280,798]) 
% Subsystem 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'. 
new_system( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ3'j) 
set...,p a ram( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ3 '], 'Location ',[430,176,1063,764]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain', [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gain9']) 
set...,param( [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gain9'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain', GdQ, ... 
'position', [320,210,370,260]) 
add_block('built-in/Gain', [sys, 'I, 'newindmot', cont, 'IEQ3/Gainl O'J) 
set...,param( [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gainl 0'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain',Gdq, ... 
'position ',[315,290,365,340]) 
add_block(,built-inllntegrator', [sys, 'I, 'newindmot', cont, 'IEQ3flntegrator2 'j) 
set...,param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3flntegrator2'], ... 
'Font Size "12, ... 
'position',[ 165,76,190,114]) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain ',( sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gain7']) 
set...,param( [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gain7'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain " Rd, ... 
'position',[335,76,380,114j) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain " [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gain8']) 
set...,param( [sys, 'I, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Gain8'], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain',MdD, ... 
'position ',[325,135,375,185 J) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain', [sys, 'I, 'newindmot'. cont, 'lEQ3/Gain6'J) 
set...,p a ram( [sys. 'I, 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ3/Gain6'J •... 
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'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain',llLd, ... 
'position', [60,70,110,120]) 
add_block( 'built-iniSum ',[ sys, '1', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ3/Sum2']) 
secparam( [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/Sum2 '], '" 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'inputs', , + ---- ', .. . 
'position', [430,72,460,148]) 
add_block('built-iniOutport',[ sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/ouC1'j) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/out_1 '], ... 
'position''[ 160,15,180,35 j) 
add_block(,built-iniOutport',[ sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/out_2']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/ouC2'], ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position',[315,10,335,30]) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport', [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/in_1']) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ3/in_1 '], ... 
'orientation ',2, .. , 
'position',[480,35,500,55]) 
add_block( 'built-inINote ',[ sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/diD']) 
set-param( [sys, ,/, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/diD'], ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'position', [280, 135,285, 140]) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport', [sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/in_2']) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ3/in_2 '], ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position', [230, 150,250,170]) 
add_block('built-inIProduct', [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3IProduct']) 
set-param( [sys, ,/, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3IProduct'], ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'position', [230,223,260,247]) 
add_block( 'built-inIProduct', [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3IProduct1']) 
set-p a ram( [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3lProduct1 '], ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [235,303,265, 327]) 
add_block('built-inINote',[sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/iQ']) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/iQ'], ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'position', [ 160,205,165,210]) 
add_block( 'built-inINote''[ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ3/iq']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/iq'], ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'position',[ 180,285,185,290]) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3/in_3'j) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ3/in_3'], ... 
'Port', '3', ... 
'position', [60,220, 80,240]) 
add_block('b uilt -inll nport', [ sys, '1, 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ3/in _5']) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ3/in_5'}, ... 
'Port', '5', ... 
'position',[60,300,80,320}) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, '1EQ3/in_ -I'}) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'IEQ3/in_ -I'], ... 
'Port', '-I', ... 
'position',[60,350, 80,370]) 
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add_line([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'},[ 195, 95;330, 95}) 
add_line([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[270,315;31O,315)) 
add_Iine([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[265,235;315,235)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[370,315;415,315;425,140)) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'}, [375,235;405,235;405.125;425.125]) 
add_line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[380,160;395,160;395,1 10;425,110)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'},[465,110;465,65;45,65;55.95j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'}, [385, 95;425, 95)) 
add_Iine([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'},[ 115.95;160,95)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'},[475,45;410,45;410.80;425,80)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'}, {l 15,95;145, 95; 155,25)) 
add_Iine([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ3'},[195,95;300,95;310,20}) 
add_Iine( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ3 '}, [255, 160; 320, 160}) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[85,230;225,230}) 
add_Iine([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[85,360;150,360;150,240;225.240j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[85,31O;230,310j) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'},[85,360;150,360;150.320;230.320J) 
% Finished composite block 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ3'. 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ3 '}, ... 
'position',[205,499. 275, 621}) 
add_block('built-inINote',[ sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ivq')) 
([ 'I" 'd ' 'I'J set-param sys, , newm mot ,cont, vq , ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',[400, 610,405, 615j) 
add_block('built-iniConstant',[ sys, 'I'. 'newindmot',cont, '/Constant2'}) 
set-param([SYs, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IConstant2'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, ... 
'Value', '0', ... 
'position',[420,625,440,645}) 
add_block( 'built-inINote',[ sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'Ivd'}) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'Ivd'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [395, 450, 400, 455}) 
add_block('built-iniConstant',[ sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, '/Constant1 '}) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IConstantl'}, ... 
'orientation ',2, ... 
'Value', '0', ... 
'position', [420, 460, 440, 480}) 
add_block('b uil t-inIN ote'.[ sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'IiQ'J) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IiQ'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position '.[275,245,280,250}) 
add_block('buiIt-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IvQ'j) 
set-param( [sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'IvQ'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',[470,195,475,200)) 
add_block( 'built-iniGain', [sys, ,/" 'newindmot', cont, 'Ipp'}) 
set-param([sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Ipp'}, ... 
'orientation ',3, .. . 
'Font Size'. 12 ... . 
'Gain',pp, ... 
'position',[79. 765, 121.810 j) 
% Subsystem 'newindmot'.cont. 'lEQ2'. 
new_system( [sys. '/'. 'newindmot'. cont, 'lEQ2'}) 
setyaram( [sys. 'I'. 'newindmot'. cont. '/EQ2'}, 'Location'. [439.232.960.444 J) 
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add_block( 'built-in/Gain ',[ sys, 'i, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IGain5'}) 
set-param( [sys, 'i, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IGain5'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain',MQq, ... 
'position ',[305, 140,355, 19O}) 
add_block( 'built-inllntegrator', [sys, 'i, 'newindmot', cont, 'IEQ2llntegrator 1 ')) 
set-param([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2Ilntegrator1'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',f 190, 76,215, 114}) 
add_block('built-in/Sum',[ sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2ISum1')) 
set-param([sys, 'i, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2ISum1'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, .. . 
'inputs', '+--', .. . 
'position',[455,70,480,120)) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain', [sys, '/', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ2IGain3'}) 
set-param( [sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IGain3 '}, ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'Gain', 1ILQ, ... 
'position', [70, 70,120, 120}) 
add_block( 'built-in/Outport', [sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IouC2')) 
set-param( [sys, '/', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ2Iout_2 '}, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position', [ 150,10,170,30)) 
add_block('built-in/Outport',[ sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IouC1'}) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IouCl'}, ... 
'position', [245, 10, 265, 30}) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2Iin_2')) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2Iin_2'}, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position ',[230, 155,250, 175}) 
add_block('built-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2Idiq']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2Idiq'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position', [275, 140,280, 145)) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, 'i, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2Iin_1')) 
set-param( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ2Iin_1 '}, ... 
'position', [395, 10, 415,30}) 
add_block( 'built-in/Gain', [sys, '1', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IGain4'}) 
set-param([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2IGain4'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'Gain',RQ, ... 
'position ',[300,73,350,117)) 
add_Iine([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2'},[220, 95;295, 95)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ2'}, [485, 95;505, 95;505,65;55, 65;65,95 ]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ2'},[360, 165;390,165;390, 110;450, 110]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ2'},[355, 95;450, 95)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ2'},[125,95;185,95)) 
add_line([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ2'},[420,20;430,20;430,80;450,80)) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ2'},[220,95;225,95;225,20;240,20]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ2'},[ 125,95;130,95;130,20; 145,20]) 
add_line({sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2'},[255,165;3oo,165]) 
% Finished composite block 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2'. 
set-param([sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ2'}, ... 
'position', [210,254, 260, 316}) 
% Subsystem 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ1'. 
new_system([sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ1'j) 
set-param([sys, '/'. 'newindmot',cont, 'IEQ1'}, 'Location',[217,186.830,595)) 
add_block('built-inllntegrator',[ sys, '/', 'newindmot'.cont, 'IEQlllntegrator')) 
set-param({sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ1Ilntegrator'} .... 
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'Font Size',n, ... 
'position ',[195,91,220,129}) 
add_block( 'built-iniGain ',[ sys, '1', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ 1/Gain1 '}) 
secparam( [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl/Gainl '}, ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'Gain ',RD, ... 
'position',[340,91,385,129}) 
add_block('built-inlSum',[sys, '1', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQlISum']) 
set~aram([sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ1ISum'}, ... 
'Font Size',n, .. . 
'inputs', '+--', .. . 
'position "[445,82,470, 138}) 
add_block( 'built-iniGain " [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQlIGain '}) 
set~aram([sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl/Gain'}, ... 
'Font Size',12, ... 
'Gain ',lILD, ... 
'position " [75,85,125,135]) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport',[ sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ 1/in_1 '}) 
set~aram([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ1/in_1'}, ... 
'position',[390,25,410,45}) 
add_block( 'built-iniOutport', [sys, '1', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ lIout_1 '}) 
set~aram([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQlIout_1'}, ... 
'position ',[265,15,285,35]) 
add_block('built-iniOutport',[ sys, '1', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl/ouC2 '}) 
set~aram([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQlIouC2'}, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position', [ 145,20, 165,40}) 
add_block( 'built-iniGain', [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQ 1/Gain2']) 
set~aram( [sys, '1, 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ lIGain2 '}, ... 
'Font Size',n, ... 
'Gain',MDd, ... 
'position', [345, 155, 395, 205}) 
add_block('built-inINote',[sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ1/did'}) 
set~aram( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot " cont, '/EQ1/did'}, ... 
'Font Size', 12, ... 
'position',[3oo, 155,305, 160]) 
add_block( 'built-inllnport', [sys, '1, 'newindmot', co nt, '/EQ 1/in_2 '}) 
set~aram([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQlIin_2'}, ... 
'Port', '2', ... 
'position " [245, 170,265, 190}) 
add_Iine([sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl '},[475,110;475, 75;55, 75;55, 110;70,l1O}) 
add_line([ sys, '/', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQl '},[ 400,180;430,180;440,130]) 
add_Iine([sys, ,/" 'newindmo(cont, 'lEQ1'},[390,110;440,110]) 
add_Iine([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl '},[225,110;335, 110]) 
add_Iine([sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQI'},[130,110;190,110]) 
add_line([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ1'},[415,35;420,35;420,90;440,90}) 
add_line([sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl '},[225,110;235, 110;235,25;260,25]) 
add_Iine([sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lEQl '},[ 130,110; 140,30}) 
add_Iine([ sys, '/', 'newindmot', cont, 'lEQ 1'}, [2 70,180; 340,180]) 
% Finished composite block 'newindmot',cont, '/EQ1'. 
set ~aram( [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont, '/EQ 1 '}, ... 
'position ',[210,91,255, 149}) 
add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lin_I']) 
set~aram([ sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'Iin_I '}, ... 
'position ',[610, 75,630,95}) 
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add_block('built-inllnport',[sys, ,/" 'newindmot',cont, 'lin_2']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont. 'Iin_2'} •... 
'Port'. '2' .... 
'position'.[610,190.630,210]) 
add_block('built-iniOutport',[ sys, '/', 'newindmot'.cont. 'Ioue1'}) 
set-param([sys. '/', 'newindmot',cont. 'Iout_I'}, ... 
'position',[685,430,705.450]) 
add_block('built-inllnport'.[sys, ,/" 'newindmot'.cont. 'I'm_3']) 
set-param([sys, 'I', 'newindmot'.cont, 'Iin_3'}, ... 
'Port', '3' .... 
'position'. [610.820. 630. 840}) 
add_liner [sys, 'I', 'newindmot'.cont},[ 100.760;45,760;45.585;200.585]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot'.cont}.[260.135;305,l35;305.195;65.195;65,535;200. 535}) 
add_liner [sys. 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[265,300;355.300;355.385; 100.385; 100.710;205,710]) 
add_Iine([sys, 'I'. 'newindmot', cont}, [280. 530;330,530;330, 445; 155. 445; 155, 13 5;205. 135}) 
add_Liner [sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[285, 705;326. 705;326,655; 145.655; 145.610; 200,610]) 
add_Line([sys. 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[325. 705;538, 705;538.430;590,430]) 
add_line([sys, 'I'. 'newindmot',cont},[285,770;370,770;370.345;115.345;115.300;205.300}) 
add_Liner [sys. 'I'. 'newindmot', contJ, [260. 105;321,105;321. 170;86.170;86. 735;205. 735]) 
add_Line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[321,170;325.170;325.410;590.410}) 
add_Liner [sys, 'I'. 'newindmot', cont}, [280.590;345,590;345, 820; 175.820; 175.785;205.785]) 
add_Line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot'.cont}.[345. 760;485. 760;485.470;590.470]) 
add_liner [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont}, [265, 270;290,270;290.370; 135.370; 135, 560;200. 560}) 
add_Line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont}. [290, 270;290.265;476.265;477. 305;477. 45 0;590. 450}) 
add_Line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[415,470;111.470; 111.510;200.510]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont}.[415,635;116,635;116. 685;205. 685]) 
add_Line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[l00. 760;205,760]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[635,85;175,85;175, 105;205, 105]) 
add_line([sys, 'I', 'newindmot',cont},[635,200;170,200;170.270;205.270}) 
add_Liner [sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont}. [635, 830; 100,830; 100.815]) 
add_Line([ sys, 'I', 'newindmot', cont},[660. 440;680.440 ]) 
% Finished composite bLock 'newindmot'. 
set-param([ sys, '/', 'newindmot',cont} .... 




add_bLock(,built-iniSine Wave', [sys, '1. 'SineI',cont]) 
secparam( [sys, '1, 'Sinel ',cont } .... 
'ampLitude', amp, ... 
Jrequency',Jrq ... . 
'phase',ph+pi ... . 
'position '.[ 15.28+65*(pozi-1 ), 35. 48+65 *(pozi-1 )}) 
add_bLock('built-iniSine Wave',[sys, 'I', 'Sine',cont}) 
set...,param([sys. '1, 'Sine',cont} .... 
'amplitude ',amp ... . 
Jrequency ',Jrq ... . 
'phase',ph+pi/2 ... . 
'position',[40.13 +65*(pozi-1 ).60.33 +65*(pozi-1)}) 
add_Liner sys,[65.22+65*(pozi-1); 100, 22+65 *(pozi-1 )]) 
add_Liner sys,[40.41 +65*(pozi-1); 100,41 +65*(pozi-1)]) 
add_Liner sys,[85.54+65*(pozi-1); 100, 54+65 *(pozi-1 )}) 
add_bLock('built-iniOutport''[ sys. '1, 'Outport',cont]) 
set...,param({sys. '1. 'Outport',cont], ... 
'Port',pozi, ... 
'position'.[215,11 +65*(pozi-1 ),235,31 +65*(pozi-1)]) 
add_line(sys,[ 140,38+65 *(pozi-l);265,38+65 *(pozi-l )]) . 
add_liner sys,[ 140.35+65*(pozi-1); 190, 35+65 *(pozi-l ); 190.20+65*(pozi-l );210.20+65*(poZl-l)J) 
drawnow 
end 
add_bLock( 'buiLt-iniCLock',[ sys. '1. 'CLock']) 
set-param( [sys. 'I'. 'Clock'] .... 
'position'. (550. 5.570. 25 ]) 
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add_block('built-iniOutport'.{ sys, ,/" 'time'}) 
set...,param( [sys, '1', 'time '], ... 
'Port',nr+2, ... 
'position', [590,5, 610,25]) 
add_line( sys,[575, 15;585, 15}) 
answer=input('would you like to run the simulation? yin .. ', 's'); 
a='y'; 
n=strcmp( a, answer); 
ifrz==1 
end 
tj=input('!or how long you want to run the simulation? ') 
disp('Now we are running the simmulation ,you will have to wait a bit .. ') 
[t,x,y]=rk45('mmprognew',tj); 



























% Return any arguments. 
if(nargin I nargout) 
% Must use feval here to access system in memory 
if(nargin > 3) 
if(jlag == 0) 
eval( ['[ ret,xO,str,ts,xts]= ',sys, '( t,x, u,flag);'}) 
else 
eval( [,ret =', sys, '( t,x, u,flag);'}) 
end 
else 
[ret,xO,str,ts,xts] = feval(sys); 
end 
else 
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APPENDIX 3 -The procedures implemented in assembler language for the 
microcontrol/er SAB BOC 166 
1. The total leakage reactance estimation: the listing is part oJthe program calc. uno. 
; ********* constants inserted on 24.09.1997*********************** 
cpoz EQU OCCCh ; current limit=0.8 
;cvd EQU 1232d ;1/3*uz in 4.12 
;cvdneg EQU OFB30h ;64816d (-l/3)*uz in 4.12 
cvd EQU 995h ; 2/3*uz 
cvdneg EQU OF66Bh ; -2/3*uz 
;tau EQU 002Ah ; 42 steps=0.OO91213.33, integer 
tau EQU 002Dh ; 45 steps=0.0091200, integer 
;tau EQU 0015h ; 21 stepsJor Tc=426.66 ,integer 
;tew EQU 0225h ;(4.12)---> 314.16*426.66us=wb*Tc 
tew EQU 0101h ;(4.12)---> 314.16*200us =wb*Tc 
;********this part was added today, 24.09.1997***** 
.********************************************************** , 
MOV R1, ucmm ;controlling the starting moment (when the procedure will be started .. ) 
MOVR2, #0 
ADDR2,R1 
JMP cc_z, niente3 
MOV R1, conta 
ADDR1, #1 
MOV conta, R1 
MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.0, tenspoz 
MOV R1, #cvd 
MOV Vas12, R1 
BSET R7.0 
MOV salv7, R7 
; v _beta is always 0 
; v_alfa is imposed 1/3*ud 
tenspoz: 
MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.1, niente1 
MOV R2, #cpoz ;0.8 decimal 
corto1: 
nientel: 
MOV R1, Calfa 
SUB R2, R1 
JMP cc_N, corto1 
JMP cc_UC, niente3 
MOVR3, #0 
MOV Vas12, R3 
BSETR7.1 
MOV salv7, R7 
MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.2, niente2 
MOV Rl, conta 
MOV R2, #tau 
SUB R2,Rl 
;tau=0.OO9 sec 
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IMP cc_N, tensneg 
IMP cc_UC, niente3 
tensneg: 
MOV R3, #cvdneg 
MOV Vas12, R3 
MOV RI, Calfa 
MOVi3, RI 
MOV R2, conta 
MOV temp3, R2 
BSETR7.2 
MOV saLv7, R7 
niente2: 
MOV R7, saLv7 
IB R7.3, niente3 
MOV RI, i_alfa 
MOVR2,#O 
SUB R2, RI 
MOV R3, #cpoz 
SUB R3, R2 
IMP cc_N, cort02 
IMP cc_UC, niente3 
cort02: 
MOVR3,#O 
MOV Vasl2, R3 
MOV RI,Calfa 
MOVi4, RI 
MOV R2, conta 
MOV temp4, R2 
BSET R7.3 
MOV saLv7, R7 
caLcoLo: 
MOV R5, temp3 
MOV R6, temp4 
SUB R6, R5 
MOV R3, #cvd 
MOV R4, #tcw 
MUL R4, R3 
CAUNORMAL2 
MUL R6, R2 
MOV R6,MDL 











MOVBZ RI, MDLH 
SHR RI, #4 
MOV R2,MDH 
SHL R2, #4 
OR R2, RI 
; Calfa is negative 
; i_alfa becomes positive 
; cneg=O.8 
;pay attention! temp3 , temp4 are integers 
;R3<--- 113*uz or 213*uz 
;R2 <-----1I3*uz*Tc*w (4.12) 
;R6 contains an integer, R2 a number in 4.12 
;R6 <-----113*uz*Tc*w*(temp4-temp3) 
; R3 <---(i3-i4) 















;R3 <--- 1000. integer 
; looo*(u_cfin-usaLm_a) ----->the resuLt in MD 
;MDL <--- MDI R4 
; division R2/R3 that is (JI3*uz*Tc*w*nrsteps)l(i3-i.J) 
.. once this is calculated. the leakage reactance is obtained in pu**** x_sig**** 
niente3: 
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.******************************* , 
;the end of insertion 24.09.1997 
2. The stator resistance estimation: 
;******** constants added on 811011997*************** 
;i_a EQU 0400h ;0.25 pu in 4. 12 format 
;i_b EQU OFCOOh ;-0.25 pu 
;Ca EQU 0333h ; 0.2 pu in 4. 12 format 
;Cb EQU OFCCDh ; -0.2 pu 
i_a EQU 0266h ; 0.15 pu 
i_b EQU OFD9Ah ; -0.15 pu 
;Cc EQU 0800h ;0.5 pu 
;i_c EQU OE66h ;0.9 pu 
;iJ EQU l000h ;1 pu 
i_c EQU OCCDh ;0.8 pu 
i_d EQU Oh 
;************Tc=426.66 us***************** 
;tau_a EQU IB78h ;3secrrc Tc=426.66 
;tau_b EQU 36EFh ;6secrrc 
;tau_c EQU 5266h ;9secrrc 
;tau_a EQU 1250h ;2secrrc Tc=426.66 us 
;tau_b EQU 249Fh ;4secrrc 

























;************this part added today, 811011997***anca n. ****** 
MOV Rl, ucmm 
MOV R2, #Oh 
ADD R2, Rl 
IMP cc_z, next5 
MOV Rl, conta 
ADD Rl, #lh 
MOV conta, Rl 
MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.0, nextl 
MOV Rl, #Ca 
MOV ialr, Rl 
BSET R7.0 
;0.25 pu 
MOV salv7, R7 
JMP cc_UC, next4 ; jumps at the end, before the regulators 
nextl: 
periodb: 
MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.1, next2 
MOV Rl, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_a ;tau_a=3secrrc 
SUB R2, Rl 
IMP cc_N, periodb 




ialr. R 1 
; (-0.25) pu 
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MOV sa Iv 7, R7 
MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.2, next3 
MOV Ri, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_b ;tau_b=6seclTc 
SUB R2, Ri 
IMP cc_N, periodc 











MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.3, next6 
MOV Ri, conta 
; i pu 
MOV R2, #tau_c ;tau_c=9seclTc 
SUB R2, Ri 
IMP cc_N, periodd 
IMP cc_UC, calcoli_c 
MOV Ri, #Cd 
MOV ialr, Ri 
BSET R7.3 
MOV salv7, R7 
IMP cc_UC, calcoliJi 
; 0 pu 
calcoli_a: 
MOV Ri, usa lm_a I 
, MOV R2, Vas12 
MOV R2, Uam 
ADD Ri, R2 
MOV usalm_al, Ri 
IMP cc_NC, calc_i 
MOV R3, usalm_ah 
ADD R3,#ih 
MOV usalm_ah, R3 
calc_i: 
MOV Ri, isalm_al 
MOV R2, i_alfa 
ADD Ri, R2 
MOV isalm_al, Ri 
IMP cc_NC, calc_conta 
MOV R3, isalm_ah 
ADD R3,#ih 
MOV isalm_ah, R3 
calc_conta: 
MOV Ri, conta_a 
MOV R2, #ih 
ADD Ri, R2 
MOV conta_a, Ri 
next6: 
IMP cc_UC, next4 
calcoliJ: 
MOV Ri, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_cm 
SUB Ri, R2 
IMP cc_N, calc_ic 
MOV RI, u_cfinl 
MOV R2. VasI2 
MOV R2. Uam 
ADD RI. R2 
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MOV u_cfinL, Ri 
IMP cc_NC, caic_c 
MOV R3, u_cfinh 
ADD R3, #ih 
MOV u_cfinh,R3 
caLc_c: 
MOV Ri, conta_cm 
MOV R2, #ih 
ADD Ri, R2 
MOV conta_cm, Ri 
caLc_ic: 
MOV Ri, isaLm_cL 
MOV R2, i_alfa 
ADD Ri, R2 
MOV isaLm_cL, Ri 
IMP cc_NC, caLc_cont 
MOV R3, isalm_ch 
ADD R3,#ih 
MOV isalm_ch, R3 
calc_cont: 
MOV Ri, conta_c 
MOV R2, #ih 
ADD Ri, R2 
MOV conta_c, Ri 
IMP cc_UC, next4 
calcoliJi: 
MOV MDL, isaLm_al 
MOV MDH, isaLm_ah ; isalm_a = ------------------
MOV R2, conta_a 
DIVL R2 
MOV isaLm_a, MDL , 
MOV MDL, usaLm_aL 
MOV MDH, usaLm_ah 
MOV R2, conta_a 
DIVL R2 
MOV usalm_a, MDL 
MOV MDL, u_cfinl 
MOV MDH, u_cfinh 
MOV R2, conta_cm 
DIVL R2 
MOV u_cfin, MDL 
MOV MDL, isalm_cL 
MOV MDH, isalm_ch 
MOV R2, conta_c 
DIVL R2 
MOV isalm_c, MDL 
caLcolo: 
MOV R3, isalm_c 
MOV R4, isalm_a 
SUB R3,R4 
MOV Ri, #3E8h 
MUL R3,Ri 
MOVBZ Ri, MDLH 
SHR Ri, #4 
MOV R2,MDH 
SHL R2, #4 
OR R2,Ri 
MOV nsot, R2 ;an integer (-550) 
MOV Ri, uJfin 
MOV R2. usa/m_a 
SUB Ri,R2 














, MOV R1, salv7 
, MOV R2, #V7 
, SUB R1, R2 
, 1MP cc_Z, next5 
;RJ <--- 1000, integer 
;loo0*(u_cfin-usaLm_a) -----> the result in MD 
;MDL <--- MDI R4 
; id and iq current regulators implementation follows .. 
next5: 
3. The rotor resistance estimation: 
;******** constants inserted on 811011997*************** 
;Ca EQU 0400h ;0.25 pu in 4. 12 format 
;i_b EQU OFCooh ;-0.25 pu 
;Ca EQU 0333h ; 0.2 pu in 4. 12 format 
;Cb EQU OFCCDh ; -0.2 pu 
;Ca EQU 0266h ; 0.15 pu 
;Cb EQU OFD9Ah ; -0.15 pu 
;Ca EQU 0199h ; 0.1 pu 
;Cb EQU OFE67h ; -0.1 pu 
Ca EQU OCCh ; 0.05 pu 
Cb EQU OFF34h ; -0.05 pu 
;Cb EQU 0266h ; 0.15 pu 
;Cc EQU 0800h ;0.5 pu 
;Cc EQU IOOOh ;1 pu 
Cc EQU OCCDh ;0.8 pu 
;Cc EQU OE66h ;0.9 pu 
Cd EQU Oh 
;************Tc=426.66 us***************** 
; tau_a EQU 1B78h ;3secffc Tc=426.66 
;tau_b EQU 36EFh ;6secffc 
;tau_c EQU 5266h ;9secffc 
tau_a EQU 1250h ;2secffc Tc=426.66 us 
tau_b EQU 249Fh ;4secffc 
tau_c EQU 36EFh ;6secffc 
;************Tc=2oo us********************** 
;tau_a EQU 3A98h ;3secffc Tc=200 us 
;tau_b EQU 7530h ;6secffc 
;tau_c EQU OAFC8h ;9secffc 
;tau_a EQU 27IOh ;2secffc Tc=200 us 
;tau_b EQU 4E20h ;4secffc 
;tau_c EQU 7530h ;6secffc 
rs_stim EQU 1 C4h ;Tc=2oo us, Ca=0.15 pu, i_b=-0.I5 pu 
; estimated using calc. due 
'************inserimento**** 8!1011997***anca n. ****** , 
MOV RI, ucmm 
MOV R2, #Oh 
ADD R2,RI 
1MP cc_z, next5 
MOV R1, conta 
ADD RI, #Ih 
MOV conta, R1 
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MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.0, nextI 
MOV RI, #Ca 
MOV ialr, RI 
BSET R7.0 
;0.25 pu or 0.2 pu, 0.15 pu 
MOV salv7, R7 







MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.I, next2 
MOV RI, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_a ;tau_a=3secITc 
SUB R2, RI 
JMP cc_N, periodb 











MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.2, next3 
MOV RI, conta 
; (-0.25) pu or (-0.2), (-0.15) 
MOV R2, #tau_b ;tau_b=6secITc or 4secITc 
SUB R2, RI 
JMP cc_N, periodc 











MOV R7, salv7 
JB R7.3, next6 
MOV RI, conta 
; 0.8 pu 
MOV R2, #tau_c ;tau_c=9secITc or 6secITc 
SUB R2, RI 
JMP cc_N, periodd 





























MOV RI, conta_b 
MOV R2, #Ih 
ADD RI, R2 
MOV conta_b, RI 
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Mav Rl, u_max 
MaV R2, Vas12 
MaV R2, Uam 
SUB Rl, R2 
JMP cc_z, camb 
JMP cc_N, camb 
nocamb: 








Mav Rl, i_umax 
MaV R2, Calfa 
SUB Rl, R2 
JMP cc_NN, nocamb 
camb: 
MaV Cumax, R2 
MaV Rl, Uam 
MaV u_max, Rl 
MaV R2, conta 
MOV conta_max, R2 
nocamb: 
JMP cc_UC, next4 
calcoliJi: 
calc%: 
MOV MDL, isalm_bl 
MOV MDH, isalm_bh 
MOV R2, conta_b 
DlVL R2 











MaVBZ Rl, MDLH 
SHR Rl, #4 
MaV R2,MDH 
SHL R2, #4 
OR R2, Rl 
MaV nsot, R2 
Mav R2, i_umax 
MaV R3, #rs_stim 
MUL R2, R3 
CAUNORMAL2 
MOV Rl, u_max 
SUB Rl, R2 
MaV R3, #3E8h 









; stator resistance =nsoplnsot 
next4: 
next5: 
;the rest oj the programjollows ... 
; isalm_b = ------------------
, conta_b 
; R3 <--- i_umax+isalm_b 
;Rl <--- 1000 (integer) 
;nsot <--- an integer (-???) 
;R3 <--- 1000, integer 
; looo*(u_max-rs_stim *i_umax) 
;the result in MD 
;MDL <--- MDI R4 
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4. The rotor time constant estimation: 
;******** constants inserted on 811011997*************** 
l_a EQU 0400h ;0.25 pu in 4.12 format 
Cb EQU OFCOOh ;-0.25 pu 
;Ca EQU 0333h ; 0.2 pu informato 4.12 
;Cb EQU OFCCDh ; -0.2 pu 
;Ca EQU 0266h ; 0.15 pu 
;i_b EQU OFD9Ah ; -0.15 pu 
;Ca EQU 0199h ; 0.1 pu 
;Cb EQU OFE67h ; -0.1 pu 
; i_a EQU OCCh ; 0.05 pu 
;Cb EQU OFF34h ; -0.05 pu 
;Cb EQU 0266h ; 0.15 pu 
;i_c EQU 0800h ;0.5 pu 
;Cc EQU OE66h ;0.9 pu 
;i_c EQU 1000h ;1 pu 
Cc EQU OCCDh ;0.8 pu 
i_d EQU Oh 
; ************Tc=426.66 us***************** 
;tau a EQU 1B78h ;3sec/Tc Tc=426.66 
;tau_b EQU 36EFh ;6sec/Tc 
;tau_c EQU 5266h ;9sec/Tc 
tau_a EQU 1250h ;2sec/Tc Tc=426.66 us 
tau_b EQU 249Fh ;4sec/Tc 
tau_c EQU 36EFh ;6sec/Tc 
;************Tc=200us********************** 
; tau_a EQU 3A98h ;3sec/Tc Tc=200 us 
;tau_b EQU 7530h ;6sec/Tc 
;tau_c EQU OAFC8h ;9sec/Tc 
;tau_a EQU 2710h ;2sec/Tc Tc=200 us 
;tau_b EQU 4E20h ;4sec/Tc 
;tau_c EQU 7530h ;6sec/Tc 
ee EQU 5E2h ; 1Ie=1/2.7183=0.3679 
pas_c EQU 4443h ; 4.2666 
;pas_c EQU 2000h ;2 
sei EQU 2710h ; integer 10"4 
;repeaclim EQU C350h ; 10sec/200 us 
repeaclim EQU 5B8Dh ; 10 secl426.66 us 
; ************this part was added today, 811011997***anca n. ****** 
Mav R1, ucmm 
MaV R2, #Oh 
ADD R2, R1 
IMP cc_z, next5 
Mav Rl, conta 
ADD Rl, #lh 
MaV conta, Rl 
Mav R7, salv7 
IB R7.0, nextl 
MaV Rl, #Ca 
MaV ialr, Rl 
BSET R7.0 
MaV salv7, R7 
;0.25 pu or 0.2 pu, 0.15 pu 
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;jumps at the end, before the regulators 
nextl: 
periodb: 
MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.1, next2 
MOV RI, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_a 
SUB R2, RI 
IMP ceN, periodb 









; (-0.25) pu or (-0.2), (-0.15) 
next2: 
sa Iv 7, R7 
cc_UC, next4 
MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.2, next3 
MOV RI, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_b ;tau_b=6secffc or 4secffc 
periodc: 
next3: 
SUB R2, RI 
IMP cc_N, periodc 












MOV R7, salv7 
IB R7.3, next5 
MOV RI, conta 
MOV R2, #tau_c 
SUB R2, RI 
;tau_c=9secffc or 6secffc 
periodd: 
IMP cc_N, periodd 























IMP cc_N, camb_max 
no_camb: 
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calcoliJi: 
next5: 
MOV RI, u_max 
MOV R2, u_min 
SUB R2, RI 
MOV R3, #ee 
MUL R3, R2 
CALL NORMAL2 
MOV RI, u_max 
ADD RI, R2 
MOV u_67, RI 
; R2 < --- u_min-u_max 
;R3 <--- ee=lIexp(l) 









MOV RI, conta_2 
ADD RI, #Ih 
MOV conta_2, RI 
MOV R6, salv6 
JB R6.0, nexca 
; after 10 sec the procedure is repeated 
MOV RI, #i_a 
MOV ialr, RI 
BSEr R6.0 
;0.25 pu or 0.2 pu, 0.15 pu 
MOV salv6, R6 
JMP cc_UC, next4 .. jumps at the end, before the regulators 
nexca: 
MOV R6, salv6 
JB R6.I, nexCb 
MOV RI, conta_2 
MOV R2, #tau_a 
SUB R2, RI 
JMP cc_N, period_b 











sa Iv 6, R6 
cc_UC, next4 
MOV R6, salv6 
JB R6.2, nexCc 
MOV RI, conta_2 
MOV R2, #tau_b 
SUB R2, RI 
JMP cc_N, period_c 













MOV R6, salv6 
JB R6.3, nextJ 
MOV RI, conta_2 
MOV R2, #tau_c 
; (-0.25) pu or (-0.2), (-0.15) 
·tau b=6secrrc or 4secfFc , -
.. 0.8 pu 
;tau_c=9secrrc or 6secrrc 
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SUB R2, RI 
JMP cc_N, period_d 



































JMP cc_UC, next4 
MOV R2, Uam 
MOV u_67trov, R2 
MOV R2, conta_2 
MOV conta_67, R2 
RI, conta_67 
R2, conta_min 
RI, R2 ; RI <--- conta_67-conta_min (integer) 
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APPENDIX 4 - Motor Data sets 
1. 'LAFERT motor 
Vno rated voltage [rms] 
Ino rated current [rms] 
Fno rated frequency 
pp pole pairs 
Rs stator resistance 
Rr rotor resistance 
Xsig_s_ stator leakage reactance at "Fno" Hz 
Xsig_r_ rotor leakage reactance at "Fno" Hz 
Xh - mutual reactance at "Fno" Hz 
Jmot motor inertia 
scorrNom nominal slip 
tv viscous friction coefficient 
Calculated quantities: 
iBase =4.2.J2 =5.93 A 
v Base =220.J2 =311 V 











Xs_= Xsig_s_ +Xh_= 95. 54 ohm - total stator reactance [ohm] at "Fno" Hz 
X lBase 182 xs= s .-- =. p.u. 
V Base 
Xr_= Xsig_r_ +Xh_=98.43 ohm - total rotor reactance [ohm] at "Fno" Hz 
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2. 'ASJAPAN'motor 
Vno ratedl voltaRe 
Ina 6.4 rated current 
Fno rated frequency 
/J/J /Jole /Jairs 
Rs stator resistance 
Rr rotor resistance 
XsiR. s stator leakaRe reactance at "Fno" Hz 
XsiR. r rotor leakaRe reactance at "Fno" Hz 
Xh mutual reactance at "Fno" Hz 
Jmot motor inertia 
scorrNom nominal slip 
fv viscous friction coefficient 
3. 'LAF2AWAX' motor 
Vno rated voltaRe [rms} 
Ina rated current 
Fno ratedfrequencv 
pp /Jole /Jairs 
Rs stator resistance 
Rr rotor resistance 
Lss stator leakaRe inductance 
Lsr rotor leakaRe inductance 
l.m maRnetizinR inductance 
Jmot rotor inertia 
iBase =3.3..fi =4.67 A 
vBase =117..fi =165.46 V 
Ls= Lss+Lm= 0.06557 H 
Table App4. 2 - motor data 
Table App4. 3 - motor data 




















Xs= LS· 2·1t·! = 41.199 ohm - total stator reactance at "Fno" Hz 
xs= X . lBase = 1.163 p.u. 
s 
V Base 
Lr=Lsr+Lm= 0.06484 H - total rotor inductance 
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X lBase 1 xr= r· -- = .15 p.u. 
vBase 
Xh=Lm 2piw= 37.398 ohm 




xsig_r+xs.ig_s=0.201 - the total leakage reactance in p.u. 
R lBase 007 rs= s· --=. 45 p.u. 
vBase 
rr= RR . lBase =0.0781 p.u. 
vBase 
4. 'LAF1AWAX' motor 
Vno rated voltafle [rmsJ 
Ina rated current [rmsJ 
Fno rated freQuency 
pp pole pairs 
Rs stator resistance 
Rr rotor resistance 
Lss stator leakafle inductance 
Lsr rotor leakaRe inductance 
Lm maRnetizinR inductance 
Jmot rotor inertia 
Ls= Lss+Lm= 0.4962 H 
Xs= LS ·2·Tt . f = 233.83 ohm 
xs= 1.01 p.u. 
Lr=Lsr+Lm= 0.4896 H 
















Table App4. 4 - motor data 
- total stator inductance 
- total stator reactance at "Fno" Hz 
- total rotor inductance 
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Appendix 5 
APPENDIX 5 - Test rig pictures 
Figu re app5.1- the 1.5 kW induction machine 
Figure app5.2- the encoder attached to the motor shaft 
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ppendi 5 
Figure app5.3- the Texas Instruments Evaluation Module (TMS320C240) 
Figure app5.4- the intelface between the encoder & Hall sensors and the D P board 
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ppendi 5 
Figure app5.5- the interface connected to the DSP board 
'-Ppendi :J 
Figure app5.6- the test rig: d.c machine, torque sensor and induction motor 
Figure app5.7 - the test-rig and the host PC 
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APPENDIX 6 - Assembler implemented control scheme (file: vec_new.asm) 
;=====================================================----------
, ----- .... -------file name Vec-1'll!W.asm-- ... -------------------------- ----------
;---------based on vec_2.asm ---------------------------------__ 
; -------------Anca N ovinschi-------------------- ------ ----- ----__ 
;=============================================================== 
. include "f240regs.h" 
.include "tabsin.asm" 
.include "tabteta.asm" 
.include "tabvel4.asm" ,jor Tc=4OOus 
. include "tabwti.asm" 
. copy "va riab.asm " 
;====================================================== 
STO_save .set 060h 
STIJave .set 061h 
ACCH .set 062h 
ACCL .set 063h 
ISRB .set 7096h 
;====================================================== 
;----------------INITIAUZATIONS============================== 
constl .set OODEh ;sqrt(3)/2 inB.B 
const2 .set OOBOh ; 112 in B.B 
const3 . set 0094h ; l/sqrt(3) in B.B 
maxJ . set OB33h ; 0.7 pu in 4.12 
minJ .set OF4CDh ; -0.7 pu, in 4.12 
max_ix . set OB33h ; 0.7 pu in 4.12 
min_ix .set OF4CDh ; -0.7 pu, in 4.12 
max_iy .set OB33h ; 0.7 pu in 4.12 
min_iy .set OF4CDh ; -0.7 pu, in 4.12 
min_spd . set OF4CDh 
maxJPd .set OB33h 
; _____ --- --------------SA M P LING Tl ME-- --- ------- --- ---
tc 
.set 4000 ;Tl period, determining the PWM freq 
. set 4000 ;12 period ,determining the samplingfreq of the speed loop 
.set 60000 ;T3 period/or QEP circuit 




;----------transforming the currents after got them from ADC module------
; .. --_ ..... -_ ........... ------- -_ ... --- ---_ ......... -_ ... --_ .. ---- ... -_ .. -- ---- ----------------_ .... 
kCtransLi .set OAOBh ;(2.5+0.0105)*1023=2568d=AOBh 
k2_transLi .set OA03h 
VJef .set 50Fh ; 5.06 V in B.B, supplied to the DSP board 
/if .set 350 ; 350d=0.OB5 in 4.12 
.data 













; Vector address declarations 
;==========================================:=========== 
.sect ". vectors" 


























B ISR.../i_TIC ; Interrupt Level 2 
B ISR...J3_12U ; Interrupt Level 3 
B PHANTOM ; Interrupt Level 4 
B PHANTOM ; Interrupt Level 5 
B PHANTOM ; Interrupt Level 6 
B PHANTOM ; Reserved 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; Trap vector 
B PHANTOM ; Non-nUJSkable Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; Emulator Trap 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
B PHANTOM ; User SIW Interrupt 
;====================================================== 
; END of --Vector address declarations 
;====================================================== 
;====================================================== 
; M A INC 0 D E - starts here 
;====================================================== 
. text 
START: ; it comes here after an reset 
LDP #DOh 
SETC lNTM ; disable interrupts, look at page 3-16, vol. I 
SPLK HOh,lMR ; mask all ints, page 6-18, vol.I 
SPLK HOFFh,lFR ; clear all ints flags, page 6-16,vol.l 
CLRC SXM ;clear sign extension mode, page 3-17 , vol. I 
CLRC OVM ; reset overflow mode, page 3-17, vol. I 
CLRC CNF ;config block BO of DARAM to data mem, page 3-16, vol. I 
; __________ watchdog-----------------------vol.ll, page 6-1-------
LDP #OEOH ;memory page 224 (7000h-707F h) 
SPLK #06Fh, WDCR 
SPLK #55h, WDKEY 
SPLK HOAAh,WDKEY 
;----------CPU clock output mode-------------
SPLK #0100000011000000b,SYSCR ;SYSCR 
SPLK #OOOOOOOOOOI00000b,SYSSR ;only bit 5 is set 
;-----------PLL clock module-------------------











; _______ -_ ---- -- --pe riphe rals- --------- ------- --- ----- ------ --- ----- ----
; ... -_ ............ -- -- -_ ........... - .. -- -_ ...... --_ .. --- .......... - ... -----_ .. -_ ................... -- -- --- ... -- ----
illP HOEOh ;back to page 224 
SPLK HOOOOOOOOOOOOOI00b,ADCTR12 . 

















;-----------------ACTR register-------page 2-48, vol. 1I------------------______________ _ 
SP LK #0000011 00 11 00 lLOb,A CTR 

















;===========END OF SEITINGS FOR EVENT MANAGER========= 
;======================================================= 




SPLK #0037h,SCICCR ; odd parity 
SPLK #OO13h,SCICTLl 
SPLK #0002h,SCICTL2 
; baud rate 
SPLK #OOOO,SCIHBAUD 





LAR AR2, #BO~ADDR 
LAR AR3, #end-prog 
LAR AR4, ffA CTR 













SPLK H03F9h, vXJef 
SPLK HO,VYJef 







SPLK HO,sync_neg ; flag to signal the negative wsync 










































SPLK #0, tetar Jound 
SPLK #0, counter _tc 
SPLK #0, flag_wrot 




SPLK #3669, kpif 
SPLK #30, ldf 
SPLK #34, kcorf 
SPLK #3522, kpiix 
SPLK #434, kiix 
SPLK #505, kcorix 
SPLK #3522, kpiiy 
SPLK #434, kiiy 
SPLK #505, kcoriy 
SPLK #18743, kpispd 
SPLK #130, ldspd 
SPLK #50,kcorspd 
; .- ............ --- --- -- ---_ .. - .................. - .. - .. _---_ .................... .. 
SPLK #O,tesew 




SP LK #O,save5 _count 
SPLK #O,trCcount 
SPLK #0, acc_h 
SPLK #0, acc_l 
SPLK #OFFFFh, nrJfff 
SPLK #0, readng 
SPLK #0, data_end 
SPLK #OFFCh .conse 4mii 
SPLK #2Dh ,conse45 
SPLK #Oh, tr3_count 
SPLK #Oh,wrotJ 
SPLK HOh, LOmp_O 
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SPLK HOh, comp_1 
SPLK HOh, comp"':;' 
SPLK HOh, chan~ 
SPLK HOh, chan"':;' 
SPLK HOh, spdJef 
SPLK #Oh, beginJlag 
SPLK #0400h, imagJef ; 0400h= 0.25 pu in 4.12 
; -------------V ARIABLES-------------------------- -- ---








SPLK #XDATA3ADDR, ext.Jnem 
. text 
;===========~nv===================================== 








LAR AR6, data_end 
LAR AR7, #XDATA3ADDR 
WP #0 









BCND waiUoop, EQ 
SPLK #0, starCsampl 




























:. ____ GEITING CURRENTS FROM ADC module---------------





LACC ADCFlF01,10 ; getdatafromADC,page3_1O,voLIl 
WP #6 
SACH il ;if ADCFlF01 is the data register o~ ADC1 th ·1· he 
LDP #OEOh 'J , en I IS t current 
LACC ADCFlF02,10 
WP #6 
SACH i2 ; this current comes from the Hall sensor in the middle 
;=======restart ADC ============= _________ _ 
LDP #OEOh ----------
































;===now il and i2 are availabLe, they are in pu and in 4.12format========= 











;load low ACC with value of i2, left shifted by 1 position 
; inACC <== il+2*i2 
;load TREG in prep for a multiplication 
; const3=1Isqrt(3) const3 in 8.8 
; PREG output to be shifted 1 places 
SACH iq,7 ; iq in 4.12, Logbookp.153 
LACL i1 ; il in 4.12 
SACL id ;store low ACC in id, id in 4.12 
; ----at this point id, iq calculated, in 4.12format------------
--------------================= ;=======================--------------
; ----use ix, iy from the previous Tc------------------
; ----from: Tr*(dimagldt)+imag=ix ==> 
~::::::::~:~~~~~~~-;~~~;=~M;;;n~~-:x~~~g-old)------






.. ix in 4.12 





; buf..JT1ul, 4.12 
; tctr ~ buf..JT1UI= Tc/Tr*(ix-imag)*** tctr in 4.12 
; Look In the logbook, p87 , p153 
PAC 
SA CH buf ..JT1ul 










theformula used: wmr=wr+iy/(Tr*imag) /wsync 
= = > wmr/wsync=wr/wsync+iy/(Tr*imag*wsync )=slip=s 




LACC bUf..JT1uL ; in bUf..JT1ul is imag 









TBLR temp Jtor 
; in buf..JT1ul is imag 
LT tempJtor 
MPY iy 
;got a value from the table and load TREG with that, is in 4.12 








;direct in B.B , corect 
;wrot is the measured speed, in pu, B.B 
;the sync speed 
LACC wsync ; check if sync speed is neg 








LACL velJirst ; the address of the first entry (TVELl) is Loaded in ACC 
ADD table....]Jointer 
TBLR temp_stor ;in temp_stor is now Dtetar, in 12.4 format 
LACL sync_neg 
SUB #1 
BCND nochange, LT 
LACL tetar 
SUB tempJtor 






;the old tetar 
; in ACC now tetar+Dtetar 
tetar_off: 
SETC SXM 
LACC tetar ; check iftetar is neg 
BCND tetar -pos, GEQ 




















BCND tetar _six, GT 
SPLK #0, sinjetar 





























LACL tetar Jleg ; the flag for negative tetar 
SUB #1 
BCND sincos_ok. LT 
LACL sin_tetar ; iftetar was negative then sin_tetar is neg 
NEG 




;=======for when speed reference is zero============= 
sincos_ok: 
ViCL spdJef ;DEBUG 
BCND dq_xy,NEQ 
SPLK #Oh, sin_tetar 
SPLK #0100h, cos_tetar 
SPLK #0, iq 
dq_xy: 
; ---_ ....... -_ ........ ----_ ... - ............ -----_ ............ -_ .. -_ .... -_ .... -_ .. ---_ .. ---_ .... ------
; ____ TRASFORMATION----- D, Q ===> X, Y------------··· 
, ............ --- -_ ...... - ...... ----_ ....... ------------_ ............... -- ... ------ --- ... - ... --_ ... 
; ix = id*cos(tetar) + iq*sin(tetar) 
; iy = _id*sin(tetar) + iq*cos(tetar) 
; -- ... - ... - .......... - ................. ----_ ............. -_ ... --_ ......... -_ ... - ........ ---_ ................... - -_ ... -- ---
LT id ; id in4.12 
MPY cos_tetar ; id* cos_tetar, cos_tetar in 8.8 
SPM 1 ; that means PM=OI 
PAC 
SACH buf-mul,7 ; 7+1 giyesa total shiftof8 positions 
LT iq ; 4.12 
MPY sin_war ; 8.8 
PAC 
SACH ix, 7 ; ix in 4.12 
ViCL ix 
ADD buf_mul 
SACL ix ; ix = id*cos(tetar) + iq*sin(tetar) , ix in 4.12 
; _ .. - .. _ ... ---_.- .. - -----_ ....... - .... -- ------_ ........... __ .. ------ -- --------_ .. ------ -_ ...... -_ .......... .. 
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LT iii ; 4.12 
MPY sin_tetar ; iIi* sinJetar. sin_tetar in 8.8 
PAC 
SACH bufJ11ul.7 
LT iq ;4.12 
MPY cosJetar ; 8.8 
PAC 
SACH iy. 7 ; iy in 4.12 
LACL iy ; 
SUB bufJ11ul 
SACL iy ; iy = -ili*sin(tetar) + iq*cos(tetar) in 4.12 
; ................................ --_ .................... -_ ........ --_ .................. -...... -... ---------- .. --...... -- ........ -.......... -_ ......... -- .. .. 
; NOW ix. iyAREAVAlLABLE; THEY ARElN 4.12 FORMAT 
................................. --------------------------------_ .. --------------_ .. -- ... 
;----------------FLUX REGULATOR ( PI type) 
; -................ -- ---------...... ----------------- .. _--_ .. ------------... _-------------
fluxreg: 
LACL imagJef 















; in 4.12 
; in 4.12 
; page 8-58 vol.I. RET is at 8-141 
; result in 4.12 
. ---- ............................. -- -- -_ .. -_ .. -_ ..... -.. ------------ -_ ..... ----------------- -- ----















; page 8-58 vol .I. RET is at 8-141 
; result in 4.12 
; ... ----------- -_ .... ----_ ............. --_ ... -.. ---- ..... --------- ...... ---- -_ ........................... ... 
;----------------SPEED REGULATOR ( PI type) 
; -_ ...................... ---_ .. --_ ................... ---- -_ ....... -_ ....... ----- -_ .. -- -_ ................................ _-
filtro: 
LACC spdJef 
BCND speedreg. EQ 
SUB wrotJ 






LA CL buf-mul 
ADD wrotJ 





























SACL VYJej ; VYJejin 4.12 
; .................... ---_ .................................... -- -_ ............................... ------- ..... .. 
;----TRASFORMATION----- X, Y ===> D, Q _________________ _ 
, ---------------------------------------------------------
; vdJej = vXJej * eos(tetar) - vy_ref * sin(tetar) 
; vqJej = vXJef * sin(tetar) + VYJej * eos(tetar) 
-----_ ...... ------_ .... -_ ...... -_ ... -------_ .. --------_ ................. -------
xy_dq: 
LT vXJej ; vXJejin 4.12 
MPY eos_tetar ; vx_rej * eos_tetar, eos_tetar in 8.8 
SPM 1 
PAC 




SACH vdJef, 7 
LA CL buL.mul 
SUB vdJej 
SACL vdJej 
; VYJejin 4.12 
; sin_tetar in 8.8 
; vdJej in 4.12 
; vdJej = vXJef * eos(tetar) - VYJej * sin(tetar) 





; vXJejin 4.12 
; vXJe!* sin_tetar 
SACH buLmul, 7 
LT VYJej ; VYJejin 4.12 
MPY eos_tetar .. eos_tetar in 8.8 
PAC 
SACH vqJef, 7 
LACL buLmul 
ADD vqJej 
SACL vqJej ; vqJej = vXJef * sin( tetar) + vy Jej * eos( tetar) 
, --------------------------------_ ... ---_ ... _- .......... -------------------------------
;----END OF TRASFORMATION----- X, Y ===> D, Q --------
; ..... -_ ................... ------- ............ -_ ... -- ... -_ ...... --- --------- ... - ........ ------- ---- .. -- --_ .. -- ...... .. 
;------------ TRASFORMATION----- D, Q ===>A , B, C------
; .................. -- -_ .. - ---- --_ ................ -- ... - --- --- .. ----- -- -_ .. ------ ---- -- -- -- ... --- -- ---
Va=VqJej 
Vb= - 1/2 * VqJej + sqrt(3)12 * VdJej 
Ve= - 1/2 * VqJej- sqrt(3)/2 * VdJej 

























; vqJejis in 4.12 
; Va=VqJej 
; vqJejis in 4.12 
.. eonst2=112 in 8.8 
; vb in 4.12 
; vdJej is in 4.12 
; eonst1=sqrt(3)/2 in 8.8 
.. bujYlul in 4.12 
.. vqJej is in 4.12 
; ve in 4.12 
----------------- - - -- - - - - - --- -------- --- ---_ ... --- ---------- -----_ ... - - - ---- --------
:·----END OF TRASFORMATlON----- D, Q ===> A, B, C -------
).,ccf3ndix 6 
:----va, vb, vc in 4.12-------------- ______________________________________ _ 
, ----_ ......... _------ ... -- ---------------_ ......... -- ... -_ ................................................ ... ...... -_ .................. -_ .................. ---
, -_ .................. ------------ ... ------------ ... _-_ ...... ----_ ...... _-
... ------ -- --- ... -- --- -_ ... --- -- -- ----
;----SIGN OF Va, Vb, Vc---------------- _________________________________ _ 
...... _----------------------- ----- ............ ---- ---_ ............... --_ ........................ ... 
SErC SXM 
lACC va 
BCND neg_a, LT 
SPLK #I,sva 
B sign_b 
SPLK #0, sva 
lACC vb 
BCND neg_b, LT 
SPLK #1, svb 
B sign_c 
SPLK #0, svb 
lACC vc 
BCND neg_c, LT 
SPLK #1, svc 
B sign_end 




; sector 1 is coded 3,2->1,3->5,4->4,5->6,6->2 
.. sett=sva+2*svb+4*svc logbook, page 149-150 
; ... -_ ............ ----_ ......... ---_ ..................... -- ----------_ ......... -_ ...... -- ... ---_ ... -- ---------- ............ -_ ..................... ... 






.. in ACC is now 4*svc 
; sett=4*svc +sva 
.. in ACC is now 2*svb 
.. sett=2*svb+4*svc +sva 
end_sett: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
.. -----------Ti, Tj, To EVALUATION------------Ti+Tj+To=Tc (sampling step) 
; ......... --_ ............... -- ... -............ ------------------ --_ .................. -_ ................................. -- ---_ ...... ---- ----_ ......... ---- ---- ------















.. an integer 
; k2vd is an integer 
; 4.12 
.. an integer 
.. klvq is an integer 
; 8.8 
.. an integer 
.. k3vq is an integer 
;---sector determination by looking at tetar---------



























SAR AR5. settJeal ;the real numerotation 1.2.3.4.5.6 
;=======end of determination oJsector by tetar================ 
LACL spdJef ;debug 







































































;-----------END OF ----Ti, Tj -----EVALUATlON---- ___ _ 
; ---_ .... -- ......... -_ .. _------ ---- ... ---- ------- --- -- ... _--- ... -- ...... -_ ... -- ............................. ... 
---- ---_ ... ---- ... -- .. 
------------- .............. _--- -- ...... _---- .. ---
~~~~REEVAi~~TI~~LofU~1!~Nif-~~~~~~~~~~~~:;;~~j;~~~~;-(;~ling step )------
. 1], l to IS too small---------- _________________ _ 




; tc=sampling step 
SUB UtoJTlin 
BCND to_ok,GEQ 



























.. ----- ---end of re-evalation----- ------------------ --------------------
;=================================================================== 
;=================================================================== 
;--------conversion of ti,tj,to to CMPRl, CMPR2, CMPRJ ----------------
;---example:-----------compare registeri = Tol4 
;----------------------compare register2= ToI4+Tlf2 




SACH C0TnP_o ; in comp_O=toI4 
LACC ti,15 
SACH comp_l ; in comp_l=ti/2 
LACC tj,15 
SACH comp_2 ; in comp.J.=tj!2 
LACL spd]ef 
BCND toggle_chan,NEQ 





LAR AR5, chan_l 
LACC comp_O 




LAR AR5, chan_2 
LACC comp_O 
ADD comp_l 






SACL buf_mul ; the address of the last channel to toggle 






.~":...~~:____ ; (toI4+tiI2+tjl2) saved to the CMPR register 






: Description: ISR. used to handle the interrupt-------____________ _ 
; coming from timer n. on underflow-----------_____________________ _ 
: Timer n counts from 0 to 2000 (4000) and down to 0.-------------_ 









; 96=60h. and status register sro is saved at 60h 
; STI is saved at 61h 
; saves High ACC at address ACCH 














; ACC is restored 
; restore status register STI 
; -------END OF---I S RJ3_nU---------------
;===================================================================== 
;===================================================================== 
; IS R - PHANI'OM 
.. Description: Dummy ISR. used to trap spurious interrupts. 
















; 96=60h, and status register sro is saved at 60h 
: STI is saved at 61h 
: saves High ACC at address ACCH 
; ACC is restored 
; restore status register STl 
;===================================================================== 
Appendix 6 
App -SO 
